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A b s t r a c t  

In the wake of densification and urbanisation, crowding has become an 
increasingly important issue for social sustainability in cities. This also 
affects urban design and the ways public spaces stimulate different kinds 
of crowding and clustering. There are, of course, several factors which 
affect pedestrian clustering and declustering in public spaces, factors that 
determine how and why people act as individuals or in groups, some of 
which concern the built environment, its materiality, and the atmosphere 
experienced in people’s relation to architectural elements. The present 
study addresses the rhythmic aspects of the spontaneous formation and 
dispersal of groups of people in socially conditioned events and 
situations. I investigate clustering and declustering by focusing on the 
role of physical space and materiality in these processes, using 
observation studies of pedestrian activities and interactions in selected 
places in the city centres of Malmö and Lund, two cities in the south of 
Sweden. I examine the character and materiality of public space in its 
ability to influence spontaneous clustering and declustering habits, and 
the various roles that crowds can have as part of everyday public life. I 
also address how the design of urban public space may afford different 
rhythms of crowding at different times. The field studies are categorised 
into crowding rhythms by their temporal scale: first, the everyday 
crowding related to walking and commuting; second, the weekly, 
monthly, and seasonal crowding related to regular cultural events such 
as markets or local festivals; and third, the extraordinary or exceptional 
crowding related to large-scale public events. The purpose of this study 
is to increase understanding of the relevance of sociomateriality to 
ordinary acts of clustering and declustering in public places, and more 
specifically to gain insight into a variety of crowding rhythms, and to 
articulate new concepts that can help describe the character of clustering 
or declustering in public spaces and the role of architecture and urban 
design in spatial production. 
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1  
 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

More people live in cities these days, whether for the opportunities of 
work, leisure, or communications, but urbanisation and densification 
also produce crowding problems. Public spaces are important resources 
for people to gather, meet, exercise, and socialise, and cities provide 
innumerable ways for people to spend time with others for both pleasure 
and the necessities of life. Cities and their public spaces have been an 
important arena for political meetings, discussions, and demonstrations 
throughout history and today. Cities are also the spaces where crowds of 
varying size appear spontaneously with no particular political intention. 
In the wake of densification, urbanisation, and increasing demands for 
urban consolidation policies that constrain city development and growth 
to within the existing boundaries of the urban areas, more pressure is put 
on public spaces. It also becomes urgent to extend our knowledge about 
where in cities people need space for crowding and under which 
circumstances crowds appear and disappear. An important but still 
undeveloped part of the research on this topic concerns the role of urban 
design and how the formation of physical space interacts with crowds in 
the city. If we can develop conceptual tools for this interaction, we will 
increase our ability to understand and put in place the spaces and spatial 
infrastructure that can accommodate crowding, including its sometimes 
dynamic and transformative features.
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Crowding, as seen here in this thesis, happens continuously and 
spontaneously, side by side with other everyday activities related to 
where people live and work. Crowding accompanies various activities 
most of the time, if not all the time. And it does not occur alone, but 
because of other activities and events at the same time and in the same 
place. To articulate that relationship, the formation of crowding can be 
said to be built on the activity that led to crowding in the first place (the 
reason for crowding); the time or duration defining for how long a crowd 
exists; and the place, meaning where and how the activity is formed 
relative to the social, spatial, and material circumstances. Crowding 
activities can for example be triggered by commuting, including public 
transport at bus or railway stations where people queue or gather in 
groups waiting for the bus or train to arrive; buying food, for example, 
in grocery stores or outdoor markets; shopping in commercial areas such 
as streets or shopping centres; eating in restaurants or going to cafés for 
fika (the Swedish coffee break); or just spending time socialising, as 
when people stand in a plaza chatting or sit on the benches socialising 
and eating. Considering in more detail how crowding relates to and 
accompanies other activities gives us a better understanding of how it 
works and might also help us to understand the creation of the space it 
produces. 

Due to increasing urban populations, the central urban areas in larger 
cities are expanding, turning into economic attractions and generating 
large pedestrian streams of residents, workers, or visitors who use city 
facilities and services. The density of people increases along with traffic 
and pollution, and taken together this dense city life puts heavy pressure 
on residents’ living conditions and lifestyles. It is thus important that 
research focuses on open public spaces in cities, and on how to improve 
urban design to balance the needs of city social life with accommodating 
that life in public spaces in a way that copes with different kinds of 
crowding. Better knowledge about crowds and streams of people could 
help make spaces that offer more leisure activities and improved 
gathering timewise, and could facilitate the daily, monthly, and seasonal 
rhythms of space usage. 
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One way to discover more about the quality of public space when it 
comes to crowding, and how it can be improved, is to study crowding at 
the micro level, looking at how pedestrian groups form and disperse: the 
tendency of individuals to move, stand, and sit closer to one another, and 
how this varies. The transformation of movement (mobile pedestrians) 
into non-movement (stationary pedestrians) and vice versa seems 
essential here. In a pioneering article, Ryave and Schenkein (1974) study 
the social organisation of walking groups, drawing attention to how 
pedestrians walk and especially whether they walk alone or together. 
They suggest factors that affect the comfort of walking together, namely 
pace, direction, and proximity (Ryave & Schenkein, 1974). More 
recently, there have been several studies on group formation, mostly 
based on quantitative methods, measuring, counting, and categorising 
interpersonal distances and different kinds of group formations in 
relation to statistical descriptions of pedestrian behaviour (Aiello, 1987; 
Costa, 2010; Hall et al., 2005; Holmes, 1992). None of these studies, 
however, has focused on the role of built environment or the effect that 
spatial design and materiality can have on group formation. 

There have been studies of grouping by age, gender, and the number of 
people in each group, but as part of the quantifiable modelling of 
attraction, behaviour, etc. For example, studies in social communication 
and environmental psychology have shown that younger people cluster 
more than older people (Aiello, 1987), and that women form more 
intimate groups and show stronger tendencies towards socialisation than 
men (Hall, 1984). More recent work on environmental psychology 
shows that similarities in race, culture, and religion (Bell et al., 2001), 
and friendship and familiarity (Holmes, 1992) are factors that make 
interpersonal space closer between pedestrians. Other factors include 
cross-cultural variations, while proxemics (studies of communicational 
distances between people) was quick to show that people from high-
contact cultures interact at closer distances than those from non-contact 
cultures (Hall, 1966). All these studies rely on statistical and counting 
methods, and have not considered the material or designed aspects of 
space in terms of the social organisation of forming, splitting up, and 
reforming again. 
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There are few studies of the impact of materiality and urban design on 
clustering. One interesting exception is Weilenmann, Normark, and 
Laurier’s article (2014) ‘Managing walking together’. By looking at how 
revolving doors in buildings can act as a physical obstacle that split 
groups of walking people, they describe the forms of behaviour that 
emerge because of such splitting. They use video recordings to chart the 
various interactions produced by walking through revolving doors and to 
analyse how the doors assemble, disperse, and then reassemble a group 
of people. My own study, in which I investigate pedestrian clustering and 
declustering (whether fixed or altering clusters) and pedestrian mobility 
(whether walking together or walking alone), takes a similar line. 
Another study of importance to my investigation is Magnusson’s 
Clustering Architectures (2016), which considers how different 
materialities contribute to how people cluster and socialise in public 
space. Methodologically, my study is influenced by the visual 
ethnographic approach of observations based on videos and photographs 
(as discussed, for example, in Pink 2012), a technique used by 
Weilenmann, Normark, and Laurier (2014) in their study of walking and 
by Magnusson (2016) in his study of social materialities in public space. 
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1.1 Personal and theoretical background 

This study was prompted in part by my MA dissertation in Urban Design 
and Planning at Jordan University of Science and Technology in Irbid, 
Jordan. My research began with an empirical analysis and assessment of 
the walkability of certain streets in the city of Irbid. I chose to study 
walkability as one of the main ideals of modern urban life—for example, 
the New Urbanism movement that started in the US in the early 1980s 
(Caves, 2004: 491)—in order to produce situated knowledge of 
walkability and ultimately to improve the design of better cities for 
pedestrians. I was left with questions about the quality of pedestrian life 
in cities and public spaces, and particularly in liveability, another 
important principle for the New Urbanism movement and urban 
organisation and design. Liveability, as I identified it in these pre-
doctorate studies, is partly a communal quality of life in a city, but also 
a more general concept that is hard to measure and equally hard to 
understand as an experienced or observed entity. The meanings and 
identifications of liveability and how it is applied are not always 
transparent; instead, the term is only vaguely associated with a general 
notion of the quality of life, and is not used according to goals or 
principles that would help define it (Ahmed et al., 2019). 

Several attempts have been made to apply liveability to urban design. 
Studies like those by Jan Gehl (2010, 2011), for example, have aimed to 
present solutions and projects for creating more liveable cities. But the 
difficulty here is that we cannot determine whether these solutions 
actually produce spaces that are more liveable or less; we cannot 
determine the quality of the design since some characteristics of it might 
suit a certain category of people but not others. Instead of aiming for 
general (good) solutions, we might rather need tools that enable a 
discussion of the aspects that makes a city liveable in different ways for 
different people: for example, how a city accommodates different 
activities, or allows some at the cost of others. 

The role of planners, architects, and urban designers in the outcome of 
the physical formation of cities, and how this corresponds to people’s 
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needs, will always be a subject of debate. We know, however, that the 
professional initiatives in new city formation and the various measures 
against dysfunctional urban space will inevitably influence social and 
individual activities in public space, including pedestrians’ behaviour. 
There is a need for qualitative studies to increase our understanding of 
the effects of designed matter in the built environment on citizens’ social 
lives and behaviours, including how people connect and gather in public 
space, and specifically what kinds of characteristics and possible 
categories there could be of dense and less dense ways of living and 
group behaviour in urban space. 

In this thesis, I address clustering and declustering as temporal and 
sequential phenomena, which reflect how we behave and socialise vis-à-
vis urban design in contemporary cities. I am interested in understanding 
the formation of clustering and declustering as a rhythmic behaviour, and 
in knowing more about the characteristics and different aspects of such 
rhythmic processes in the city. Every city is an arena for a multitude of 
rhythms, where urban space changes with different intensity, frequency, 
and scale. To study clustering is inevitably also to study the rhythms of 
different clusters over time, since it is only when we see how the different 
modes and scales of clustering unfold over longer periods we can 
understand in what ways and what circumstances a specific urban place 
allows for clustering or not. 

It is important to clarify the main terms central to this study—cluster, 
crowd, and crowdability—and to distinguish between them. I use the 
concept of the cluster to refer to a group of people who gather in the same 
spatial situation; an abstract and technical concept, it refers especially to 
the physical dimension of gathering. Clusters are always clustering and 
declustering, meaning they are part of a sequential process of doing or 
undoing a gathering. By crowd, I mean a group of people gathered in a 
certain spatial situation, including the multiple layers of physical, social, 
environmental, psychological, and behavioural meaning this spatial 
situation might imply. It is a more complex and more socially loaded 
concept than cluster, and can include situations where different groups 
sense togetherness and build up very large crowds. Just as with clusters, 
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crowds are always in a state of transformation and need to be studied on 
the move (see also Latour & Yaneva 2008) as a temporal phenomenon.  

In my research I use both the term crowd and cluster (or crowding and 
clustering) and am interested in the interplay of the two phenomena, and 
how the more socially determined qualities of crowds can be studied 
using the physical formation of clusters, and vice versa. Crowdability is 
thus the concept I introduce to the discipline, enlarging on the concept of 
crowding. Crowdability is a concept which sets out and (hopefully) 
clarifies the relationship between the physical environment and the 
human activity of gathering, and their close interaction. The aim is to 
spark a discussion and possibly an evaluation of the ability of public 
spaces, and the elements of the outdoor built environment, to allow 
possibilities and situations for people to gather and form crowds. By 
public space, I mean the spatial situations shared by people. Public space 
is a socio-spatial happening in constant flux, and my particular focus is 
on urban design and the role of form and materiality in the crowding and 
clustering that helps fashion the ‘anatomy’ of that public space. In this 
thesis, the concept of crowdability will be formulated and tested using 
theoretical and practical interventions to identify characteristic and 
innovative aspects of the concept, and to refine them and make them 
useful for further studies. 

I moved to Lund, Sweden, in early 2015 from a country with a different 
history, culture, and style of built environment. As a newcomer I had a 
distinct advantage, bringing to the investigation a fresh eye when 
observing the minutiae of daily life. To know a place well naturally has 
its advantages, as it allows you to explain certain phenomena that might 
elude outsiders, but it can also mean that ordinary aspects of place have 
been naturalised to the point of invisibility. With no preconceived ideas 
about the places I have studied, or indeed of public life in Sweden, I like 
to believe I am alert to things that might otherwise go unnoticed. By not 
knowing the places beforehand, I have a healthy distance to the norms of 
public spaces in Swedish cities such as Lund and Malmö. In the culture 
I come from, crowding is very much the norm, and social distance has 
different cultural overtones than in Sweden. In the early stages of 
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observing crowds in Malmö and Lund, I investigated the doing and 
undoing of crowds where I expected crowding to be. As I sometimes 
simply could not find it, I slowly learnt the social and spatial language of 
the culture as I observed it. So even if at the cost of an immediate 
understanding of the larger societal contexts which influence my 
observations, I think on the whole that my outside position has benefited 
the objectivity of the study, in the sense that any observed phenomenon 
can be put a par with any other in the observation context. At the very 
least, this partial distance will have helped me to notice things in city 
streets and squares that someone more acquainted with the culture might 
have found harder to detect, let alone consider important enough to 
record. 

As soon as a spatial and material perspective is taken, the opportunity 
arises to study what kind of obstacles exist in public spaces and how they 
influence walking groups’ dynamic tendencies to split up or reform. In 
the accepted understanding of public space, I would argue there are three 
areas of interest where further research would help complete the picture. 
First, we may wonder why in fairly standard types of urban design some 
public spaces, such as public squares for example, are busy with 
pedestrians, while others are not used much and seem to be increasingly 
abandoned. The classic idea of the central public square of the city as the 
place where citizens meet and gather—and also where they claim their 
rights as citizens and express their collective will (see Habermas, 
1989)—has already been questioned, if only because places for 
commuting or consumption are now arguably the most crowded and 
daily visited places (Cuff, 2012; Hajer & Reijndorp, 2001). On the other 
hand, the classic trope of the public square as a political place has also 
been reclaimed in a new fashion where certain material facts have been 
considered (Butler, 2011), along with recent uprisings in different parts 
of the world. It is interesting to see what patterns of crowding there may 
be today in the different types of urban public spaces. Regardless of 
differences in political urgency, it is of general interest to see where and 
how people gather today. It is often assumed large crowds gather in well-
suited places such as public squares or open spaces, but that is not always 
the case: crowds can grow slowly while moving around, for example. 
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How are we then to understand the different ways and mechanisms by 
which micro movements and small-scale clustering unfold in the built 
environment, sometimes developing into larger clusters or crowds, and 
sometimes not. 

A second gap in the research is apparent as soon as it is recognised that 
most academic work on crowds—including quantitative studies, but also 
the social constructivist approaches responding to given political 
circumstances, or more pragmatic approaches to user categories—
proceeds from a generalised concept of the pedestrian as a predefined or 
one-dimensional moving figure, with no deeper investigation of the 
differences in pedestrian behaviour that might arise because of different 
urban rhythms and intensities. In both the theory and the practice of 
urban design, it is often acknowledged that pedestrian behaviour depends 
on the built environment, but this is to miss the fact that pedestrian 
behaviour and materialities are not static or stable phenomena: they 
change depending on situations, outer impressions, associations, 
atmospheres, and environments (see Lawaczeck Körner, 2016). 

The third area of interest is evident if we consider the literature that 
typologises public space and its use. In work by the likes of Jan Gehl 
(2010, 2011), the methods and solutions lack a qualitative differentiation 
that could be given by more thorough observations and ethnographical 
approaches. Admittedly, the long and powerful tradition of researchers 
such as Whyte (1980, 2012) and Gehl (Gehl & Svarre, 2013) has 
included both quantitative and qualitative observation studies, but the 
tendency has been to generalise the user and the environment, 
categorising the activity of the user (sitting, standing, walking) and the 
built environment (benches, seating opportunities, etc.) in rudimentary 
typological ways. In the present study, I investigate crowding in closer 
observational detail, as a diverse and qualitatively differentiated 
phenomenon. I also want to see how the activity, such as clustering, in a 
specific place changes with the environment and its rhythms. 
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1.2 Aim and objective 

This thesis investigates public spaces and how they relate to rhythms of 
clustering in different situations. The aim is to develop concepts to a 
point that allows for a discussion of the role of urban design in processes 
of clustering and declustering. The specific objective is to understand 
how the same built environment can be a site for clusters with different 
rhythms, and how the materiality of this environment can affect the 
processes of clustering. While looking for a better conceptual 
understanding of clustering and declustering that can be used in future 
research, in the longer perspective I hope an initiated discussion will help 
urban designers improve the qualities of urban spaces when it comes to 
crowding, or, more specifically, clustering and declustering. 

I argue that the study of pedestrian clustering and declustering is an 
essential aspect in understanding more about how public life and meeting 
places work. This hinges on analyses of local circumstances and the 
sociomaterial conditions which differ from one place to another, and how 
they affect people’s behaviour, actions, and crowding rhythms. This 
investigation is therefore designed to contribute to a more general 
understanding of the role of sociomaterial conditions in how we move 
about in public spaces. 

The aims of this study can be described in four research questions. The 
first adopts a meta perspective; the second concerns space and matter; 
the third, time; and the fourth, methodology. 

1. How are clustering and declustering in public spaces best 
conceptualised, discussed, and categorised? There are also the subsidiary 
questions of what parameters characterise clustering and its 
categorisation, and what role is played by distance, direction, pace, and 
rhythm. 

2. What is the role of the built environment in formatting pedestrian 
clustering and declustering in public spaces? This question, focusing on 
the spatial and material layout of the places where people cluster, can be 
followed up with a sub-question about the relation between physical 
space and people’s actions. What happens at the edges of small-scale or 
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large-scale crowds, and how does the built environment influence 
changes in crowd formation? 

3. How does the built environment relate to the rhythms of group 
formation? This leads on to questions of rhythm and time. How can the 
material and spatial qualities of urban design accommodate different 
crowding rhythms at different points in time? How does urban design 
affect the speed of pedestrians’ clustering and declustering, and how do 
differences in speed affect the distance between a group’s members? 

4. How can clustering best be observed, described, and analysed in order 
to inform both research and design practice? 

These four research questions thus inform my approach to interrogating 
the material. The first aspect sees crowdability on a conceptual level 
foregrounded and studied to create new theoretical concepts, which 
enable us to better account for this phenomenon when analysing urban 
design. The second aspect is how urban formations affect clustering. The 
third aspect concerns changes over time, and how the same urban space 
can afford clustering of different rhythms. The fourth aspect, being 
methodological, points to some practical concerns: the study introduces 
observational methods and a qualitative sociomaterial analysis when 
tackling the question of how clustering relates to urban design, and this 
has practical implications, because it also determines how we connect 
theory with practice—how we, as analysts, can study clustering to 
develop different concepts and modes of clustering, but also how we can 
use these theoretical and analytical concepts as a practical tool for further 
discussion of urban pedestrian crowds. The first three questions thus feed 
into the fourth in the sense we can, at least hypothetically, actualise this 
study in possible improvements to urban design. The research questions, 
like the empirical work, are primarily concept-led, but nevertheless the 
practical aspect is always present in the questions. 

The methodological approach of this study is inspired by visual 
ethnography (see, for example, Pink, 2013; Magnusson, 2016), and is 
based on the observation and visualisation of movement patterns and 
crowd and cluster organisation in various urban contexts. Information 
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was gathered using photography, observation, video recording, informal 
talks, and sketches of life in public spaces. The studies were limited to 
specific locations and times in the two Swedish cities of Lund and 
Malmö, between 2016 and 2019. The observations in Lund were 
conducted around Lund Central Station and in the city centre, including 
the pedestrian street Lilla Fiskaregatan and the two central public 
squares, Stortorget and Mårtenstorget, both on ordinary days and during 
a historic visit by the Pope on 31 October 2016 (the study of the Pope’s 
visit extended across the city centre and included places close to Lund 
Cathedral). The studies in Malmö included specific events, such as an 
annually recurring food festival in the pedestrian precinct (which 
includes two main squares, Stortorget and Gustav Adolfs Torg), but also 
everyday life in the same pedestrian precinct.  

The railway station in Lund was chosen because of the rich empirical 
material it offered for an investigation of clustering and declustering. It 
has a large flow of pedestrians, regularity of use, a variety of rhythmic 
movements at different times of the day, night, or season, and a density 
of observable examples over short periods. The other cases include the 
everyday life of pedestrians in public spaces such as squares and plazas, 
besides minor annual events such as the food festivals in Malmö and 
Lund. Other small-scale events or activities were observed that take place 
mostly at weekends. My research was calculated to track how various 
design elements affect crowd behaviour in different situations and what 
factors lead to clustering and declustering. The conceptual basis and 
conduct of the study was thus focused on providing knowledge for future 
research on crowding, but also on assisting urban designers in their 
understanding of how crowds function and how they are affected by 
design. 

The aim of my study is to bring new knowledge about clustering to the 
field of urban design: how it works and how it can be investigated. My 
research follows the tradition of studying urban public life and its relation 
with the material environment (including, but not limited to, Jacobs, 
1961; Lynch, 1961; Appleyard & Lintell, 1972; Whyte, 1980, 2012; 
Appleyard et al., 1981; Gehl, 2010, 2011; Gehl & Svarre 2013; 
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Weilenmann et al., 2011; Magnusson, 2016; Kärrholm, 2017; Prieto de 
la Fuente, 2018). I also draw on the sociological field of crowd theory 
(Canetti, 2000; Borch, 2012; Brighenti, 2014), and work with concepts 
informed by proxemics, the science of interpersonal distances and 
interpersonal spatial communication (Hall, 1959, 1966; Lawson, 2001). 
The central notion of crowdability rests on the conceptual ground of 
affordance theory (Gibson, 1977, 1979) showing how an environment is 
perceived as offering certain actions to its visitors. Although I do not 
necessarily want to describe this as a work of rhythmanalysis (Lefebvre, 
2004), the concept of rhythm (Lyon, 2019) has proved important, 
because it allows me to structure how the affordance of clusters and 
crowds change over time and how this coincides with a variety of 
rhythms. The empirical studies are also grouped according to an overall 
difference in scales of cultural rhythms, which is reflected in the structure 
of the thesis. 
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 

This book comprises seven chapters. In this first chapter, I have 
introduced my thesis, with a short general, theoretical background to the 
subject of crowds. In addition touching on the state of the art, I have 
presented the main research objectives. In Chapter 2, I outline the 
theoretical background of the thesis, identifying the key theories and 
discourses I primarily want to contribute to: urban design and its relation 
to people and crowding in public space. The theoretical framework draws 
on crowd theory, proxemics, rhythmanalysis, and affordance theory. I 
introduce the concept of crowdability, the general theoretical coinage 
presented in this thesis, and which builds on existing theories to form the 
basis for the empirical analysis of this study. Chapter 3 is the methodlogy 
chapter, in which I describe the thrust of the empirical research, along 
with the various methodological approaches used and why they were 
selected. I set out how the methods were used and in which situations or 
studies, and the data collection techniques used in the field studies. I 
finish by describing the structure of the field studies, and the criteria used 
to categorise them into three groups, which are the themes of the next 
three chapters of the thesis. 

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 describe the empirical research into the three main 
sociocultural categories in which crowding occurs. In Chapter 4, I 
present the first category of field study—everyday crowding—which 
consisted of observing crowds at Lund Central Station and observing 
everyday walking along the pedestrian street Lilla Fiskaregatan in central 
Lund. In Chapter 5, I describe three field studies of seasonally 
conditioned crowding habits at an annual food festival in Malmö, an 
annual food festival in Lund, and over the course of the first sunny spring 
weekend in Lund city centre. Lastly, in Chapter 6, I present an example 
of exceptional, extraordinary crowding at one-off events, focusing on a 
field study of the crowding that defined the formation and behaviour of 
the public during Pope Francis’s visit to Lund in October 2016. I also 
reflect briefly on the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, which began 
after I had finished my planned field studies. 
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In Chapter 7, I present the final discussion and overall conclusions of the 
thesis, revisiting the principle concepts I have drawn from my various 
studies. 
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Christmas market, Malmö, 2017. 
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T h e o r e t i c a l  f r a m e w o r k  

Some public spaces attract such a large number of people that it becomes 
a problem, whereas other public spaces fail to attract anyone and verge 
on the desolate. Where clustering is a problem, everyday life is affected. 
The Project for Public Spaces (2019), an NGO funded in 1975 to enlarge 
on the work of William Whyte, offers descriptions and rankings of over 
600 public spaces. According to its rankings, there are several public 
spaces such as the Piazza del Campo in central Siena, Italy, which offers 
a comfortable atmosphere for social interaction. Rittenhouse Square Park 
in Philadelphia also functions as a very useful public space due to its 
attractive surroundings and easy atmosphere, making it a favourite 
meeting place for locals. On the other hand, there are public spaces that 
do not function well as a collective meeting place, such as the Place de 
la Concorde in Paris, with a design that is generally problematic, 
including heavy traffic that threatens the pedestrian flow, and makes it 
difficult to form clusters or to move from one part of the square to 
another. Another example is Pershing Square in Los Angeles, an open 
public space designed with landscape features and surrounded by office 
buildings, but reserved for a few specific activities such as festivals or 
special events, and surrounded by heavily trafficked roads. An uninviting 
spot, it is rarely used by those nearby.
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My research is concerned with how groups cluster and decluster in public 
space, and aims to understand the role of urban design in the production 
of rhythms of clustering and declustering on a more detailed level. I have 
done this by analysing the urban form characteristics and the materiality 
of the built environment in terms of how it allows or promotes crowding 
and the movement of crowds, especially in relation to places or events 
where people prefer to cluster, or are forced to as part of a commuting 
society. By urban form, I mean singular material entities and the spatial 
layout of certain chosen places, and how these factors affect pedestrian-
proxemic relations. My study addresses the qualitative aspects of 
relations between and in particular urban places in Lund and Malmö, two 
medium-sized cities of somewhat different character, located close to 
one another in the south of Sweden. Rather than investigate specific sites 
as stable objects, I am interested in how ongoing clustering practices 
continuously configure and reconfigure space.  

Space syntax studies hold the density of outdoor populations to be one 
factor that defines a place (Hillier, 1996). While space syntax studies of 
the connective capacities of cities often focus on stable built 
configurations (Hillier, 1996; Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Bafna, 2003; 
Legeby, 2013) or the planning and mapping of new areas (Marcus et al., 
2016; Ståhle et al., 2005), and by so doing attempt to state the site-
specific qualities of the spatial layout itself, here I am primarily 
interested in situations that are alive and moving. I study space and 
people on the micro level—how people, animals, paving, walls, 
shadows, sounds, and the like relate to one another, producing 
movements, juxtapositions, and distances between people in public 
spaces. My approach is qualitative, and since I am interested in the 
movement patterns by which those who use public space gather in 
relation to spatial (and material) configurations, I draw on the theories of 
proxemics and affordance: proxemics (Hall, 1959; Lawson, 2001) 
because it differentiates between the social symbolics of how close 
people stand in relation to one another; and affordance theory (Gibson, 
1977, 1979) because it states that actions are directly related to what is 
offered by the environment. 
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I begin here with a brief introduction to urban design as a discourse and 
an area of study I hope to contribute to. I then address the concept of 
crowds as a way of investigating specific social dimensions of urban 
design. I introduce proxemics and the concept of rhythm as related to 
spatial formation, and discuss my use of affordance theory and its 
relevance to the study of clustering and crowds.  
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2.1 Urban design, places, and shared public space 

Cities are continually developing and changing due to different social, 
geographical, economic, and technological forces. The discourse of 
space has shifted too, going through several iterations of debate as 
society changes. In the 1960s and 1970s, there were generally high 
ambitions for the role of the social in defining architecture. There were 
political ambitions to radically renew society, not least in Sweden, 
focused on large-scale and homogeneous architectural solutions, which 
later led to problems for the quality of lived urban life, especially 
suburban life. Since the early 1970s the relationship between 
architectural form and function has been reconsidered, with more diverse 
views on the spaces shaped by modern forms of architecture, following 
in the wake of, for example, Jane Jacobs, Jan Gehl, Donald Appleyard, 
Christopher Alexander, William H. Whyte, Amos Rapoport, and many 
others (see Larice & Macdonald, 2013). Such theorists focused more on 
how humans experience and use the built environment. Studying the 
social dimensions of space, and considering human scale as a primary 
reference of the urban design process, is now seen as essential to improve 
the quality of life in cities, and in different ways this interest has become 
more evident, as has the discourse of urban design itself (Carmona, 
2014a; Carmona, 2014b; Carmona et al., 2010; Marshall, 2012). 

In urban design, cities and their districts are defined through the layout 
and formation of buildings, streets, squares, green spaces, and so on. 
Wherever serious thought is given to the physical and social dimensions 
by including the will and needs of the people, the built environment 
becomes a more transdisciplinary matter. Of special importance in such 
transdisciplinary tasks is public space, meaning the shared places for city 
dwellers of different cultural backgrounds, genders, ages, and 
occupations. As urban populations grow, people’s need for and demands 
on well-functioning space also increase, and it is essential that urban 
design meets those needs when it comes to how public space is occupied, 
and a large part of that use coincides with pedestrian movement and the 
form taken by walking, resting, and grouping in cities. Crowds represent 
a significant part of the pedestrians who share public space. Safety 
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factors, including feeling secure enough to be part of an urban crowd, 
play a significant role in the density of crowds and people’s preparedness 
to be part of this shared space. Today it is a recognised ingredient in the 
formation of cities that density goes hand in hand with security issues. 
Efficient public spaces for pedestrians are expected to provide a sense of 
feeling safe in a crowd, whether regular public activities, rare events, or 
everyday social life. 

2.1.1 Crowding and the meaning of places 

Because modernity has accelerated the pace of everyday life, everything 
in the city is crowded: not only the streets, but also the city dwellers’ 
mindset and agendas. Crowding has in that sense become a sentiment, 
where certain elements, brands, and ideas are shared among large groups 
of people—even on a global scale—and though modern culture is to a 
large extent materialist, in the sense that the possession of things is a 
measure of success, it is also paradoxically the case that material 
qualities and details have vanished in a subtle feeling of dispossession. 
Thoughts like these are integral to the postmodern condition and 
theorisation, where mediation has become as important as any actual 
material grounding of life. In their book Escape Attempts: The theory 
and practice of resistance in everyday life, first published in 1976, Cohen 
and Taylor point to the acceleration of the pace of everyday life in the 
modern and postmodern world, and to the subsequent disappearance of 
the experience of material details in light of this acceleration. 

Perhaps, though, the sense of ‘nothing being special any more’ derives 
not so much from the manner in which modern means of communication 
merge actual situations—create a lack of difference—but rather from the 
unitary character of the images which now dominate our world, from our 
membership of a culture dominated by what Baudrillard calls 
‘simulations’. In this ‘postmodern’ world, signs (pictures, phrases, 
images, sounds) have become detached from their referents, have lost 
contact with the material and social world and appear in the media as 
‘pure signifiers’. (Cohen & Taylor, 1992: 10). 

With the argument that nothing is special any more, Cohen and Taylor 
underline how modernity creates similarity, and how unifying aspects 
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came to be dominant in the creation of modern life forms, replacing 
earlier lifeworlds. 

If there can be no totalizing theory any more, then there can be no criteria 
for establishing truth and meaning. And if the meta-narratives of utopia, 
teleology and progress are so tarnished, then it becomes difficult to be 
guided by any final goal. As the postmodernist graffito proclaims: ‘God 
is dead; liberalism is dead; Marxism is dead. And the truth is that I don’t 
feel too good myself’. (Cohen & Taylor, 1992: 23). 

The vanishing of ‘meaning’ and ‘progress’ that Cohen and Taylor are 
talking about, even though formulated in response to postmodernity, can 
still be an argument with which to examine the impact of the material 
details, and especially in relation to crowding. To understand crowding, 
we need to consider the partly invisible or vanishing components that 
make people want to share worlds. We need, at least partly, to understand 
if materially situated existence in cities is vanishing or if it is just 
becoming invisible while retaining its importance. One may even claim, 
given the recent rise in eco-awareness, that material circumstances 
actually seem to be playing a vital role again. The effects of modernity 
and its technology have nevertheless continued to accelerate everyday 
life, forcing the characteristics of the city to be produced within a frame 
of unity and similarity, and making it hard to distinguish between 
characteristics or qualities, leading to a loss of ‘meaning’. And it 
becomes even harder as urban everyday life becomes repetitive and 
assumptive, to a degree where it becomes almost impossible to see where 
it becomes ‘invisible’ (Cohen & Taylor, 1992). 

The meaning of materialities and the declining possibility to appreciate 
that meaning have been decisive for the design and conduct of the 
research for this thesis. When it comes to crowding and its relation to the 
built environment, the study of everyday life rhythms as a temporal 
phenomenon alone—detecting when they appear and disappear—cannot 
be enough to understand these ‘hidden’ meanings. In order to grasp the 
possibilities and meanings that form in crowding situations, the 
particular combination of social and material aspects to crowding in the 
city has to be studied in relation to different scales of rhythm, like here, 
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besides the daily gatherings in walking and resting situations, gatherings 
tied to the regular appearance of crowding at weekends or under seasonal 
conditions, or to more irregular, singular, or extraordinary events. With 
its use of different temporal scales, this study of crowds can better gauge 
the different operative meanings of crowding, and how to relate 
crowding to situational restraints based on intersubjective behaviour and 
to the character of urban design. The impact of urban design, what it 
offers, and what it excludes, will be discussed in detail in terms of the 
concept of affordance (see 2.5). The specifics of urban design will also 
be addressed in the empirical studies in subsequent chapters. 

Studying public places from the perspective of the human scale makes it 
possible to understand why some places designed for people to gather 
are often found empty, while other places or spots spontaneously become 
places where people gather, sometimes even become overcrowded. In 
making public spaces efficient for the target groups they were designed 
for—which could include stimulating social interactions between people 
through shared facilities—it is important to consider public transport 
facilities such as streets, tracks, grounds, and nodes of communication 
necessary for the creation of public spaces. In some modern societies, 
these nodes can be said to have replaced the traditional concept of the 
public square as the place where people can be reached and where they 
gather (Cuff, 2010). The nodes and facilities for transport are like the 
veins and the heart of the city: unthinkable without the people and the 
crowds which are its lifeblood.1 Human gatherings and movement in 
cities are an essential part of what constitutes a community, and thus also 
what may drive urban design to support community building. In their 
book Public Space, Carr, Francis, Rivlin, and Stone (1993) state: 

When public spaces are successful … they will increase opportunities to 
participate in communal activity. This fellowship in the open nurtures the 
growth of public life, which is stunted by the social isolation of ghettos 
and suburbs. In the parks, plazas, markets, waterfronts, and natural areas 
of our cities, people from different cultural groups can come together in 
a supportive context of mutual enjoyment. As these experiences are 

 
1 See Sennett (1994) for an interesting description of how the body and bodily relations 

to the city has changed over time in the history of Western civilization. 
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repeated, public spaces become vessels to carry positive communal 
meanings. (Carr et al., 1993: 344) 

That good public spaces are populated public spaces is an oft-repeated 
saying, and has become a truism in urban design literature and in the 
professional world where, for example, ‘meeting places’ today are often 
seen as a primary goal, but one rarely elaborated on. Studying crowding 
and its causes is not only about people gathering, however; it is also 
about why people do not gather, or rather why people sometimes prefer 
to be by themselves in public space as individuals or why groups 
disperse. I shed light on the issue by looking at how individuals’ 
movement enables clustering, and how declustering takes place, pointing 
to why some public places afford a minimum amount of gathering before 
pedestrians spread out as individuals, while other places afford more 
gathering and moments of sharing between people. 

In the anthology Urban Design Reader, Carmona and Tiesdell (2007) 
present various theories of urban design and place-making, grouping 
them into six dimensions: the morphological, the perceptual, the social, 
the visual, the functional, and the temporal. One could say that all of 
them bar the morphological dimension feature in my study. However, I 
hold to a slightly different range of theories than is typical for the 
traditional urban design discourse: affordance theory and proxemics (see 
Chapter 2.3) do not appear to any significant extent in urban design 
readers, for example. To be able to analyse pedestrian crowding 
behaviour and how pedestrians use public space, and to recognise how 
urban design facilitates clustering and declustering, I have observed the 
sociomaterial space by way of what could be labelled visual ethnography 
(Pink, 2013), where the description of situated pedestrian movement 
takes into account the physical urban space. 

2.1.2 Urban design and the presence of people 

In his book, Urban Design and People, Michael Dobbins (2009) defines 
three elements important for urban design: (i) the physical environment, 
(ii) human activity, and (iii) connections. The physical environment 
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includes the places people occupy and what they have done with those 
places, and it consists of the natural world and the built world. Human 
activity includes the things people do, what they have to do, want to do, 
and where they do it. Connections pertain to the infrastructure that ties 
people and places together, including transport, utilities, and 
communications. Accepting Dobbins’s pragmatic, practice-oriented line, 
and other surveys of the theory such as Carmona and Tiesdell (2007), the 
presence of people is fundamental to the discipline of urban design 
whenever urbanism and urbanity are defined, and should therefore have 
their place in urban design theory. In traditional studies, however, places 
and people have often been separated out: the urban environment has 
been one stable entity (the physical city) and the person as another one 
(the user), and connections between them have been made to solve urban 
design problems in various ways (in a way following Dobbins’s model). 

In observational studies of crowds and clustering it is harder to stick to 
this analytical scheme, since several human agents have fluctuating 
influence and non-human agents too can have a role. As we shall see, 
people assemble into clusters with one another, but also with objects and 
with animals, and in doing so alter their roles as ‘users’ and even their 
identities as city dwellers. They explore and manipulate their material 
environments to the extent that the only adequate way to study the 
phenomenon is by following it as a transforming figure of materialities 
and sensing bodies. 

The stability of ‘tidy’ domains is simply not there to be studied. If we 
want to understand the role of materialities and spatial extensions for 
crowding and how objects and people assemble and disperse over time, 
we must follow it as a process of becoming. This perspective on 
transformation and emergence has been applied and developed in studies 
of pedestrians and ‘walking assemblages’ (see Weilenmann et al., 2014; 
Cochoy et al., 2015; Kärrholm et al., 2017), and in general architectural 
studies interested in how materialities play a significant part in the 
unfolding of urban events (Yaneva, 2012; Prieto de la Fuente, 2018). In 
the present thesis, the emergence and dispersal of crowds is likewise 
studied as a transforming phenomenon, sometimes possible to capture 
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with observation. At times, the dynamic processes of crowding itself 
escape the observational eye, but nevertheless it is still possible to say 
something about what frames the crowding. 

One important aspect of crowding is its part in social justice and 
democracy. Crowds are important democratic instruments, and all cities 
need public spaces that allow for crowds to form and for protests to 
happen (Mitchell 1995; Mostafavi 2017; Hatuka 2018). Judith Butler 
(2011) discusses the relation between public space and equality using the 
concept of the body. With their bodies, people perform their activities in 
public, and Butler argues that public space should be utilised by and 
accessible to all, regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, physical ability, 
social background, financial background, etc. Because cities, streets, and 
public spaces bring people together in physical proximity, it should 
provide equal (and non-profit) opportunities and justice with no 
discrimination. The basic needs associated with the human body—access 
to food, shelter, care, movement, and contact with other bodies—are 
essential requirements of urban life. Butler also argues that bodies are 
always associated with other bodies in public spaces, and therefore there 
is an important need for space where such relations can be performed. 
She thus relates the need for social difference and justice to crowding 
and urban design, and how material environment co-creates and supports 
such needs: 

we see some way that bodies in their plurality lay claim to the public, 
find and produce the public through seizing and reconfiguring the matter 
of material environments; at the same time, those material environments 
are part of the action, and they themselves act when they become the 
support for action. (Butler, 2011: 1) 

Each body has different personal needs, and individuals perform as 
citizens in public space depending on their needs and preferences. Bodily 
performance is affected by the space the city offers. Different spaces 
provide different domains, or niches, of support, and these domains 
include both human and non-human dimensions. 
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2.2 Crowds 

An essential concept in this study is the concept of the crowd. In the 
Oxford English Dictionary, a crowd is defined as ‘a large number of 
people gathered together in a disorganized or unruly way’ (Oxford 
Dictionaries 2020, s.v. ‘crowd’), although there are other related 
meanings such as the audience of a special event, the number of people 
connected by a shared activity or interest, the mass of common people, 
or multiple things regarded collectively. There are important conditions 
found in all these definitions, namely that they are shared events and they 
involve a significant number of people gathered in a regular or irregular 
way. Still, none of these broad definitions includes dependence on the 
gathering place or gathering time. For studies in urban design, time and 
space are essential to any understanding of what invites or hinders 
crowding and the existence of different types of crowds. 

The ‘unruly’ element in the concept of the crowd, or the importance of 
mass psychology, or even ‘overcrowding’ as a special societal condition 
where there are more people than is comfortable or safe, all lie outside 
the scope of this investigation. However, it should be borne in mind that 
a crowd is a form of collective behaviour in a public space that lends 
itself to social science (Borch, 2012). This includes crowding viewed as 
a societal problem or, for political reasons, as unsupported. Even if 
crowd theory can thus be said to have special connotations for sociology 
and the social sciences, I nevertheless limit my use of it, as a theory of 
more politically charged issues, to describing specific, ordinary, 
collective social behaviour in the everyday use of urban public space, or 
to larger gatherings that are socially or politically unthreatening. By 
ordinary, I mean my discursive context, rather than being governed by 
political science, sociology, or other societal contextualisations, is the 
impact of (and on) the built environment on the micro scale, in a physical 
perspective. All the same, without engaging at length with the disciplines 
of sociology or mass psychology, I will say something about how crowds 
and masses have been viewed historically as psychosocial phenomena. 
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2.2.1 Le Bon, Freud, and Canetti 

In 1895, the sociologist and psychologist Gustave Le Bon published The 
Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind, a seminal work in crowd 
psychology. Le Bon wanted to change the contemporary view of crowds 
as a negative, unwanted phenomenon of urban life. Instead, he wanted 
the potential of crowds to recognised, and to use this knowledge to 
develop cities and make them better places to live. He defined the 
‘psychological crowd’ as ‘a provisional being formed of heterogeneous 
elements, which for a moment are combined’ (Le Bon, 2002: 4–7). In 
addition, he discussed the collective mind of the crowd and how 
individuals in crowds behave and act differently to their behaviour when 
on their own. In his definition, he focused on two primary aspects of the 
crowd: that it is temporary and that it is a heterogeneous entity. As a 
starting point in my own investigation, I broadly agree with Le Bon’s 
definition of crowds and the two primary aspects he suggests. Crowding 
always takes place at a certain moment and ends after a period of time. 
Furthermore, the creation of the crowd is varied because it comprises 
people (and their relation to things) who all have different qualities; 
bringing them together will produce the sum of these features, but it will 
also stimulate new ones. Technically, these descriptions are close to how 
I like to define clustering: as a temporary entity of people who gather in 
time and space, and which constitutes something more than the sum of 
its parts. Le Bon, however, did not explain more closely the mechanisms 
of crowding as a shared activity or event, nor did he address the specific 
spatial conditions in which crowds gather, what facilitated crowds 
gatherings, or whether these influences are tangible or intangible. 

The founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud, discussed masses and 
groups in the book Ego Analysis and Group Psychology (1955/1921), 
referring a great deal to Gustave Le Bon’s writings and in the same 
volume summarising Le Bon’s work in the essay, ‘Le Bon’s Description 
of the Group Mind’. Freud criticised Le Bon’s definition of the mass for 
not mentioning the reasons or elements that cause people to gather, and 
suggested that crowds have a leader, while mentioning other factors that 
give people reasons to gather, such as sharing similar needs, space, or 
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time. Freud, like Le Bon, discussed the influence of the crowd on the 
individual’s emotions, and he elaborated on the conscious and the 
unconscious, arguing that inside the mass, individuals gain power as they 
feel they are part of the mass, and that allows them to give way to certain 
behaviours, whereas they would restrain the impulse if they were on their 
own or not part of the mass. Being part of a mass and performing 
behaviour with the mass gives the individual a sense of security and 
power. The sense of belonging with a large number of people drives the 
individual feeling of security and safety. 

However, as the mass gives the individual the feeling of power and 
security and increases the motivation to act on that feeling of power, the 
mass in return can affect the individual, affecting emotions and feelings 
they otherwise would not have—they can be infected by the influences 
and emotions of the group. In this case, individuals lose part of their 
personal consciousness while being part of the group, and besides 
releasing a sense of inner power, it also increases the tendency to follow 
the mass and mass emotion. It might also be hard to distinguish which 
emotions belong to the individual and which belong to the mass. Freud 
talked about this when he explained what he called the ‘induction of 
emotions’ (1955/1921: 27, 34), a concept he borrowed from physics, 
applying the notion of electromagnetism to sociology and to individual 
behaviour in a mass. The ways in which individuals react to crowds’ 
wills and behaviour was further elaborated by the anthropologist Edward 
T. Hall (1959, 1966) and his followers (see Chapter 2.3), theorised for 
example through the notions of ‘sociopetal’ and ‘sociofugal’ space, two 
terms coined by the psychologist Humphry Osmond (1957) as part of his 
work with the architect Kyo Izumi on a psychiatric clinic’s waiting 
rooms, describing how people share or not the interests and force of the 
crowd they are spatially part of. 

Since Freud worked mainly with individual psychology and 
psychoanalysis, he tended to borrow terms from those fields and also 
claimed that the mass is normally controlled by the unconscious, as it is 
‘impulsive, changeable, and irritable’ (Freud, 1955/1921: 14). Although 
I do not espouse Freudian theory, or indeed mass psychology, there are 
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a couple of views worth considering as pointers to some of the 
phenomena I study. I would agree, for example, that crowd behaviour 
can be impulsive and spontaneous, and this is why in my research I try 
to observe people without interrupting them, attempting rather to capture 
clustering, and sometimes crowding, as it happens. This is also why I 
have generally relied on observations and avoided questionnaires or 
structured interviews, although spontaneous interviews were sometimes 
needed as a complement in certain minor situations. 

Freud classified masses into two types. The first was the short-term mass, 
created by a temporary interest and quick to occur. The second kind was 
the long-term mass which was more permanent, organised, and stable, 
such as church gatherings, armies, and so on. Freud wrote that ‘groups 
of the first kind stand in the same relation to those of the second as a high 
but choppy sea to a ground swell’ (Freud, 1955/1921: 26). Both follow 
the same basic emotional and psychological progression that Freud took 
care to describe in his work. In terms of how Freud defined different 
masses, one could say that my study is primarily concerned with the 
short-term or short-lived kind, the spontaneous kind, and not so much 
with the permanent or organised masses which Freud called artificial 
groups (being not as spontaneous as the first kind). I do pay attention to 
certain habits of culturally conditioned gathering, however. 

Crowds could be considered ‘impulsive’ and ‘irritable’ by Freud, a not 
uncommon view among scholars of crowds at the time, and perhaps one 
reason why crowds were considered less important than the individual, 
the community, or society. In the book The Politics of Crowds (2012), 
the Danish sociologist Christian Borch goes through the history and 
theory of crowd studies, claiming that crowd theory was a neglected 
field. Borch (2012) addresses Elias Canetti’s seminal work Crowds and 
Power (2000/1960) as a new, important, and different take on crowds: 

Early all these writers had closed themselves off against masses, crowds; 
they found them alien or seemed to fear them; and when they set about 
investigating them, they gestured: Keep ten feet away from me! A crowd 
seemed something leprous to them, it was like a disease. They were 
supposed to find the symptoms and describe them. It was crucial for 
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them, when confronted with a crowd, to keep their heads, not be seduced 
by the crowd, and not melt into it. (Borch, 2012: 237) 

One of Canetti’s aims was to understand and describe crowds, based on 
his own experiences of participating in crowds, and one way in which he 
did this was to summarise and classify the rich variety of crowding types 
that exists, here summarised by Borch: 

Canetti delineated a large number of specific crowd types. These 
included, among others, open and closed crowds (defined according to 
whether or not they have physical limits to their growth); rhythmic 
crowds (identified by rhythmic movements); stagnating crowds 
(characterized by their waiting and patience); slow crowds (defined by 
having a remote goal they move towards with keen determination); 
invisible crowds (crowds that are simply not visible, such as spirits); 
baiting crowds (which have a clearly defined and attainable goal); flight 
crowds (which are formed because of a threat); prohibition crowds 
(which impose a prohibition on themselves); reversal crowds (which 
accomplish a collective escape from outside commands); feast crowds 
(where the goal is the feast that marks an exception to the customary life, 
not unlike what Caillois understood by the festival); as well as crowd 
crystals (i.e. ‘the small, rigid groups of men, strictly delimited and of 
great constancy, which serve to precipitate crowds’, … 1984: 73); crowd 
symbols (which do not consist of humans, but are still collective units, 
such as fire, the sea and rain, which are felt by humans to be crowds); 
and packs (small groups which predate crowds and crowd crystals and 
which cannot grow). (Borch, 2012: 246) 

Canetti’s extensive categorisation, expressed as an intriguing literary 
description of crowds as highly variable phenomena, specifies the 
moments of creation, the forms, and the aims of different crowds. 
Although I sympathise with Canetti’s attempt to illustrate the richness of 
crowds as a varying phenomena, I have no similar ambition to come up 
with an ever-expanding list of crowds or cluster types seen as whole 
entities with specific characteristics. Instead, my aim is to develop 
concepts that can help in further studies of the dynamic mechanisms of 
clustering and crowds’ relation to urban form and its design. 
Nevertheless, there are reasons for addressing Canetti’s illustrative list, 
if only to remember that the variety is endless. 
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Crowds can also be discussed in terms of how they are spatially 
constituted, and the borderline—diffuse or distinct—which defines their 
extent. We can mention how Canetti (1987/1960) speculated on the force 
of crowds’ edges and how crowds grow. 

The natural crowd is the open crowd; there are no limits whatever to its 
growth; it does not recognize houses, doors or locks and those who shut 
themselves in are suspect. (Canetti 1987/1960, 17) 

Crowds by this definition may indeed change, showing again that they 
have a spatial and temporal dimension, and these two aspects, as Freud 
and others saw it, can be outside orderly control. In Canetti’s description, 
one can also sense the ‘magnetic’ capacity of crowds, namely that those 
who do not belong there easily can be drawn in. 

I thus use the term ‘crowd’ to describe a collective, con-spatial, psycho-
social phenomenon, which I would also suggest is the appropriately 
broader theoretical setting for my discussion of clustering. It should be 
noted, however, that a deeper theoretical discussion of how crowd 
theory—dealing for example with what crowds can do or achieve as a 
psychological or societal force—can be used and related to the discourse 
of urban design (to the benefit, I would argue, of the latter) falls outside 
the scope of this text. 

It is worth saying a few words on crowding and clustering. Clustering 
represents smaller-scale (and perhaps often less animated) collective 
behaviour, even though it can lead to the formation of larger crowds. In 
my research, I am interested in the term ‘cluster’ and its derivation as the 
process by which people or things gather for a shared, temporary activity 
with or without an explicit aim. The derivative ‘declustering’ represents 
the process of how a group of gathered individuals (including human to 
non-human relations) disperses or is split up—where the clustering force 
vanishes. Clustering is intimately related to crowding since crowds 
always depend on clustering for their existence. However, the opposite 
does not always hold true. Whereas larger clustering processes might 
form crowds, everyday cases of clustering (for example, into groups of 
only two) do not always involve crowding. Crowds, as we shall see, in 
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contrast to clusters, the more neutral force behind crowding, are often 
thought of as having an identity and, often in urban crowding, a 
specifically social or cultural identity. 

2.2.2 Crowds and the social dimension of urbanity 

It is important to clarify that in this research I do not focus on crowds as 
negative or positive, but see crowds as an inevitable phenomenon of 
ordinary and everyday life, including everything from pedestrian 
movements and commuter rhythms to people occupying public space 
during large events. I am interested in how these variants on clustering 
and crowding relate to one another, and how they can be studied in the 
contemporary city. Focusing on the everyday, I have not attempted to 
capture, say, the more animated or explicitly political performances or 
protests, as these lead me into a somewhat different discourse and a 
different study. My findings might be relevant to research on political 
gatherings and protests, just as the study of political protest might have 
added an interesting angle to this study; however, these relations are 
beyond the scope of my research, as my focus is on crowds as an 
ongoing, small-scale activity that arises in ordinary and everyday 
situations. Whether crowding in that sense is positive or negative is 
relative, as what could be good for one group could be negative or 
undesirable for another. 

In the literature on crowds, the destructive potential of the crowd is 
present. As expressed by Freud, the appearance of the crowd has often 
been a negative force leading to unruly behaviour, a security threat that 
could become uncontrollable and jeopardise safety in society. There is 
sometimes also the authorities’ or citizens’ suspicion that crowds have a 
destructive political agenda and threaten the social and political order, as 
in anger-driven demonstrations or strikes, or that crowds induce 
destruction almost by their mere existence, leading to vandalism or 
worse. For these reasons, urban planners and designers have devoted 
their skills (voluntarily or not) to providing measures that can help avoid 
situations that afford the creation of crowds. 
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Kélina Gotman in Choreomania: Dance and Disorder (2018) describes 
how crowds were commonly seen as disorganisation of bodies, and thus 
as a negative element on the streets. Before Le Bon’s work in the 1890s, 
it was a common opinion that crowds were a source of restlessness and 
even danger (Gotman, 2018). Crowds were, according to Gotman, 
primarily seen as something to be overcome by urban planners and 
designers, who thus were occupied with the ‘undoing’ of crowds. 

Crowds were choreopolitical in the sense I have been outlining, 
inasmuch as they represented the spectacular disorganization of bodies 
in social space. If choreography articulates not just the organization (as 
Lepecki contends) but also the disorganization of bodies, their 
spectacular undoing, then crowds, including and especially the riotous 
crowds described in nineteenth-century social science, represented a 
choreopolitics in disarray. (Gotman 2018: 118) 

In a modernist planning interested in categorising and regulating 
different kinds of movements and speeds, both cars and pedestrians 
(Blomley, 2011), crowds inevitably were associated with congestions 
and chaos. Marco Cremaschi describes how crowds even came to denote 
urban malfunction: 

In urban planners’ usage, the adjective ‘crowded’ transformed the subject 
of ‘the crowd’ into a kind of space whose distinctive feature was to be 
full. Admittedly, such an idea is generic, given that almost everything 
can be counted as crowded, regardless scale and salience. ‘Crowded’ thus 
embodied a malfunction, a negative attribute of a place which was better 
maintained when empty. (Cremaschi, 2014: 27) 

Urban planners’ perspectives on city crowds were long affected by these 
negative opinions on disruption, as crowds represented in various ways 
the danger, pollution, and disorder thought to conflict with the (good) 
design of the city. In the twenty-first century, the study of crowds has 
increasingly dealt with issues of individuality, proxemics, and 
communication processes, now open to the positive aspects of crowds 
(Cremaschi, 2014), especially by developers of urban planning. This has 
repositioned crowds as an essential requirement when designing urban 
facilities that afford collective behaviour, such as commercial centres, 
train and bus stations, sporting events, theatres, etc. The result has been 
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new ways of looking at crowds, focusing on the body and the movement 
of bodies grouped or kept together. 

The modern movement of the early twentieth century had its part in 
developing city architecture and urban life, but it affected the relationship 
between city and people in negative ways. Modernity tended to separate 
people instead of bringing them together. One reason for this was urban 
planning and building design that did not give sufficient consideration to 
the space between buildings or the streets where people lived. Critics of 
these tendencies, including Jane Jacobs, William H. Whyte, and Jan 
Gehl, have noted how the modernity movement affected the human scale 
in public spaces. Jacobs in her book The Death and Life of Great 
American Cities (1961) predicted the negative consequences of focusing 
on buildings without considering the people who live in the city and their 
activities and social life in public space. She suggested as a counter-
strategy that it would be beneficial for social life, and also for the 
collective maintenance of safety in neighbourhoods, if active street life 
and attentive social exchange could be important. This view influenced 
others, both planners and theorists, and helped the development of a 
perspective on crowds as something that contributes positively to the 
process of city development. 

In his book Cities for People, Jan Gehl (2010) also criticises the modern 
movement. He points out that modernity created city spaces and streets 
that to a large extent were emptied of people, crowded instead with cars 
and vehicles. In his opinion, the modern concept of the city ignored the 
human scale in the design process, and public spaces and pedestrians 
were neglected issues as a consequence. He also emphasised the need to 
acknowledge the planning and shaping of cities to provide good 
conditions for social life, allowing public and semi-public places to 
become the main meeting spaces in everyday life. 

For decades the human dimension has been an overlooked and 
haphazardly addressed urban planning topic, while many other issues, 
such as accommodating the rocketing rise in car traffic, have come more 
strongly into focus. In addition, dominant planning ideologies—
modernism in particular—have specifically put a low priority on public 
space, pedestrianism and the role of city space as a meeting place for 
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urban dwellers. Finally, market forces and related architectural trends 
have gradually shifted focus from the interrelations and common spaces 
of the city to individual buildings, which in the process have become 
increasingly more isolated, introverted and dismissive. (Gehl, 2010:3) 

Gehl is afraid that modernity put an end to human scale in urban design, 
and has made several studies on the subject of public space, focusing 
especially on designing for the human dimension and on making cities 
more sociable and liveable. Looking at his work, especially How to Study 
Public Life (Gehl & Svarre, 2013), one notices he uses quantitative 
methods in studying human needs—methods that also by necessity 
require some reduction of the richness of life, such as mapping, counting, 
and tracking. 

Important as they are, all these studies need to be complemented with 
qualitative methods, such as field studies based on ethnography-inspired 
observation. Such methods can help us understand more precisely how 
public space and its everyday life are better described by staying open to 
direct interpretation and less predetermined categorisation in the course 
of observation. 

The fact that crowds are produced by the spontaneous or intentional 
gatherings of people in public space is essential for what we understand 
as everyday public life. The French historian and sociologist Louis 
Chevalier has even suggested that ‘the city is the crowds’ (Chevalier, 
1958, cited in Cremaschi, 2014: 27). Perhaps without crowds there 
would be no city, at least not a city with public space, since crowds and 
the movement of large numbers of people to a certain extent define urban 
public space. As late modern urban design (perhaps especially from the 
1990s onwards) came to affect the flow of everyday life, it also led to 
making public spaces in cities more crowded. This makes it an important 
issue to study, not only as a spatial dimension but also a temporal one, 
since crowds come and go (Cremaschi, 2014). 

Crowds are an essential aspect of cities. They are not only gatherings at 
special events; they are part of everyday life and frequent events that 
happen in cities. Therefore, crowding is a collective behaviour, and an 
element of ordinary place-bound life. From the perspective of the human 
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scale, it is possible to understand more about why many planned public 
places are abandoned and why other places or spots are frequently used, 
spontaneously occupied, and sometimes become  very crowded. To make 
public places efficient for what they have been designed for, which could 
be to support or delimit the gathering of people, they must also relate 
sufficiently to their surroundings and be easy to access. A socialising 
community, the members of which gather physically now and then, also 
need shared transport experiences, as mapped by Gehl (2010), and it is 
important that what we call public space includes effective, flexible, and 
public-friendly transport facilities. But we need to know what may define 
the gathering and crowding, interlinked with the dynamics of walking, 
running, cycling, shopping, and commuting. 

To study crowds is not only to take an interest in people gathering. It is 
also about why people do not gather, why they rather choose to be by 
themselves in a place as individuals, or why groups split up. In this 
research, I shed light on such mechanisms by also studying 
declustering—the acts of disconnection before crowd members spread 
out as individuals. I am thus also interested in why some places and 
situations seem to support only small amounts of pedestrian clustering 
and gathering in public space, while others afford more profound modes 
of gathering, crowding, and sharing between people. 

It is important in my research to reflect on both positive and negative 
aspects of clustering, and hence what could be called its neutral 
aspects—clustering that has no specific charge or value attached. The 
evaluation of what a crowd is will always depend on the circumstances 
of the crowding. My ambition is to cast light on crowd behaviour in a 
way that promotes understanding of the role of crowds in public space, 
but also ultimately to support the creation of liveable social spaces, 
associated with quality of life for a variety of people. This ambition 
includes the possibility that urban design can also be an active ingredient 
in managing the ever-changing flow of crowds and clusters, for example 
by expanding certain areas or passages, or by supporting the sometimes 
necessary ‘undoing’ of unwanted or inconvenient crowding so people do 
not feel pressured or insecure. In other cases, urban design could instead 
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support crowding in places where this otherwise would be difficult, such 
as accommodating large groups of pedestrians who wish to pause. 

As societies change through urbanisation and migration, new wishes for 
crowding may emerge in societies where before there was a more 
culturally accepted way to gather (or not gather). Le Bon described 
crowds as ‘a gathering of individuals of whatever nationality, profession, 
or sex, and whatever be the chances that have brought them together’ 
(2002: 1); for him there could be all sorts of chances and reasons for a 
crowd, but also crowding was largely spontaneous. This brings to mind 
the sociologist Robert Morrison MacIver’s view (2005) that physical 
gatherings of people consist of connections in immediate, temporary, and 
disorganised ways. 

The definitions outlined here do not really address the actual happening 
(doing and formation) of crowds as a physical gathering of people, even 
though they contribute by describing the presence of crowds and why 
they appear in cities. A more precise approach is needed in order to see 
the mixed, spontaneous, and temporal aspects of crowding, directly 
linked to the formation of the spaces where people gather. For that, we 
must engage in theories that come closer to human interaction with the 
environment, but also identify what constitutes the temporal (or 
rhythmic) aspects of group formation, and not least how group behaviour 
and the physical relation between individuals in a space can be theorised. 
This last—concerning how we relate with our bodies to one another in a 
space, depending on the social and cultural situation—is the topic of 
proxemics. 
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2.3 Proxemics 

The anthropologist Edward T. Hall introduced and discussed the 
research field of proxemics in his two books The Hidden Dimension 
(1959) and The Silent Language (1966). Proxemics, the study of 
nonverbal communication, is concerned with the physical distance and 
arrangement of people, and how peoples’ use of space affects their 
behaviour, communication, and social interaction (see Lawson, 
2001: 128–33). Behaviour in public space is influenced by the ‘setting’ 
and character of that space (Barker, 1968). It is important here to 
distinguish between the concepts that are central to proxemics, starting 
with ‘personal space’, the spatial buffer zone that surrounds each 
person’s body and separates them from other bodies like an invisible and 
dynamic bubble. Interpersonal distance is simply the direct, measured 
distance that people maintain between one another. In Hall’s theories, 
the physical density of groups of people and the personal space that 
surrounds each member of the group affect their use of space. Behaviour, 
communication, social interaction, and the study of these mechanisms 
are what he called proxemics. 

In architectural theory, proxemics has been adopted by Bryan Lawson in 
The Language of Space (2001), where he presents it as an important way 
of understanding and analysing architectural space. Proxemics has also 
been used in investigations by the architect and semiotician Manar 
Hammad (2002), who in The Privatisation of Space (2002) suggests that 
we see the personal zones in Hall’s proxemic ‘bubble’ as the distances 
between a person and other people or objects that define what we regard 
as private space. Private and public spaces are thus defined by such 
relations and the mutual distances between the actors that might be 
enrolled into each situation (Hammad, 2002). This leads on to 
Kärrholm’s theme in his studies on territoriality (for example, Kärrholm 
2005, 2015), where he discusses the material aspects of territories, and 
how certain associations between a person or a group and a particular 
space or territory can be stabilised. Taken together, these proxemic 
considerations show that the complexity of the relationships between 
people and sociomaterialities is an important issue in architectural and 
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urban design, and further analytical and empirical research is needed to 
fully understand its complexity. 

At about the same time as Hall was writing about proxemics, there was 
a new interest in the spatial distance between people and physical objects 
(building function analysis), between humans and animals, and between 
animals of the same species. For example, studies in ethology describing 
distance between animals suggested that some animals (such as pigs and 
bats) contacted one another in more physical ways. This contact happens 
randomly and without response in animals known as ‘contact species’; 
the ‘non-contact species’, meanwhile, includes humans and certain 
domesticated animals. Non-contact types are considered more 
complicated, and members of the same species do not touch one another 
randomly, unless they are young. When young they have closer contact, 
but this behaviour fades as they grow up (Hediger, 1950).  

Hediger (1950) gives four kinds of distances that animals maintain 
between one another depending on the situation: flight distance, critical 
distance, personal distance, and social distance. The flight and critical 
distances concern the habits of predators and prey—for example, animals 
attacking or fleeing one another—whereas the notions of personal and 
social distance were adopted by other theorists, who applied the terms 
not only to animals but also to the social spaces of human behaviour. 
Sommer (1969) referred to personal distance as the normal spacing 
between humans, and called it ‘personal space’ or ‘personal bubble’, 
whereas the social distance was the maximum spacing between animals 
or humans in which they sustain attentive contact between one another. 
Exceeding the social distance means that the individuals do not form a 
group anymore (Hediger, 1950; Sommer, 1969). 

In his work, Hall was influenced by these previous ethological theories 
and ideas, and, applying similar views on humans and especially cultural 
demands on human behaviour, he divided the spatial surrounding to a h 

uman into four zones or interpersonal distances: intimate distance (less 
than 0.5 metres), personal distance (0.5–1.25 metres), social distance 
(1.25–4.0 metres), and public distance (4.0 metres and more). Hall 
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believed that these distances carry in themselves varying qualities: 
interpersonal distances are not universal, but can vary by culture, 
relationship, and the situation or occasion (Hall, 1963: 1004); the four 
zones depend on the empirical grounds of finding the appropriate 
measurement; and the quality difference depends on personal 
preferences, interpersonal preferences (relationships), and cultural 
preferences (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. The four zones of personal space according to Hall (1963). 
 

Although, with its positivism, Hall’s idea of personal space might seem 
static today, it is still in use and inspires research, not least because he 
acknowledged the rich variety of influencing parameters, which 
encourages new types of experiment. Hammad (2002) thus uses 
proxemics to discuss grouping when eating in relation to ‘making 
private’, and how small partitions of private space were created by the 
way people acted and negotiated their mutual distance in the monastery 
and hostel Sainte-Marie de La Tourette, designed by Le Corbusier, and 
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so analyses an iconic building by looking at how its architecture supports 
real acts of spatial appropriation, rather than by merely describing its 
aesthetic or formal qualities, or how its function was proposed by the one 
who created it. 

In my research, I study the relationships between humans in crowds and 
their dependence on the sociomateriality of public space. I apply Hall’s 
and his followers’ insights to analyse my observations of the dynamic 
relations which determine the character and boundaries of crowds. To 
view clustering through the lens of proxemics is to have a specific 
perspective on the socio-spatial organisation of people in a certain place 
or situation. Different interpersonal distances may produce varying 
degrees of intimate crowds, crowds at personal, social, and to some 
extent public distances, or a mix. My concern here is to analyse the 
relationship between the members—people and physical objects 
belonging to a group or cluster—to see what makes them assemble and 
disperse, and what kind of space they create. These relations and the 
spatial distance between people in a crowd will help define cluster 
boundaries. When such relations are established, repeated, or 
successively more stable, they will point to the factors which are decisive 
for clustering or declustering. 

2.3.1 The dynamics of individual and shared space 

In proxemics, personal preferences for the distance to keep to others 
depend partly on psychological factors, but they can also be influenced 
by social rules and cultural variation. Some people may have a strong 
preference for their personal space: for example, they do not like being 
part of a group, or they might prefer their own wide interpersonal 
distance. Subjective preferences depend on a person’s psychological 
qualities and mood, both of which can be triggered by the culture of their 
environment, any temporary changes to that environment, and the 
assimilated habits of how to live daily life. Our ability to share spaces 
and places thus depends on this complexity of individual and cultural 
factors. 
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For Jacobs, Gehl, Whyte, and their followers, ‘sharing’ is a significant 
concept for urban planners. Citizens are by necessity culturally linked, 
even if they have different cultural origins, and they seek ways to share 
their beliefs, values, and feelings. Sharing happens in the city through 
multimodal communication between individuals in the public realm 
(Cremaschi, 2014). As humans, we use different semiotic capacities for 
sharing space: speech, gesture, and moving our bodies in relation to one 
another. 

Cremaschi (2014) articulates two essential conditions for ‘sharing’: 
proximity factors (how physically close we like to be to others) that 
define the social (interpersonal) organisation of space; and the extension 
and form of the public space itself. These two basic aspects are important 
in what I am analysing in this thesis, and are of interest when they 
influence each other, such as when a space suddenly appears accessible 
because a group has dispersed, or inversely when a stop sign or the corner 
of a building suggests grouping. Adding to this dual base of proximity 
and materiality, there are more conditions that decide the existence of 
sharing, such as common activities and events, which means also that we 
can see the activities themselves as agentic forces important for when 
and how sharing arises. Additionally, the fact that we as cultural beings 
have a common comprehension of time, in our use of timetables and 
calendars, affects our sharing of space. 

2.3.2 Sociofugal and sociopetal spaces 

The notion of sociofugal and sociopetal spaces originally emerged from 
studies of waiting rooms and how people liked to orient themselves in a 
limited space (Osmond 1957). When Hall (1959, 1966) developed his 
theory of mutual distances between individuals this conceptual dyad was 
actualised, but now related to the proximity theory with more parameters. 
Sociofugal space is when several people are organised together as a 
group, at the same time as the layout of the space allows personal privacy 
to be preserved between them, so they need not share the same object of 
perception, for example, by allowing the individuals who share the same 
space to avoid visual confrontation. Sociopetal space is where several 
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people are spatially organised so they confront one another and are 
allowed, and stimulated, to interact visually or physically (Lawson, 
2001: 40 ff.). This territorial dyad indicates there could be different 
forces that keep a group together, defined by the contexts that defines or 
surrounds a group or a crowd. The territory of the cluster and its 
sociomaterial formation are important for how a certain cluster or crowd 
will affect us. As Brighenti states: 

In every territory also lies inscribed the mystery of crowding. For it is 
impossible to define overcrowding from a merely physical point of view, 
independently, that is, from the feeling of being in a crowded space. 
(Brighenti, 2014: 45) 

The impulse to escape crowds, especially in overcrowded situations, can 
be strong. To make enough space around oneself can even create a ‘good’ 
kind of place (paradoxically, if judged from the usual perspective of 
urban design density) (Sommer, 1967, 1969). When Sommer (1969) 
describes space as a place where people typically try to avoid one 
another, he seems to judge the normally ‘empty’ notion of space to mean 
the distance which people need to feel socially comfortable, which is 
related to the social distancing noted above, and how this distancing 
varies depending on cultural, situational, or personal conditions. This 
impulse to increase the proxemic range is an evident point of observation 
if clustering and declustering are to be studied as dynamic processes. 
This also means, bearing in mind what was said about psychological 
profile and mood, that as long as we stick with observations rather than 
conversations and interviews as a method, it will be hard to gauge the 
‘reason’ why people cluster or decluster. It can sometimes be hard to 
know what causes a group to dissolve. 

Every new arrival raises the thorny issue of the ‘critical distance’ 
between two or more co-specific socii (members of the same species), 
together with the question of how each socius is going to make space for 
himself or herself inside the shifting geometry that each new socius 
introduces in a context of inter-visibility (or, more precisely, in the 
element of visible). (Brighenti, 2014: 45) 
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Brighenti describes how public space could be unwillingly ‘shared’, and 
how people sometimes, even when they deliberately try to avoid one 
another, will fail in doing so (2014: 45). The forces that hold together 
crowds can be strong. Apart from the possible willingness to escape 
groups, Brighenti also describes the difficulty of breaking into some 
groups, and how sociofugal tendencies may appear when a new member 
attempts to join the crowd. 

The tendency to not let new candidates into group formations is also 
described by Hammad (2002: 56–7), who points out, besides how groups 
may form themselves based on common interests, that it is usually not 
‘good manners’ for someone to move right through existing groups with 
a common interest. So even if groups and crowds are only clusters of 
individuals, they have a tendency to stick together, and these social 
forces can be strong. The sociofugal and sociopetal forces work together 
and sometimes create rhythms, defining the growing and diminishing 
sizes of crowds. These situational rhythms may be of a varying repetitive 
sort, ranging, as we shall see, from minor situations to cultural habits. 
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2.4 Rhythms 

According to Lefebvre (2004), the concept of rhythm can be described 
as the repetition of an activity. He classifies rhythms into two types: 
cyclical rhythms that consist of simple, repetitive intervals following, for 
example, day and night, the seasons, etc.; and irregular (or linear) 
rhythms, including the production of objects at a factory or a succession 
of different programmes on a radio channel. In his book Rhythmanalysis: 
Space, time and everyday life, Lefebvre coins the term ‘rhythmanalysis’ 
for his analysis of rhythms in urban spaces. His framework makes it 
possible to discuss the production and effects of rhythms on the people 
using urban spaces in a view where the space is not only a backdrop, but 
becomes the result the social activities (Goonewardena, 2008). 

A rhythm happens with some frequency, and if we can capture the 
consistency of this frequency, we can call it a repetitive rhythm—which 
is what we usually experience when we hear a musical beat, for example. 
Lefebvre, however, argues for an extended meaning of ‘rhythm’. 

Everybody thinks they know what this word means. In fact, everybody 
senses it in a manner that falls a long way short of knowledge: rhythm 
enters into the lived; though that does not mean it enters into the known. 
(Lefebvre, 2004: 77) 

For Lefebvre, it is important to understand the temporary processes, 
whether or not the rhythms are known to the person engaged in or 
affected by them. One thing Lefebvre is interested in is how the linear 
and cyclical patterns of rhythm and time interact. For humans, rhythms 
include the natural world, and are not always identical repetitions 
appearing in regular patterns, being always subject to change. Lefebvre 
is interested in these changes. He also tries to understand why rhythms 
are subject to change, whether the world’s materiality affects this change, 
and what form such effects take. In her book What Is Rhythmanalysis? 
Dawn Lyon (2019) considers how rhythmanalysis has been used since, 
developing it as methodological orientation of some autonomy in 
research. Lyon stresses that a focus on bodies is central to 
rhythmanalysis, and that rhythmanalysis can be a suitable approach to 
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understand the complexity of space and time in everyday life. For her, as 
for Lefebvre, rhythm is an interaction produced in the relationship 
between space and time. It is also a social practice that reveals various 
kinds of patterns and repetitions, whether they are linear or cyclical. 

In proxemics, the rhythmic variation and the fluctuations in distance 
between humans (and between humans and objects) indicate the meaning 
and qualification of these relations. Since I am studying crowding in 
fixed and moveable states, this raises the question of how to define these 
mutual distances, how to measure them when they change, and when this 
measurement can represent the value or qualification of the proxemic 
relations. In this way, I relate proxemics to rhythms with a focus on 
distance formation, how often such formations are repeated, and the 
different time periods of these formations. Overall, a proxemic rhythm is 
the frequency of the repetition of a certain spatial relationship within a 
period of time—the rhythmic repetition of certain spatial distances 
between people. 

Even though I will not go deeper into Lefebvrian rhythmanalysis here, I 
do make use of some of his insights. Rhythms are thus one of the tools I 
use to analyse crowds—for example, when discerning any variation or 
regularity in clustering and declustering activities. Rhythm is also 
important for how I initially chose and ordered my selection of field 
studies. Since I wanted a variety of lengths of interval between clustering 
occasions, and I wished to examine spontaneous and exceptional modes 
of clustering, I found it sufficient to categorise my field studies into three 
sorts of rhythms: everyday spontaneous crowding; occasional crowding 
(on a habitual, seasonal, or yearly basis); and extraordinary event-based 
crowding. The methodological implications are that an array of 
clustering forms can be studied, tied to both physical and culturally 
defined needs, and the different ways I have used to capture these aspects 
are further developed in the methodology chapter. But first I will return 
to the impact of space and materiality on crowding to look at how 
crowding depends on the built environment and how that environment is 
designed. This will be done using the concepts of affordance and 
crowdability.  
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2.5 Affordance theory 

The pattern of the grid of roads in a town or region is a kind of playground 
that sets out the rules of the game. (Martin & March, 1972: 10) 

Anyone’s way of living is determined by the many possibilities or 
limitations set by the basic structure of their built environment, and cities 
are usually composed of a grid of plots and streets. One of the 
fundamental issues in understanding the structure of cities is to 
understand the scale and pattern of the grid or network of open spaces, 
and what effect these urban forms have on the possibilities of using the 
city in different ways. One way to investigate the action possibilities is 
to use the notion of ‘affordance’, meaning what action possibilities 
environments offer as we move in or experience them. Here, I am 
interested in how a dense urban environment affords crowding, 
clustering, and movement in the city. 

James Gibson coined the term affordance in ‘The Theory of Affordance’ 
(1977) for the actionable properties that the world offers to someone who 
sees the evident elements in an environment that speak of possible usage. 
All action possibilities, according to Gibson, are latent in the 
environment, and although they depend on the individual’s capability, 
they are still there to be discovered, independent of the individual’s 
ability always and immediately to recognise them. Affordance theory 
thus sets down that the perception of the world depends not only on the 
shape or the spatial relationship of different objects or structures, and not 
only on the capabilities of the perceiver, but on the actions that the object 
in the world provide in relation to the perceiver. Gibson has an ecological 
perspective, and focuses as much on animals as on humans (and on 
humans as animals): 

The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it 
provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found 
in the dictionary, but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean 
by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a 
way that no existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the 
animal and the environment. (Gibson, 1977: 127) 
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Gibson defines the environment as the ‘surfaces’ that detach the 
materials (substances) of the world from the medium which the living 
creatures inhabit. The environment provides animals and humans with 
certain possibilities perceptible through these ‘surfaces’. The affordances 
of these surfaces depend on their materiality, composition, and layout; 
therefore, the way we perceive these surfaces also decides how we 
perceive their affordances. Gibson exemplifies this by looking at the 
relation between the surfaces and the animals. If the surface is flat and 
rigid he calls it ‘stand-on-able’, because it affords the needed support for 
the animals living on top, including their size and weight. We can give 
the surface more qualitative meanings depending on what it affords: 
walk-on-able, run-on-able, etc. 

According to Gibson, it is affordances that explain why we so directly 
can perceive the ‘values’ and ‘meanings’ of objects in the environment. 
What we see is not a series of qualities we then add up to an 
interpretation; rather, we perceive the affordance of an environment or 
object directly (Gibson, 1977: 127 ff.). This is also why affordances 
become one of the essential ways to respond to Cohen and Taylor (1992) 
and their notion of ‘nothing being special any more’, as well as the need 
to search for ‘meaning’ and ‘progress’. One answer could be to go 
through the materiality and the details of the physical environment, 
attempting to distinguish between these different meaning values. Values 
are produced and differentiated all the time through affordances. This is 
also a way to find new characteristics in urban design, which can help us 
to understand the crowds: we could understand how the different 
characteristics of the urban environment stimulate or afford crowding in 
public spaces. 

In urban design, we can see a clear relation between the way surfaces in 
the urban space are designed and how it manifests its features to the 
people using that space, prompting them to perform several activities. A 
realised and materially manifested urban design, or parts thereof, may 
afford people the chance to gather; people perceive values and meanings 
in objects and surfaces in a certain space that affords them the chance to 
gather. This meaning or quality of surfaces we can call ‘gather-on-able’, 
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something which became clear during my empirical work in 
Clemenstorget, a public square in central Lund, one hot summer day: I 
found that people gather more in specific spots or ‘surfaces’ in the 
square, which on further investigation, I found had special features that 
distinguish them from other places in the square (Fig. 2). These spots 
were the low concrete edging around the trees—most people avoided 
sitting on the public benches in the sun, choosing the concrete edging 
instead. These sittable, gather-on-able concrete objects are horizontal, 
hard, and apparently clean, and they are under the trees, providing shade 
and a cooler breeze. These spots had variants of horizontal edges that 
made them sittable in various ways, suiting people of different heights 
and offering different leg positions. Being variously sittable, these 
surfaces attracted several people to come and rest there together, creating 
groups who talked together. Any spot offering shelter from the sun and 
relaxation became gather-around-able, and gave the place another 
meaning and qualitative value. 

Figure 2. Freehand sketch. Groups clustering under the trees shade at 
Clemenstorget square, Lund, June 2016. 
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Inspired by Gibson, and in light of the discussion of how to find ‘value’ 
and ‘meaning’ in urban space, I would suggest that one way to apply an 
affordance perspective methodologically is by being attentive to the 
following aspects of an affordance situation: 

• Relate, through observation, objects to users (in my study, pedestrians) 
by finding the properties and features of the object that connect to the 
position and behaviour of the user. 

• Investigate in detail the properties of surfaces or objects, related to their 
physical, sensory, cognitive, and functional features. 

• Define how the object affords certain actions that give meaning and 
value to the user (here by providing surfaces that are sittable or gather-
around-able). 

• Link the actions offered by the object (the ‘surface’) to the users’ ability 
to perceive the object and to act on it, and by doing so to detect situations 
where possible affordances do not match perceptions. 

Affordance theory has its roots in perceptual psychology, or ecological 
psychology as Gibson would have it (see also Heft, 2001), but various 
scholars have applied it to architecture, urban design, and planning 
(Kopljar, 2016; Layne, 2009; Hadavi et al., 2015). By studying how the 
values and meanings of substances in the built environment are perceived 
and enacted, we can understand their affordances. Whereas some 
designed elements may have certain meanings intended by the designer, 
they could have a different meaning in the use situation, affecting 
people’s perception and the way they use them in unforeseen ways. 
Affordance theory has thus been applied as a theoretical approach to 
analyse the relationship between the built environment and users 
regarding the form and spatial layout of this environment. The theory of 
affordance has particularly been used to improve the design process and 
to investigate the relationship between the proposed function of design 
elements and their actual function, in order to reduce the future failures 
of the design (Maier et al., 2009). Further, affordance has been used to 
analyse the relationship between crowds and spaces by studying the 
aspects of public spaces and how it affects crowding: for example, in a 
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study of Malmö’s main square, Stortorget, Kärrholm (2015) considers 
aspects of its space and how it affords the gathering of groups of people 
and objects of all kinds. 

As Gibson does not define affordance, apart from proposing it as a 
concept where the perceived properties are neither in the subject nor in 
the object but in both, there have been later takes on how to define it, 
some placing it more in the environment, others in the psyche or 
capabilities of the perceiver. Most, however, stay close to what Gibson 
already stated: that affordance is a property of both. Shih-Wen et al. 
(2012), for example, list three important features of the concept: (i) the 
relationship between the animal and its environment is linked through 
affordance, and this relationship depends on the existence of a specific 
animal with the ability to perceive the environment and benefit from it; 
(ii) the affordance of the environment is not affected by whether the 
animal can perceive it or not, and therefore affordance can also exist 
independent of whether it is perceived or not; and (iii) affordance is 
fixed, which means it remains the same, even as the animal’s 
requirements and intentions change. The first two features are more or 
less the same as Gibson’s statements, while the third is an elaboration on 
what Gibson said about the relative stability of affordances in the 
environment. The more affordance is placed in the environment, the 
more it approaches what in the design and architecture discourse is 
known as the usability property of the designed object, or even the 
functions of the object. 

One of the best-known design researchers to use affordance is Donald 
Norman, who was a disciple of Gibson’s. He both criticises and applies 
the concept of affordance in design in his book, The Psychology of 
Everyday Things (Norman, 1988), in which he discusses the difference 
between what he regards as real and perceived affordances. The fact that 
a user perceives the possible actions afforded by the physical object, and 
that they are visible and known to him is, according to Norman, much 
more important than what the object possibly or potentially actually 
affords. To some extent this view is linked to Norman’s interest in what 
designed objects offer, and for Norman and other post-Gibsonian design 
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theorists, in screen-based and panel-based applications—situations 
where icons and buttons are tied to certain functions, but are still 
perceived by the user as the direct link to an action as you use, say, a 
computer. Tim Ingold (2000: 173) takes a more holistic, ecological view 
of affordance as part of ‘being-in-the-world’, saying that we do not 
reveal a pre-existing world, but we rather create the world through living 
in it. Affordance, according to Ingold, is thus co-produced by dint of 
living in the world, and he assumes that we do not produce the world in 
our own image, but rather it depends on our perception of the possibilities 
and properties that can come out of this world. 

2.5.1 Why use affordance? 

Gibson’s affordance concept can contribute to architectural theory, 
design, and practice because it helps when describing links between 
humans (users) and the built environment (artefacts), which might 
explain why occupants act in a particular way. Applying affordance 
theory to well-defined design problems can explain how architectural 
design works or appeals to users during usage, and in that way, 
affordance theory helps us understand better the failures and mistakes of 
products (Maier et al., 2009). Several architectural researchers have also 
used affordance theory in relation to explicit problems in architectural 
design, including the design processes that precede the realisation of 
architecture. One example is Tweed (2001), who works on detecting 
affordances in computer-aided architectural design (CAAD) software. 
Another is Koutamanis (2006), who applies Norman’s affordance theory 
to specific building elements such as door handles, windows, etc. He 
describes how to implement them in design, and continues to work on 
the application of affordance in architecture spaces, presenting 
‘affordance mapping’ to aid architects to use the affordances in 
architectural design processes. Kim et al. (2009) investigate lobbies in 
buildings using the notion of actual affordances and the way they differ 
between various users. 

The benefits of using affordance are discussed by Maier et al. (2009). 
They apply their affordance concept in architecture by defining three 
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propositions. The first proposition concerns architectural theory, as they 
state that the connection between humans and the built environment 
(regarding the forms and functions of architectural elements) can be 
explained through affordance as a conceptual framework. The second 
proposition concerns design, as they suggest that the affordance concept 
can contribute to creating a theoretical and methodological base for the 
design process, especially as part of a language shared by parties engaged 
in a design project. Third, regarding the practice of architecture, they 
suggest that affordance can be applied as an assessment tool to analyse 
the relationship between the original design aims and the usability of the 
artefact to maintain this understanding for future projects and to avoid 
repeating design failures (Maier et al., 2009: 394). A similar perspective 
has been taken by Koutamanis (2006), who points out: 

Affordances promise integration of different viewpoints (architects, 
engineers, clients, users) and continuity, i.e., compatible expressions of 
functionality and usability throughout the lifecycle of a building 
(briefing, design, and use). This holds promise for the codification of 
design knowledge: affordances could support direct matching of an 
existing building or type to a specific brief, thus allowing for early 
evaluation and refinement of design or briefing choices. (Koutamanis, 
2006: 348) 

A usability-oriented typology of affordance is proposed by Hartson 
(2003), who suggests four types of affordances, depending on how they 
link to users: sensory, cognitive, physical, and functional affordances. 
Sensory affordance allows the user to sense the surrounding environment 
(see, hear, smell, touch, etc.); cognitive affordance supports the user’s 
cognition; physical affordance supports the user’s practice and physical 
actions; and functional affordance supports the user in linking usage with 
usefulness (Hartson, 2003: 316ff). The division between ‘sensory’ and 
‘cognitive’ becomes an extension of ‘perceived’ affordance, and in a way 
eliminates Gibson’s original intention that affordance is a direct offer to 
act on something. Hartson’s division could be said to be subject to 
function, and affordance in Hartson’s take thus becomes a less open-
ended kind of offering. Similarly, William Gaver (1991) has divided 
affordance into different types according to how the actual working 
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affordance meets—or does not meet—the perceived or expected 
affordance. This causes possible variants of affordance, among them 
hidden, perceived, true, false, failed, unperceived, and predictable 
affordances (Shih-Wen et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 3. Gaver’s schema separating affordance from the perceptual 
information that specifies affordance (Shih-Wen et al., 2012). 
 

Of these different approaches, my theoretical perspective of affordance 
is primarily influenced by the initial concept outlined by Gibson in the 
late 1970s (Gibson, 1977, 1979). I also discuss how action possibilities 
in an environment (environmental action potential) are identified, and 
the means by which planners and design professionals perceive and 
effectuate offers for action: for example, how learned, or ‘carried’ 
affordances are brought by the perceiver into the act of perception of the 
environment (Kopljar, 2016). Gibson sees affordance as emergent, 
produced in the relationship between environment and user; I, however, 
would add Gaver’s notions of hidden, false, and perceptible affordance 
as being useful in crowdability studies (and perhaps especially in relation 
to urban design), because of possible mismatches between intended 
design and actual use. I will return to this later. 
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I also find Gaver’s notion of sequential or nested affordances (1991) 
useful when studying how ‘surfaces’ or affordances work together in 
support of clustering and declustering. There is (i) nested affordance 
(Gaver, 1991), which means that one object or action leads to another, in 
a sequence that builds the final affordance. For example, a mobile phone 
may afford detachment from a group, inducing the user to walk faster or 
slower, and by that affords the group to decluster. There is (ii) combined 
affordance or associated affordance, which means that one thing needs 
another, such as the social media presence associated with a particular 
physical environment, which can afford people the opportunity to gather 
at a certain place. Finally, there is cause and effect, or (iii) detached 
nestedness, as when cigarettes afford people the opportunity to smoke, a 
desire that may lead them to find a spot in order to smoke. A collection 
of cigarette butts on the ground can afford a new spot for smoking. It is 
related to perception, and how some objects awaken or bring out the 
perception in people to do the related action. By studying sequences and 
combinations like these in the way people act, and how they act in 
relation to others, we see that affordance can extend beyond single 
actions or functions. 

Affordance has varying methodological aspects which help in the 
analysis of what it may mean for an urban environment to allow or 
support crowds, and how they emerge and disperse. It is possible 
specifically to study the crowd-oriented affordance of perceivable 
qualities in the urban environment, which I have chosen to term 
crowdability. 
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2.6 Crowdability, a theoretical framework 

A useful definition of a crowd is of a group of people associated by a 
shared activity or interest, a mass gathering of people, or multiple things 
related collectively. However, a different concept represents the 
collective behaviour I am interested in, and that is ‘cluster’. Dictionary 
definitions of ‘crowding’ explain it as a grouping of humans or multiple 
elements into different shapes or forms, whereas ‘clustering’ is the actual 
process that happens when people (or elements in general) gather 
together. The derivative ‘declustering’ consequently represents the 
process by which a group of gathered elements breaks down or splits 
up—where the clustering force has vanished. Since clustering and 
declustering are essential for the dynamic aspect of how crowding 
appears in the city, as mentioned above in relation to rhythms and 
affordances, I see these terms as highly valuable for the purpose and 
research questions of this thesis. 

While ‘shared affordance’ might at first glance be a good framing 
concept for crowdability, ‘shared’ often means that a feature is shared by 
many members of a community or a culture, without necessarily meaning 
these members being physically close to one another. Given the meaning 
of crowding, rhythm, and affordance, I find it sufficient to suggest 
‘crowdability’ for the studies of crowds and their relation to the built 
environment. The concept is derived from Gibson’s definition of 
affordance, and holds that crowdable surfaces are the surfaces that afford 
crowding and its dynamic aspects, clustering and declustering. 
Crowdability can also be the degree to which the surfaces afford people’s 
crowding or stimulate their perception of it. In other words, 
‘crowdability’ is a measure of how well the built environment can afford 
people the opportunity to crowd (and thus also to cluster and decluster) 
in public spaces. 

The notions associated with urban design—walkability, liveability, and 
the rest—are also factors or qualities with an effect on crowd formation, 
and thus also on how to present and discuss crowdability. Taken together, 
these factors include aspects such as the accessibility of urban layout; 
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connectivity of streets; street furniture for gathering pedestrians; rhythm 
producers tied to for example commuting; commercial land use; the 
existence of public space for gatherings (plazas, squares, pavements); 
availability of weather sheltering (summer or winter); the availability of 
green spaces; and the availability of walkable paths. When discussing 
my empirical findings, I engage with these and other factors in order to 
detect, measure, and evaluate crowdability, and possibly to map it. I also 
address the extent to which crowdability can be affected (in the sense of 
increasing or decreasing crowding possibilities). 

Given Gaver’s (1991) model of the relationship between affordance and 
perceptual information, it is possible to articulate a conceptual 
framework with which to analyse crowdability. The aim of this model is 
to facilitate an analysis of the relationship between the crowding 
affordance in public spaces and the pedestrians’ perception of it. How do 
we perceive, or fail to perceive, the crowding affordance resulting from 
urban design? How, more precisely, do the particularities of urban design 
offer us the possibility to crowd or not? In this interpretation, four kinds 
of crowding affordance appear: perceived actual crowdability, 
unperceived actual crowdability, perceived lacking crowdability, and 
unperceived lacking crowdability (see Table 1). A situation (at a place) 
that seems to be crowdable might not always enable crowding, and 
situations that seem unfit for crowding may nevertheless have the 
potential to afford people the chance to cluster. 
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Table 1. Crowdability, or experienced and actual affordance of 
crowding in an urban environment. 
 

 Crowdable Not crowdable 

Perceived 
crowdability 

The place is seen as crowdable, and 
it is crowdable. 

There is a match between 
perception and design, and the 
place is frequently used for 
crowding. 

The place is seen as crowdable, but 
in reality it is not. 

There is a mismatch between 
perception and design which might 
lead to stress and the crowding of 
ill-suited places.  

Unperceived 
crowdability 

The place is not seen as crowdable 
even though in reality it is. 

There is a mismatch between 
perception and design which might 
lead to underuse or to the place 
being not used to its full potential. 

The place is not seen as crowdable, 
and it is not crowdable. 

There is a match between 
perception and design, so the place 
is never considered for crowding. 

 

Perceived crowdability and non-crowdability can relate to what is 
actually possible and to what is experienced or considered as possible. 
The first type, perceived and actual crowdability, is when surfaces offer 
crowdability and where this is also perceived by the users as a possible 
action or as the proper usage. The second type is not perceived as such 
but actually is crowdable, where surfaces afford more crowdability than 
thought possible, either as actually possible or as possible in relation to 
what is considered a proper use of the place. This means there is a 
mismatch between perception and design, which might lead to underuse 
or to the place not being used to its full potential. The third type, 
perceived as crowdable but lacking real crowdability, is where surfaces 
seem to offer crowdability but actually they do not, because crowding 
would not be a proper use or because it simply does not work as expected 
spatially or materially. The fourth type is not perceived as such and its 
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crowdability is invalid, as it would be impossible or regarded as 
inappropriate.  

There might be possibilities in the design of urban space to address 
mismatches between what in the urban environment seems to present, 
and what actually offers, crowdability. For the sake of distinction, these 
categories might sometimes need to be more specified so we also 
acknowledge crowdability that is sensed as appropriate or inappropriate. 
One way to operationalise these categories would be to say that perceived 
actual crowdability concerns situations that are actually but not 
appropriately crowdable, but also situations that are both actually and 
appropriately crowdable. 

Crowdability, then, is a central concept for my research. Seen as the 
ability of certain situations or places to afford people’s crowding with 
different sizes and rhythms, crowdability stems from a consideration of 
the affordance of a place that leads to proximity and assembling between 
the members of the group, providing spatial and experiential sharing by 
activating both human and non-human actors. By capturing the dynamic 
aspects of crowds, crowdability can incorporate the rhythmic and 
proxemic aspects of crowding, and thus aspires to expand beyond 
singular urban design functions. 

The ‘interaction’ between members of a group is one of the main 
dynamics of crowdability. It should be noted that the transition between 
clustering and declustering, as modelled using the crowdability concept, 
differs from the transition between public and private spaces; it is rather 
the interaction between people that makes it public or private. There are 
places that can afford clustering for people, allowing people to keep their 
privacy, embodied in the concept of sociofugal space. It is the ‘sharing’ 
of the space and the proxemic distance between people that defines 
crowdability, where the interaction types (whether physical, visual, 
acoustic, sensual, bodily, etc.) depend on the materiality of the space and 
on how it can afford the separation or detachment between these 
interaction types. 
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Crowdability thus depends on both ‘sharing’ and ‘interaction’. It 
includes members sharing a space, an experience, an object, a moment, 
a sociomaterial aspect, whereas interaction between members is what 
leads to a sense of private or public appearance in the group, depending 
on the members’ willingness or otherwise to interact or preserve their 
privacy. A crowded space may thus provide (or enforce) sociofugal 
tendencies while maintaining ‘sharing’. Although some spaces may be 
crowded, they may not be felt particularly sociable, depending on the 
willingness of the people there to interact or on the design aspects of the 
space itself. Crowdability may in other words cover different degrees of 
interaction when a space is shared. 

To capture these aspects of crowdability, including temporal shifts of 
clustering and declustering as well as degrees of interaction, a method is 
needed that is open to what actually happens during the time of direct 
observation in urban spaces. It is to this methodological approach I will 
now turn. 
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In front of the Central Station, Lund, 2016. 
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3  
  

M e t h o d o l o g y  

Ethnography is a field-based, qualitative approach to studies of social 
practices, and using ethnography-based, or perhaps more precisely 
ethnography-inspired, observations I have studied different aspects of 
crowding in public spaces, examining how the materiality of urban 
design affords different crowding and clustering rhythms at different 
times. The possibility to cover several aspects and types of situations 
offers a better understanding of the role of the built environment in 
creating the rhythms of clustering and declustering of pedestrian groups 
in public spaces. I have conducted several field studies to investigate the 
impact of various design aspects of the built environment, its materiality, 
and the atmosphere created by a variety of situations in the cities of Lund 
and Malmö in Sweden. In addition, I have designed the method and the 
analysis of the data to articulate concepts and tools that can guide urban 
designers to create better public spaces. 
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3.1 What approach and why? 

Ethnography, I would argue, is an effective method for studying 
crowding in public spaces, and though I did not do ethnographic studies 
in the traditional sense—for example, studying a specific urban group or 
culture over a significant amount of time (Yaneva, 2009; Ocejo, 2012)—
I nonetheless draw on the ethnography of public space developed in 
several studies over the decades, focusing on how public spaces are used 
by people who are largely strangers to one another (Whyte, 1980; Low, 
2000; Magnusson, 2016). The ethnographic methodology used here is 
inspired by Knoblauch’s concept of ‘focused ethnography’ (2005)—a 
study comprising shorter, time-framed field visits, focusing on the 
specific features and aspects of the field of study that relate to the 
research questions. Typical for focused ethnography is an intensity in the 
data collecting and analysis, often achieved through various means of 
data collection, such as video recording, audio recording, camera 
photography, etc. (Knoblauch, 2005; Wall, 2014). My reasons for 
choosing ethnographic methods are numerous, and I will concentrate on 
the five most important. First, ethnographic field studies focus on social 
phenomena as they appear to the observer rather than on hypotheses 
based on presumed categories. Second, ethnography concentrates on 
studying people of a certain culture or group and their interaction over 
time in a detailed descriptive way. Third, observations are usually 
conducted without forced assumptions that can interfere with the natural 
norms, and instead interpret unconstructed data to understand the basis 
of these observations. Fourth, the analysis of the empirical material 
includes explaining the underlying meanings of, in this case, pedestrian 
behaviour, which means that the result of the data analysis is essentially 
a verbal interpretation, and only for clarifying reasons are statistical or 
quantitative measurements needed. Fifth and last, ethnographical 
methods bring a flexibility of investigation to the primary role of the 
researcher, which is to discover the patterns of people’s behaviour, how 
their movements are expressed, and how their needs can be traced in their 
actions. The analysis of the observations thus describes these actions and 
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behaviour to find, where present, the underlying explanations (see Preece 
et al., 2002). 

I have introduced the key themes in the theories of crowds, proxemics, 
rhythms, and affordance in Chapter 2. Several earlier studies of crowding 
depended on statistical and counting methods, but could not provide 
enough detailed information about the influence that the materiality of 
public spaces has on the social organisation of clustering and 
declustering (Aiello, 1987; Costa, 2010; Hall et al., 2005; Holmes, 1992). 
Besides taking notes at different sites, I for my part have focused on 
collecting information using visual observation methods (Pink, 2013; 
Magnusson, 2016; Prieto de la Fuente, 2018). This was done using 
several techniques, including photography, video recording and 
observation, diagramming, and sketching. In my written field notes I 
used a self-record diary, which I quote in subsequent chapters to illustrate 
what took place. At times, I have also included simple counts to indicate 
the size and temporality of a crowd, and I use them here not as a primary 
methodological part, but rather to support my field studies, which consist 
of written descriptions and interpretations of the visual recordings and 
direct observations. 
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3.2 How and where? 

I conducted at least fifteen field observation studies in the period 2015–
2020. Having gone through all the collected information, I filtered it 
down to seven main studies, which are described and analysed in this 
thesis. The seven were chosen because they cover a range of urban 
rhythms, in the sense of how often and under what conditions clusters 
appear and disappear. Conducted as observations made by myself, and 
with slight differences between them in data collection techniques, the 
seven studies are (i) observing and recording crowds at the Lund central 
station; (ii) observing and recording everyday walking along a pedestrian 
street in Lund (Lilla Fiskaregatan); (iii) observing and making field notes 
at a food festival in Malmö (a pedestrian precinct); (iv) observing and 
making field notes at a food festival in Lund (Mårtenstorget); (v) 
observing and describing the first sunny spring weekends (Stortorget and 
Lund city centre); (vi) observing and following the crowds in relation to 
the Pope’s visit day in Lund October 2016; and (vii) describing crowds 
in Lund during the time of the coronavirus in spring 2020 (presented as 
a postscript reasoning on spontaneous observations). 

The additional eight observation studies of a shorter kind that I chose to 
not include were a Christmas market in Lund in 2018; a Christmas 
market in Malmö 2017; everyday life in Strøget, a pedestrian zone in 
Copenhagen, in 2016; the public broadcaster’s charity radio show in 
Stortorget in Lund in 2018; a street mission launch in Möllevångstorget 
in Malmö in 2017; Lundakarnevalen, a student carnival in Lund, in 2018; 
everyday pedestrian flow between Södra Tullgatan and Södra 
Förstadsgatan in Malmö in 2016; and Black Friday shopping in Södra 
Förstadsgatan in Malmö in 2018. The additional studies helped me 
decide how to proceed in my research and what to look for in the 
analysis, but did not warrant inclusion because they did not bring enough 
new material, offering only variations on phenomena already observed 
in the seven studies that are included. Some cover rhythms on a weekly 
or monthly basis, very similar either to the everyday rhythms or the 
annual rhythms captured in studies (i) to (v), but not clear nor unique 
enough on a rhythmic scale, and hard to categorise as everyday, annual, 
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or extraordinary rhythms. However, occasional observations have been 
used to discuss situations where overlapped rhythms appeared in one of 
the field studies. My empirical research strategy is thus one of saturation, 
where I continued with field observations until, and even after, I saw a 
certain repetition in the activities and phenomena I was studying. This 
became a way to establish the ‘proper’ number of different situations to 
be studied. Even if not all these extra observations are discussed, they 
have added to my experience as a researcher and played a part in how I 
analyse my empirical findings. 

The seven field studies considered in detail have been categorised into 
three crowding rhythms related to temporal scale: first, everyday 
crowding (for example, walking and commuting); second, weekly, 
monthly, and seasonal crowding (regular cultural events such as open 
public markets or local festivals); and third, extraordinary or exceptional 
crowding (large-scale public events or official visits). Besides covering 
these broad cultural rhythms, the sites and situations were ultimately 
chosen for their wealth of empirical examples of clustering and 
declustering. The specific time–space criteria for my studies were that 
they had a large enough pedestrian flow, regularity of use, variation in 
crowding rhythms at different times (day, night, weekday, weekend, 
month, and season), and availability and capturability of numerous 
observable samples, even when occurring for only short periods of time. 

The first was an exploratory study, which, besides providing its own 
data, was designed to gain a better understanding of pedestrian everyday 
crowding. The location was the main street just outside Lund Central 
Station. Armed with this study, I could work out ethnographical 
techniques that seemed rigorous enough, showing a certain thickness and 
variation but still coherent. I also felt that the experiences found here 
could be used in the design of subsequent case studies on other socio-
spatial and rhythmic scales. From the very first case study, before further 
methodological development, I used data collection techniques that 
included photographic observations, field observations, and scheduled 
video observations. 
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Lund and Malmö are two medium-sized cities in far south of Sweden, at 
commuting distance from Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, to which 
Malmö is connected by a bridge. The reasons for selecting Lund and 
Malmö are they both have culturally diverse populations and are located 
sufficiently close to each other to make field studies in both feasible. As 
I have applied an ethnographical approach, one reason for choosing these 
cities is a practical one: since the start of my research I have lived in 
Lund, and thus have achieved a fair knowledge of the city, and can easily 
access its different areas, including the urban landscape of plazas, parks, 
streets, and commercial areas. Lund was thus an obvious choice when 
gathering the empirical data for my thesis. Although a small city (about 
93,500 inhabitants in 2020), it has a large university with some 40,000 
students. Since Lund University is one of the top hundred universities in 
the world, it attracts students of different backgrounds and cultures from 
all over the world, and the social life of the town is quite busy. This 
makes it a good choice when studying clustering by looking at a certain 
range of urban behaviour. Lund is an old city of medieval origin and has 
an important cathedral, Lunds domkyrka, and a large regional hospital, 
Skånes universitetssjukhus Lund. It thus has several attractions for 
visitors and residents alike. 

Malmö, meanwhile, is only 16 km from Lund, so many people spend 
parts of their everyday life in both cities. The population of Malmö was 
about 316,500 in 2018, and it is the third-largest city in Sweden after 
Stockholm and Gothenburg. Malmö’s old town dates from the thirteenth 
century, when the archbishop of Lund built a fortified port. Malmö has a 
history as an industrial city, but after the city’s largest employer, the 
shipyard Kockums, shut in the 1980s it transformed into a post-industrial 
city (Dannestam 2006; Holgersen 2014). Malmo then opened a 
university with an urban campus that now has over 20,000 students, 
including many international students. Malmö is today well known for 
its cultural diversity. The city has attracted large numbers of refugees and 
immigrants and today, not least after the Syrian refugee crisis of 2015, it 
has the largest immigrant population percentage-wise in Sweden (and 
neighbouring countries). 
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Lund and Malmö together make up a multicultural metropolitan region 
and environment of some 4 million inhabitants, with a cultural 
heterogeneity that helped me to avoid the pitfalls of investigating too 
monocultural an area, which might make it harder to say anything 
general about crowdability while pointing to a diversity of crowding 
behaviour. 
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3.3 Data collection in field studies 

In the analytical chapters, I will describe in detail how I collected data 
and my relation to the crowds while making descriptive field notes. On 
the whole, my actions depended on what the situation demanded, and I 
tried to be neutral and indirect in my way of approaching pedestrians in 
order not to interrupt their natural crowding or movement flow. 

In my research, photographic observations are primarily used to 
investigate the relationship between the physical elements of urban 
design and the tendency of pedestrians to cluster, but also used to study 
the impact of the urban environment (design and architecture) on the 
proximity (distances and movements) of different clustering pedestrians. 
At the site of observation, camera in hand, I tried to keep in mind some 
of the basic features of the background theories of affordance and 
proxemics. This means that in photographing, I tried as much as possible 
to capture the role of urban design materialities in affecting the clustering 
or declustering taking place at each moment. While photographing, I also 
aimed to capture the interplay of the actors, the designed architectural 
elements, and occasionally pre-observations in addition to hand-based 
techniques such as freehand sketching (Antona, 2018; Brice, 2018; 
McGuirk, 2013). As Brice has noted, ‘The techniques of drawing offer 
multiple possibilities, and can equally edit out, or to open up space for, 
the messiness and conflicts of lived encounter in the field—and to 
reaffirm, or to unsettle, representational conventions’ (2017: 151). I 
found sketching made it possible to target the relationship between 
clustering humans and different materialities, and thus to edit out 
irrelevant aspects and to attune in a more focused way to these 
encounters and their specific forms. 

Video recordings were also used, whether to record situations fixed to 
certain spots and scheduled to certain times, or to track specific 
pedestrian movements by following the flow of people. In the fixed and 
scheduled video observations, I filmed the pedestrian movement at 
selected times of the day, during particular periods of time, and in 
specially chosen locations, without moving the camera—keeping the 
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film frame fixed. This scheduled technique enabled me to register 
pedestrian movement and collect numerical data about pedestrian flow 
by counting the number of the pedestrians caught on video. This way I 
could get information about density variation over time, but also to some 
extent about certain randomly captured qualities related to clustering 
moments. An additional advantage of filming the pedestrians’ 
movements—in this regular time-based way, and in the freer tracking of 
specific movements—is that it facilitates returning to specific moments 
during the data analysis phase to look for more information. However, 
after the first two studies I stopped using scheduled video observations 
and replaced it with video tracking. The reason was it was more efficient 
for me, as an observer, to follow the crowds and observe their behaviour 
and activities in different situations (as in the food festival study), trying 
to understand a piece of the timeline and from where they came and went. 
What did they intend to do next? What could affect (influence or 
interrupt) them in their movement sequence, and how did that relate to 
their crowding behaviour? 

In mobile video observations, I adopted a patrolling strategy, walking up 
and down the place of study, keeping track of people’s movements, and 
following the pedestrians and the crowds as I filmed them. The filming 
was done in a neutral but open way, where I walked with the camera 
without trying to impose myself on people, but at the same time did not 
hide and acted as normally as I could as I walked with the crowds. I wore 
a badge announcing that I was from Lund University, and I carried a bag 
with the university logo on it, in order to signal that I was doing academic 
research and to support my verbal explanations when necessary. 
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3.4 Research ethics 

My position as a researcher was made clear in the context of each study 
and its description. I tried to remain as neutral a position as possible, 
although sometimes I mingled with a crowd for methodological and 
empirical reasons to follow the sequence of the events affecting the 
crowd. I tried to note all these moments and occasions, and explained 
how they arose and why; however, I tried to return to my place as a 
researcher as swiftly as possible. Equally, I did not want my position as 
a researcher to affect my relations with people. I did not want to intrude 
upon people’s activities or interrupt their behaviour and risk them 
reacting differently than normal. I respected people’s privacy as much as 
possible, and I did not hide myself while I was filming or taking photos. 
When about to take photos or film them, I let people see I was holding a 
camera, or I put it on the tripod in a clear place so people would know I 
was filming or intended to take photos. Therefore, it was up to them to 
decide to continue into the frame of my photo. In most cases, people were 
not bothered. The only times they avoided it was when they were afraid 
they might interrupt my work by doing so, whereupon they paused to 
look at me and perhaps asked me if they could move on or not. 

I was alert to people’s reactions, and I kept myself visible to people in 
my path throughout. At the same time, I tried not impose myself too 
much on them, so they would not feel uncomfortable that I was taking 
photos or videos in a public space. Furthermore, in the process of 
documentation I kept a sufficient distance to ensure the photos and 
videos did not show people’s faces or other signs of identity, and I 
especially avoided taking photos of people in sensitive situations that 
could cause them harm. I also avoided taking photos of children or 
showing their faces. 
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3.5 Structuring the field study criteria 

I gathered the data on clustering and declustering presented in this thesis 
by following crowds at the sites of study. The material contains field 
notes from observations, freehand sketches by me, video recordings, and 
photographs. These modes of gathering material comprise a set of studies 
that have been sorted, described, and analysed to explore the different 
rhythms of crowds, and how different urban design elements afford 
clustering and/or declustering. The studies are intended to develop a 
deeper understanding of crowdability, which has guided the different 
steps of the research process. 

The seven sites of study selected in Lund and Malmö cover three 
principal types of crowds in the city, each representing a different 
rhythm. The first type consists of situations of everyday crowding 
rhythms, such as commuting to work or going shopping (two studies, 
Lund Central Station and Lilla Fiskaregatan). The second type concerns 
annual events with recurring, similar rhythms (two food festival studies, 
one in Malmö and one in Lund, and the seasonally conditioned 
spontaneous common habit of enjoying the first spring sun in a public 
space). The third type represents more exceptional occasions, still with 
crowding of an ordinary, or controlled, kind that in principle could 
happen anywhere, but which may happen irregularly or only once (such 
as here the Pope’s visit to Lund), but that can still be seen as defining a 
rhythm of its own in the sense of constituting an extraordinary event that 
both integrates into, but also breaks with, ordinary paces and rhythms. 
As an additional reflection, some observations of the effects on crowding 
of the COVID-19 pandemic were made in spring 2020. Even though this 
additional seventh study concerns an extraordinary global occurrence, 
the observations here still count as a study of everyday movements and 
actions, albeit influenced by a general strong force on crowding patterns. 

These three cultural rhythms of crowding are accounted for in the three 
following chapters. The thesis thus presents six studies and one 
additional reflection, representing three overall types of cultural rhythms, 
which cover different aspects of crowdability. This methodological 
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structure covers a variety of scales of clustering, a variety of frequencies 
of clustering, and a variety regarding triggers of clustering or how human 
senses and habits influence clustering and crowds. To ensure the 
different scales of clustering, I have studied everything from small, 
temporally, and spatially limited but defined regular clustering—for 
example, commuters at Lund Central Station or people hanging out on a 
sunny day in a city square—to more complicated clustering (harder to 
define in terms of group size limits) seen in pedestrian streets and at 
weekly markets, all the way up to large-scale, event-based clustering 
such as food festivals or a papal visit. 

The aspect of frequency relates to how people cluster and decluster in 
different groupings and the pace of the ongoing forming or deforming of 
clusters and crowds. Here I have made sure to cover a series of different 
activities and events that motivate pedestrians to start clustering, 
including everyday events and activities tied to intense and less intense 
transport hours, minor events at weekends, annual minor events such as 
Christmas markets or food festivals, and a big one-off event. 

The third aspect that varies in my observations is the trigger, or how 
human senses, preferences, and habits attract crowding and how that 
might influence pedestrians’ clustering and declustering. Such triggers 
include temporary or recurring visual attractions, as well as disrupting 
factors such as acoustics, music, and noise (generated by street 
performers and their audience, traffic noise, etc.); scent attractions or 
sensations of distaste; and, when possible to observe, people’s physical 
needs such as tiredness, stress, thirst, and hunger. 

The field studies, according to the three overall rhythmic types of 
crowding, will define the content of the following three chapters of this 
thesis. An overall description of the structuring of the studies is given in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 Field study structure of the thesis, covering three basic modes 
rhythms of crowding (everyday, annual, and extraordinary), and the 
methods and sites for each. 

 

 

 

  

  

  

Everyday crowding  
(Chapter 4): 

Spontaneous moments of 
gathering that occur as people 
walk or wait. 

• Observing crowds, taking notes, and 
making drawings at Lund Central Station  

• Following everyday walking along Lilla 
Fiskaregatan, a pedestrian street in Lund 

Annual crowding  
(Chapter 5): 

Regular gathering related to 
cultural or seasonal events, 
occurring on a yearly basis. 

• Observing visitors at a food market in 
Malmö 

• Observing visitors at a food market in 
Lund 

• Observing crowding over the first sunny 
spring weekend in the Lund city centre 

Extraordinary crowding 
(Chapter 6): 

Gathering at unique moments 
or occasional events. 

• Following crowds in Lund city centre 
on the day Pope Francis visited Lund 

• Postscript: observing crowds in Lund 
during the coronavirus pandemic 
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In front of the Central Station, Lund, 2016. 
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4   
 

E v e r y d a y  c r o w d i n g  

In this chapter, I present the first study, consisting of sub-studies of 
everyday clustering and declustering that I made at Lund Central Station, 
and at the pedestrian streets and squares in Lund city centre. The 
everyday clustering of these two different types of places have 
similarities since they present spontaneous gatherings by people who 
transport themselves to a destination while also waiting or resting. 
Clustering in pedestrian streets is less stable and less regular, and does 
not follow the same strong public communication rhythms as those at 
Lund Central Station. The pedestrian streets do, for example, include 
more temporary events, advertisement campaigns, weekly or yearly 
markets and events, etc., which gives them larger rhythmical differences 
across the week and the year. The timetable of the trains and the buses 
and the rhythm of commuting workers and their work hours makes the 
station much more hectic, and the rhythm between large crowds and no 
crowd is much more salient. Often the everyday crowds of the pedestrian 
street are not as large as the ones that can be found during rush hours at 
Lund Central Station, and they are definitely not as large as the ones 
observed during more extraordinary events, such as the Pope’s visit 
described in Chapter 6. 
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4.1 Crowds near Lund Central Station 

The study of Lund Central Station focuses on Bangatan, the main street 
in front of the station (Fig. 4). The street extends from Clemenstorget 
south to the park-like public square, Bantorget. The site was selected for 
its intense pedestrian activity, dominated by an east–west movement. 
There are various services and attraction points in that area, including 
Lund Central Station and a bus station with a ticket office, a supermarket, 
several cafés and restaurants, bars, street food vendors, a fountain, bike 
stands, car parking, Systembolaget (a government-owned off-licence), 
ATMs, shops, and a taxi rank. The bus station consists of bus stops along 
two parallel streets just east of the station platforms and serves local and 
regional buses. 

Figure 4. Lund city centre, showing the main streets, railway lines, 
buildings, and public squares and plazas. Public spaces where field 
studies were conducted are highlighted. Source: author.  
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To investigate clustering and declustering close to the Central Station, I 
did fixed and scheduled video observations, photographic observations, 
and field notes. The scheduled video observations were conducted during 
sunny days between 11 and 13 June 2016 at 18.00, which is peak rush 
hour when people go home from work, crowding and moving through 
the station area. Three filming spots were selected (Fig. 5), with each 
spot filmed with a fixed shot for 10 minutes. The spots were selected 
because they are places of active pedestrian movement, and could be 
considered the busiest intersections for pedestrians and important 
entrance points to the station area. Spot 1 is in Clemenstorget, just 
outside one of the larger entrances to Lund railway station, and close to 
the bus station and the supermarket. Spot 2 is located just outside the 
main entrance of Lund Central Station and includes a small plaza with 
benches surrounded by restaurants, bars, and cafés. Spot 3 is an entrance 
point to the station area from Bantorget and is located close to a bus stop 
and several shops. Spot 1, 2 and 3 are all along Bangatan, within 
approximately 200 metres of one another. The plan was to record a ten-
minute video at each point in fixed camera frame, without moving the 
camera position or direction. The camera was at average eye-level (170 
cm). In the films, I could then follow the different sequences of clustering 
and declustering. The object was to observe people, how they came 
together in clusters, and how they then declustered while moving or 
engaged in various activities. Besides these observations, I also counted 
the number of clusters that occurred in each film and how many people 
each cluster contained, and I observed how tight or loose these clusters 
were.  
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Figure 5. The Lund Central Station study area. The video for the 
scheduled video observations was captured in the three circled areas. 
Source google.se/maps/, September 2016. 
 

I sat at each of selected points, put my camera on the tripod, and left it to 
record while I stayed close by. I tried to act neutral and natural, but I did 
not hide the camera or myself. Most people walking by noticed the 
camera; some ignored it. A few people passing close to the camera 
stopped and asked me if it was okay; some noticed it the camera from a 
few metres away before coming closer; some just kept walking; and 
others smiled and waved at the camera. All told, however, their natural 
movement was not greatly disturbed by me filming. 

For the second method, I carried the camera, walking from one end of 
the street to the other and back, while observing the different crowds and 
clusters and taking multiple photos. My aim was to capture the people 
(and the objects they had with them) and how they related to specific 
material objects and designs of the built environment, such as benches, 
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tickets machines, bags and luggage, etc. As in the first study, I used 
observation, sketches by me, and field notes to describe the various 
scenes in detail. I stayed neutral and kept at least seven metres away from 
the situations and objects (clustering points) I photographed. Most 
people in this study did not notice me much, and went about their 
business. 

The procedures for data collection fall into two main techniques. The 
first technique was scheduled video observations, and in this part I tried 
to concentrate on detailed studies of the pedestrians’ movement and 
collecting simple numerical data about the clustering and declustering of 
pedestrians. The study was conducted by choosing three of the most 
intense spots of clustering and declustering. For each I noted the 
frequency of pedestrians by categorising the clusters into different types 
according to the number of members in each cluster, and then counting 
the total number of each category for the ten minutes. When categorising 
the pedestrians’ movement, I also noted whether people were clustering 
or declustering while sitting, standing, or walking. 

The second technique was photographic observation. In this part, I 
spotted and captured moments of clustering or declustering and at the 
same time collected data about physical elements—the aspects of the 
urban design that made people cluster and decluster. I charted in detail 
the specific locations where clustering and declustering occurred, 
ensuring I was able to analyse the clustering and declustering elements 
and activities and better understand their exact relation to the built 
environment. 

The procedure for the data analysis was thus firstly scheduled video 
observations where the three spots of intensity were chosen, and where 
numerical data were analysed for each spot by counting pedestrian flows 
and comparing group types in each spot according to the number of 
members and activities. I also compared the three spots according to their 
character, meaning the urban design and layout of each spot. Secondly, 
in the motion-based photographic observations, I traced clustering and 
declustering points and categorised them as two primary types: fixed and 
moveable clustering–declustering points. The fixed points included 
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benches, informal seating, fountains, train platform, bus stop, tickets 
machines, the station entrances, signs, and display screens. The 
moveable clustering–declustering points included mobile phones and 
headphones, pets, luggage, shopping bags and personal bags, prams and 
pushchairs, buskers, and people wheeling bikes. This photographic 
technique, which reveals the roles that influential materialities and 
physical objects have for people in urban space, closely resembles the 
technique Magnusson (2016) used in his studies of public space. Further 
analysis was then required to determine and accurately describe the 
different modes of clustering so identified. 
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4.1.1 Scheduled video observations 

In the scheduled video observations, pedestrians were counted and 
categorised according to the total number of clustered persons that 
appeared in each 10-minute video. In both the photographic survey and 
the video observations clustering of different ‘tightness’ was noted, 
echoing Hall’s four types of interpersonal distance zones (Hall, 
1963: 1004): intimate space, personal space, social space, and public 
space (see Chapter 2.3). The distance of interpersonal spaces may vary 
depending on the culture or the situation itself. In addition to that, the 
real-world empirical situation is messier, and having conducted my 
studies it seemed more appropriate to divide clusters into two categories 
according to their interpersonal distances, rather than four. Hence, I 
define a first kind of clustering as ‘tight clustering’ (similar to Hall’s 
intimate and personal distance), in which the pedestrians stabilise their 
distance between group members at not more than 1.25 metres (about 
two arms’ length). The second kind I call ‘loose clustering’ (social 
distance), in which it is difficult to determine if the group is stable or if 
it will break down into smaller groups after a short time. The 
interpersonal distance between members can in this case extend up to 
about 4 metres. At 4 metres, people might sometimes still be able to talk 
to one another and communicate, or instantly follow one another’s 
movements, but distances longer than 4 metres are hard to call clusters. 

In the video study, I counted the tight clustering groups and excluded the 
loose clustering groups. This was for two reasons. First, it is hard to 
categorise loose clusters in video, as you often need observations on site 
to judge where each starts and ends (both in time and space). Second, 
loose clusters often exist for just a short time, sometimes only for a few 
seconds, and are thus harder to recognise, quantify, and qualify in a 
consistent way. The activities and behaviours of the pedestrians were 
analysed and counted while clustering and declustering, and these 
activities were mainly found as restricted to walking, standing, and 
sitting. 

The total results of counted pedestrians in the video observations were 
369 people in total, with 119 at Spot 1, 155 people at Spot 2, and 95 
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people at Spot 3. Classification of these groups according to the number 
of members was 54% for individuals, 28% for dyads (groups of two), 
12% for triads (groups of three), 3% for groups of four, 2% for groups of 
five, and 1% for groups of six or more. Individuals and dyads are rarely 
considered groups, but including them in this study is nevertheless 
important in order to gauge how and when clustering and declustering 
happens, and also to understand the ratio between groups and individuals 
in public space and what this ratio says about social behaviour. 
Pedestrians’ activities were 88% walking, 10% standing, and 2% sitting. 
This might not say much, but it can be compared to a study of Stortorget 
square, Malmö (Kärrholm 2015, 2017), two blocks from Malmö Central 
Station, where the ratio was 55% walking, 20% standing, and 21% sitting 
(and some people working, biking, playing, etc.). This makes it clear that 
Bangatan outside Lund Central Station is quite a busy place (at this time 
of day at least).  

The numbers tell us even more if we break them down by spot. Three 
charts (Fig. 6, 7 & 8) give the total number of pedestrians observed in 
each spot: 119 people at Spot 1, 155 people at Spot 2, and 96 people at 
Spot 3, divided into size of (= number of individuals in) groups. The total 
numbers indicate that Spot 2 was the most crowded; however the 
percentage of groups with 3 or 4 people is greater at Spot 1, where 
pedestrian activities were more intense, and people appeared in groups 
with larger numbers of members (groups of three or more) than at Spot 2, 
while both these two spots show more group tendencies than Spot 3. 
Activities were more varied at Spot 1 and especially at Spot 2: more 
groups were standing together and socialising, more groups were sitting 
together, and more people were using informal seating, resulting in more 
passive clustering between strangers, and also indicating that people felt 
more comfortable to stay and to interact with one another in this space. 
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Overall, there is a sense that people at Spot 1 may have been forced to 
cluster, while at Spot 2 they may have chosen to cluster and socialise. 

 
Figure 6. The groups clustering at Spot 1 (18:00–18:10) and the activity 
categories for each group. Date: 11 June 2016. 
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Figure 7. The groups clustering at Spot 2 (18.15–18.25) and the activity 
categories for each group. Date: 11 June 2016.  

 

Figure 8. The groups clustering at Spot 3 (18.30–18.40) and the activity 
categories for each group. Date: 11 June 2016. 
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Spot 1 was second for total number of pedestrians (Fig. 9). It showed less 
variety in activities than Spot 2: most groups were observed walking, 
moving from one point to another (mainly crossing the street). Fewer 
people were standing or sitting, which indicates that pedestrians at Spot 1 
did not tend to stay in the space and socialise as much as those at Spot 2, 
and mainly use it as a place to pass through. Nevertheless, as said, the 
tendency to form groups of walkers was highest at Spot 1. Spot 3 had the 
lowest total number of pedestrians, and most people walk at a faster pace 
here than at the other spots. They also are more scattered. There were 
fewer groupings and overall fewer people standing or sitting in this 
space, although there was some seating nearby. The pedestrian crossing 
is located close to the street corner, and this corner is hidden by the 
nearby buildings, blocking the view of traffic, so vehicles are hard to see 
and pedestrians feel less secure, perhaps encouraging them to pass 
through at a faster pace. 

Figure 9. Freehand sketch. Groups clustering and declustering at Spot 1, 
Lund Central Station, June 2016. 
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In conclusion, from the comparison of the three spots, the place with a 
greater number of urban design elements serving pedestrians seemed to 
provide them with greater chances to crowd and gather, at least when 
they gather by choice rather than necessity. Although urban layout and 
use are essential for the making of crowds, and their role in attracting 
social life in cities has been much studied (as in space syntax studies, see 
Hillier 1996), it seems not to be enough to understand the behaviour of 
clusters and crowds. Hence, we need to go deeper in this specific area, 
being one of the most important features of ‘public space’. From this 
pilot study I moved on to more detailed investigations of how the 
materiality of public space and the urban design elements affect 
pedestrian clustering behaviour and their choices, such as their tendency 
to walk, sit down, or stand, their interpersonal space, their pace and 
speed, their movement direction, and elements that prompt them to 
gather or disperse. 
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4.1.2 Photographic and field note observations 

The photographs for this part of the study were taken walking up and 
down Bangatan, on both sides of the street, while focusing on the 
locations where clustering and declustering seem to happen most often. 
Over 400 photos were taken in the study area. These photos were 
analysed and categorised. There were several places or entities that are 
associated with points of pedestrian clustering and/or declustering. These 
points were sometimes particular spaces or fixed objects characterised 
by certain physical features, but they could also be moveable objects. 
Clustering–declustering points were thus divided into two categories 
(Table 2): (i) fixed clustering–declustering points, including benches, 
informal seating, fountains, train platforms, bus stops, ticket machines, 
station entrances, and signs and display screens; and (ii) mobile 
clustering–declustering points, including phones and headphones, pets, 
luggage, shopping bags and personal bags, prams and pushchairs, 
buskers, and people wheeling bicycles. 

 
Figure 10. Freehand sketch of the area in front of the Lund Central 
Station main building (Spot 2), June 2016. This urban situation has 
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examples of both fixed and mobile clustering–declustering points, 
including a sculpture with a sittable pedestal. 
 

In the course of the study, various specific behaviours seemed associated 
with the phenomena of clustering and declustering. Two scenes observed 
at the study site (Fig. 10 & 11) had groups of people crossing the street 
in front of the main station building and other groups doing different 
activities, such as waiting for trains, smoking outside a restaurant, or just 
passing by. Meanwhile, the following field note presents a clustering and 
declustering situation at the pedestrian crossing in front of the station 
building: 

There is a group of people walking together at a quick pace towards the 
railway station; it seems as if they are trying to catch the train. One of 
them suddenly slows down, takes out his phone, and answers it. He falls 
behind the group, talking on the phone, and becomes partially isolated as 
he is ‘regrouped’ with the phone and the person he is speaking to. 
However, he is also looking in front of him, trying not to lose sight of his 
group, speeding up so he can catch up with them. (Field note, 11 June 
2016) 
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Figure 11. Field sketch map by the author of the area in front of the 
Lund Central Station main building, June 2016. 
 
People walking who had headphones on or were on their phones were 
normally either already alone or split away from their groups 
(declustering) when they took out their phones (Fig. 12). Phones thus 
seem to be objects that play different roles as they afford different 
actions: they affect declustering by affording the individual the chance 
to disconnect from the group while they are moving (the phone thus 
becomes a mobile declustering point), and they also affect people’s pace. 
As the previous scene shows, the man who took a phone call slowed 
down while his friends were speeding up to catch the train. The phone 
thus also acted as a pace changer. Thus, in both cases there is a change 
of pace in relation to the group situation, which leads to an increase in 
distance between the members of the group. The use of the technological 
device not only serves as a pace changer, but also as a distance maker.  
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Figure 12. Field sketch maps by the author of a group of walking 
people crossing the street to enter the station, June 2016. 
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The group of pedestrians becomes looser (loose clustering), and the need 
for privacy and the establishment of distance between individuals finally 
results in an individual becoming disconnected from his group. This 
effect leads to questions of when and where in the urban environment 
carried objects such as phones stimulate or decrease crowding. Are there 
certain spots that make it more convenient to use the phone, as in this 
example as they approach the station? We might say these carried objects 
influence how pedestrians occupy space. 

The increase in interpersonal distances often leads groups to become 
looser or to decluster. In addition to that, it is notable that often the 
changing of pace also leads to a kind of distance-making, and this in turn 
leads to looser clustering or to declustering. This shows how the 
clustering effect is carried out in a sequence of actions, almost as a nested 
affordance (Gaver, 1991), where one action possibility results in another 
action possibility. One can say that objects can provide nested 
affordances—where the subsequent or final crowdability might initially 
be hidden, but perhaps sensed as a possibility by the pedestrians, who 
engage in a certain spatial situation that in the end might afford a 
clustering or declustering effect. 

The second field note I have chosen from my observations describes a 
clustering situation for some pedestrians who gathered in particular spots 
to smoke cigarettes: 

I am filming a 10-minute video with a fixed camera on a tripod in front 
of Lund Central Station. During that time, I am looking at the people 
around me. Close to me is a restaurant called Viggos. Three men come 
out of the restaurant and stand together in front of its main entrance. One 
of them pulls out a cigarette packet, opens it, and then offers the packet 
to the two other men. Both of them take a cigarette and then lean over to 
the first man with the cigarettes in their mouths for him to light them. 
The distance between them is close and tight, but then after lighting the 
cigarettes, they step back half a metre and smoke and chat together. 
(Field note, 11 June 2016) 

Smoking cigarettes and leaving buildings to smoke leads to the gathering 
and re-clustering of individuals into groups. The cigarettes (and lighter) 
are the affordance for these people to cluster and smoke. This clustering 
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behaviour could be between individuals who know one another, which 
we can call active clustering, or individuals who do not know one another 
but gather specifically to smoke, a clustering I term passive clustering—
clustering where people gather not because they know or need one 
another, or because the clustering point is (necessarily) an important 
destination point, but because they just share a specific action in time and 
space. The dual concept of passive and active clustering is similar to 
sociofugal and sociopetal space (Osmond, 1957; Hall, 1966; Brighenti, 
2014) in that passive clustering needs no clear sign from one member to 
another before anyone leaves the group, whereas active clustering is 
more defined by the members’ mutual recognition as they join or leave 
the group. One could also on a more general level compare passive and 
active clustering with Sartre’s concepts (1976) of ‘series’ (where 
members join having nothing in common but the act of joining itself) and 
‘groups’ (being socially invested or organised collectives). 

The station seems to be a place where smokers, waiting for the train or 
coming from a train, often take a small break and find places close by to 
smoke. Railway stations often generate sequences of clusters, and one 
can often note how the flow of people who have just arrived from the 
train or are about to depart (rhythm producers) create different crowds. 
The train can here be seen as a rhythm producer, conducting the 
clustering and declustering of different groups. Some individuals decide 
to split from the large crowd of moving travellers for a moment to check 
their phone, buy a coffee, or as in the case above, have a smoke and 
perhaps join a smoking cluster. Sometimes these clusters are located 
close to other smokers, sometimes they are near the one calm corner on 
a windy day, and sometimes people look for ashtrays or cigarette butts 
dropped by previous smoking groups to help them choose their spot. 
After they finish, they might go back and join the flow of pedestrians 
arriving and departing from the station. 
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Figure 13. Cigarette butts mark past clustering and encourage future 
clustering, because pedestrians feel confident to smoke there when they 
see the remains of other people’s cigarettes. Photos by the author. 
 

Traces of other people’s behaviour can have a contagious effect I will 
return to later (Chapter 5.1–2), but this time it is not a matter of direct 
passing between humans; it is passing through the traces of their actions 
and the physical things or traces they left behind, in this case the 
cigarettes. The effect is transformed by different time intervals, while the 
action is the use of a hole in the wall to create a place for cigarette butts—
an urban ashtray (see Fig. 13). 

 

The third field note I have chosen from my observations describes a 
clustering and declustering situation for pedestrians carrying particular 
objects or pets. 
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Groups of people are coming from the station; many are standing 
together on the other side of the street where I was standing with my 
video camera before. One of the green local buses is passing by. There is 
no traffic sign at this intersection, but people need to wait until the bus 
passes by. More people are coming from behind and joining the 
temporary group, joining them as they wait. … The bus finally passes by, 
and groups of pedestrians on the other side cross over to my side of the 
street and vice versa. A man is coming from behind and crossing the 
street in the other direction. He is walking with his dog, a big white pit 
bull. The dog is walking at a faster pace, ahead of its owner, and almost 
runs into the pedestrians walking ahead. One of them is a woman. She 
looks back to see what is behind her, and then she walks faster for a few 
metres. It is clear that she wants her own space. The pit bull owner pulls 
the dog back with the rope attached to its collar, so he gets him under 
control, and then they walk in a seemingly more comfortable way now 
at a greater distance from the other pedestrians and at a slower pace. 
(Field note, 11 June 2016) 

‘Walking pets’ has long been a frequent urban activity (noted by 
Appleyard et. al., 1981), and it shows no signs of decreasing (see 
Fig. 14). Most people walking with pets (in this study only dogs were 
observed) do so on their own, even if walking one’s dog can also be a 
socialising activity, especially in parks that otherwise might be less 
frequented because they are thought unsafe (Sassen 2013). In tighter 
urban environments, as here close to commuter nodes, people seem to 
prefer to walk alone with their pets, as animals might be more 
unpredictable in their movements and harder to walk with in larger 
groups. The moveable objects that people carry, push, or wheel (such as 
luggage, shopping bags and personal bags, prams and pushchairs, bikes, 
etc.) often increase the interpersonal distance for the individual doing the 
carrying, pushing, or wheeling, so these objects change the interpersonal 
distance between members of clusters. They allow the individuals to 
increase or decrease the distance between them and other people. This 
may lead to more tight clustering in case of decreasing the distance, more 
loose clustering, or even to the declustering or splitting up of existing 
groups. 
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Figure 14. Walking with pets in public spaces affects interpersonal 
space, movement control, and how people occupy the space in the 
urban layout. Photo by the author. 
 

The next field note is a description of leading behaviour by an individual 
in a crowd that can lead others to follow and do the same. 

There are many people standing in front of the station, watching the 
arrival screen. An old man standing close to a group of young people is 
looking at his watch, checking the time. A woman is standing there 
holding a bag; she cannot stay still without fidgeting. After a few 
minutes, she seems to be tired of standing, and she walks towards one of 
the station building’s windows. She sits on the windowsill, putting the 
bag on her lap. She seems more relaxed now. Some people were 
watching her finding a seat for herself, and they decide to follow her. 
Following her lead, they also sit down on the station windowsill, 
including an old man and two other people. All of them sit close and 
smile at one another. (Field note, 11 June 2016) 
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The use of informal seating—when people need to wait at certain 
gathering points—tends to increase clustering (Fig. 15). People who 
cannot find a normal bench or an unoccupied bench look for objects or 
places to use as informal seating, and in several cases that I observed this 
seemed to prompt other people to do the same, thus increasing what we 
can call ‘passive clustering’. It seems as if using a place not clearly 
designed for seating sometimes needs to be introduced by someone who 
acts as a pioneer or pathfinder before people catch on and passive 
clustering ensues. The pioneer is thus sometimes an important figure for 
activating certain clustering points (this notion of the pioneer is thus 
different to the one used in gentrification studies, where the pioneer’s 
temporal and spatial effect is felt on a much larger scale, see Blasius et 
al. 2016). 

Figure 15. Informal seats along the front of the station, minutes after an 
old man left the seated clustered group, marking the start of a 
declustering. Photo by the author. 
 

The following field note presents a clustering and declustering situation 
observed in front of a display screen in the station building: 

People are passing by in front of the station; manyof them pause for few 
minutes, and they check the departures board to see which platform they 
need. Two men are standing together and pointing at the screen to decide 
where they are going next. … A woman passes by and looks at the screen 
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for a few minutes. She is in a hurry and irritated, and she sees the two 
men and moves over to them. She asks them whether the train to Malmö 
is going to stop at Hyllie or not. One of the men says it will and tells her 
she should hurry because the next train is coming in 3 minutes and she 
needs to cross the bridge to get to Platform 2. She thanks them and leaves 
in a hurry. (Field note, 13 June 2016) 

The signage, advertising hoardings, ticket machines, and display screens 
at the station serve as attraction or clustering points (Fig. 16), gathering 
people both in active and passive ways (fixed clustering points). 
Departure boards not only attract people to cluster in front of them, but 
also act as rhythms generators that influence people’s next actions, 
whether it is to increase their pace or relax and wait. They also help 
people identify the next place they want to be in order to reach their 
destination. By knowing which platform, people can decide which bus 
they will need to get to their destination, so it leads them to change 
direction and either leave the arriving group and its rhythms or join a 
new one. 

Figure 16. Pedestrians clustering in front of a train departure board. 
Photo by the author. 
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The following scene is an example of an everyday situation on a railway 
platform where people cluster and wait for a train, with different rhythms 
of arriving and departing pedestrians once the train has arrived. 

I am standing in Lund Central Station on Platform 2 and the next train 
for Malmö and Copenhagen is due in at 19.35. It is now 19.24, and people 
are scattered. There is a girl walking and talking on the phone, and old 
woman is sitting on a bench with a little girl. On the other side of the 
bench, a man comes to sit, leaving a space between him and the other 
two. After a few minutes, a girl arrives pulling a suitcase; she wants to 
sit down, but she hesitates at first because there is only one seat left. The 
old lady smiles at her as a sign she can have the seat, and eventually she 
takes the seat and waits for the train. Others are just standing around and 
waiting on their own or in company. An old man in a thin jacket leans 
his back against one of the pillars. It seems he is feeling cold. He puts his 
hand inside his jacket and takes out a cigarette, lights it, and smokes. … 
It is 19.33, two minutes before the train is due in, passengers crowd 
together closer to the edge of the part of the platform where the train is 
supposed to stop. People spread in several aligned groups parallel with 
the platform edge, spaced out at distances similar to the distances 
between the train doors. … The train pulls in at the scheduled time, and 
passengers cluster more and more into their groups. As the train slows to 
a stop, they position themselves in front of the carriage doors. The doors 
open and the passengers on the platform move aside to let passengers off 
the train. The disembarking passengers are clustered inside the train by 
the doors, and as soon as they open, they stream out one by one, 
declustering on the platform and spreading out to take different exits. 
When they are all off the train, the waiting passengers board the train and 
leave. The time is now 19.35. (Field note, 13 June 2016) 

Bus stops and train platforms lead people to cluster, as they wait for the 
next trip, or to decluster as they step out from the bus or train. These 
frequent processes are predictable and depend on train and bus 
timetables. The train timetable generates frequent rhythms of arriving 
and leaving crowds depending on the time of the day (Fig. 17), the 
weather, the degree of crowding, whether it is a weekday or the weekend, 
the time of the year, etc. These are macro factors with an impact on 
society at large and on what the city affords in the broadest sense, and as 
such the public transport possibilities, access, and so on are not analysed 
here as rhythms in themselves. Instead they are recognised as the 
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prerequisites for micro sociomateriality, for the local and individual 
concerns that are the present study’s focus. 

Figure 17. The rhythms of arriving and departing pedestrians. Photos by 
the author. 
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Fountains, trees, and shaded or sunny places can also work as attraction 
points, gathering people depending on the weather conditions and what 
people prefer. In Table 3 I summarise all the observed scenes and 
situations in the two categories of fixed clustering–declustering points 
and mobile clustering–declustering points. 

 

Figure 18. A busker playing the guitar next to the entrance to the 
supermarket, 13 June 2016. Photo by the author 
 

Finally, the following scene illustrates performances in public spaces and 
how artists, in this example a busker, choose locations for maximal 
crowd attraction. 

In front of ICA Malmborgs, one of central Lund’s largest supermarkets 
located just east of the station, guitar music comes from beside the 
entrance. The guitar player chooses this spot occasionally whenever he 
comes to busk and collect money from people passing by. The weather 
is windy and there are not as many people here as usual. Most pedestrians 
are walking at a fast pace and want to get to their destinations quickly, 
going into or out of the supermarket through the entrance or just passing 
by on the street. The guitar player is wearing a heavy jacket, and he is 
playing music intermittently. Because there are not many people around, 
he does not seem satisfied. He goes away for a while but returns returns 
to play again … I have been watching for a while now. He starts to collect 
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his belongings and puts them in a bag. He decides to leave and heads for 
the railway station. (Field note, 13 June 2016) 

Buskers, like other street artists, serve as attraction points for strangers 
to gather in passive ways to watch, and sometimes this can even develop 
into social interaction as some people talk to one another about the 
performance or socialise in other ways, thus temporarily turning a 
passive cluster into an active one. After the performance ends, the 
spectators decluster again into individuals or smaller groups. When street 
artists select locations where they want to perform, it is essential for them 
to choose places with high crowding so they can get as large an audience 
as possible. I would suggest that buskers and other street performers 
should be termed ‘temporary fixed clustering points’, as they select 
particular points to perform their art for a while and then they leave or 
change position (Fig. 18). 
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Table 3. Photographic observation of physical points that resulted in 
pedestrian clustering and declustering, divided into fixed and mobile 
clustering–declustering points. Photos by the author. 

Fixed clustering–declustering points Mobile clustering–declustering points 

 
(a) Benches 

 
(h) Phones and headphones 

 
(b) Informal seats 

 
(i) Pets 

 
(c) Fountains 

 
(j) Luggage 
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(d) Train platforms 

 
(k) Shopping bags and personal bags 

 
(e) Bus stops 

 
(l) Pushchairs and prams 

 
(f) Ticket machines 

 
(m) Wheeling bikes 
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(g) Signs and display screens 
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4.1.3 Findings from Lund Central Station 

In the study of Lund Central Station, I took a three-pronged 
methodological approach. First, I used scheduled video observations, in 
which I kept the space segments the same by keeping the camera fixed. 
The layout of the space was thus constant for each studied sequence, but 
the pedestrians in each changed for each new video sequence, and thus 
the recording showed a variety of clustering and declustering. My 
purpose with the analysis was to describe these captured pedestrian 
movements. 

The second method was also to use scheduled video observations, but 
now to compare three spots. The spatial circumstances and contextual 
layout of these spots were somewhat different (sitting facilities, type of 
shops, type of crossings, etc.), even though the three spots were located 
close to one another (within a range of 200 metres). Certain urban factors 
were almost identical (trafficked streets, pavements, etc.). Similarly (i) 
the filming conditions were consistent (fixed camera frame, same camera 
height, same recording period of 10 minutes); (ii) filming occurred on 
the same recording day and time of day around 18.00 to 18.30; (ii) there 
were the same weather conditions; (iv) it was the same city street, same 
surrounding area, and land use; and (v) there were the same type of 
pedestrians, who were mainly commuting using public transport. After 
maintaining the same conditions in each spot it is possible to compare 
the three, depending on how each affords clustering and declustering and 
how the physical urban design aspects influence the affordance for 
crowds in the layout of each spot. 

The third method was photographic and field note observations, in which 
I as the researcher did not maintain a specific spot whilst I was walking 
up and down the street, looking for clustering and declustering activities, 
and taking photos, videos, sketches, and field notes. My lens here was 
the action of clustering and declustering itself to spot where it happened, 
how it manifested itself at the site, and which physical aspects of urban 
design created or contributed to the clustering and declustering. In other 
words, I aimed to identify the objects and physical aspects of urban 
design that afford the emergence of crowding. 
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In my observations of movement at Lund Central station I have identified 
a variety of clusters, including ‘loose clusters’ and ‘tight clusters’. A 
loose cluster is several individuals who assemble in a clustering group 
where the interpersonal distance is not close enough to be intimate or 
personal space (over 1.25 metres) and not too great to maintain social 
space (not over 4.0 metres). Examples of loose clusters often include 
groups of people walking together and pulling luggage; carrying 
shopping bags and personal bags; pushing prams or pushchairs; and 
wheeling bikes. If the interpersonal distance keeps increasing for more 
than 4.0 metres, this leads to declustering, when an individual or 
individuals leave the group. A tight cluster represents a number of 
individuals who assemble, where the interpersonal space is close enough 
to create a joined personal or intimate space (less than 1.25 metres), such 
as when people gather to smoke cigarettes and share a lighter, when 
people crowd together to wait for train doors to open, or a group of 
friends or family walk close to one another and more actively share an 
intimate and interpersonal space. 

I have discussed the observed situations which lead people to cluster 
according to their intentions as social beings or whether they know one 
another. I have labelled them active clusters and passive clusters. An 
active cluster is when a group of individuals knows one another and is 
gathering intentionally to share something, such as a group of friends 
meeting up in a public space and sitting together to socialise. A passive 
cluster, on the other hand, is when a group of individuals who do not 
know one another happen to gather and crowd in a particular situation 
because they are sharing some activity, object, or space for a certain time, 
such as when a group of pedestrians stand on one side of a street 
temporarily, waiting for the traffic light to turn green allowing them to 
cross the street and go on their way. 

I have listed important clustering and declustering points in and around 
the station (Table 2). Some related to ‘fixed cluster points’, occurring 
around the objects or the elements fixed in the urban design, including 
benches, fountains, bus stops, ticket machines, station entrances, train 
platforms, signs, and display screens. Other forms of clustering were 
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observed at ‘mobile clustering points’, which were mainly the objects 
that can move along with the group and continue to affect its tendency to 
cluster and decluster. Such objects were shopping bags, prams or 
pushchairs, phones and headphones, luggage, and pets. 

The impact of mobile phones on clustering is not only dependent on the 
technology of the mobile device itself but also on where and how you are 
in public space (see also Hatuka & Toch 2016; Kärrholm, 2017). I have 
given an example of where certain spots—for example, as commuters 
approached the railway station—seemed to be a sufficient space for 
declustering while using a phone. The reason for this is not known, but 
hypothetically the space was chosen for slowing their pace because it 
afforded a certain privacy. Another reason could be that the phone 
connection is experienced as sure and stable here. Generally, the use of 
phones in public space rarely is thought of as dependent on the formation 
of public space; however, in terms of proxemics, there is a certain 
latitude given to talking on the phone (not only surfing), unless talking 
might be considered rude. One could also say that certain environments 
with a fairly high level of atmospheric sound allow more phoning to 
occur. The common use of phones to access the internet is itself a 
regulator of proxemics (distances, facial directions, angle of hand 
movements, etc.), and a minimum public extension of space is needed, 
even if dense environments, such as travelling by or waiting for trains, 
may allow phone use in this sense. Although I have not studied carried 
technological devices in any depth, there is an evident connection 
between user, phone, and environment, which becomes apparent not 
least when mobile technology does not work as expected (Wikström, 
2011). 

Although not all clustering and declustering points relate directly to 
specific elements in public urban design, the materialities of scale play 
an important role in how and where clustering people occupy a certain 
place. Conversely, crowding is of general importance in the formation of 
public spaces. The existence and form of clustering and declustering 
points influence the movement of pedestrians, whether their direction, 
pace, or other temporary movement factors, as well as the interpersonal 
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space between the cluster members, leading to tight or loose clustering 
(to the point of declustering). Therefore, these elements and objects at 
clustering and declustering points affect pedestrians’ choice of path, 
location, interpersonal distance with others, pace, etc., and I would argue 
that these elements afford crowding with different actions and intentions, 
depending on the occasional use or occupation of the built environment. 

In the analysis of my observations, I have been able to distinguish six 
categories that describe clustering. First are the ‘pace changers’ (faster, 
slower), which suddenly or regularly appear to affect pace, and include 
departing trains (including their secondary effects, such as when such 
expected departures make people run, increasing several individuals’ 
speed) or smoking, which instead requires the smokers to slow down. In 
both cases group behaviour is created, while the pace changers can have 
both a direct and more indirect effect on people. Second are the ‘distance 
makers’, the objects that influence the density of groups of pedestrians 
so as to become tighter or looser (tight clustering or loose clustering). A 
distance maker can be linked to material circumstances, but equally to 
the effect of one or more members of the group, making the group’s pace 
and perhaps its tightness increase, decrease, or approach zero. Third are 
the ‘rhythm producers’ or rhythm generators, which are the clustering 
factors that produce frequent clustering and declustering, such as train 
and bus timetables that determine arriving and departing clusters of 
people on train platforms. The moments associated with shops’ opening 
hours or the rush hour belong here too, since they influence whole 
groups’ physical positioning and eagerness to be positioned at certain 
spots at certain times. Fourth are the ‘direction changers’, the physical 
objects or temporary circumstances in urban space that make people 
detour. In one example, a group of people was observed walking together 
when one man, pulling his luggage, split off from his group and walked 
towards the pedestrian ramp in order to cross the street: the luggage and 
the ramp were an affordance that not only saw the man change direction, 
but also in combination acted as a direction changer. Fifth are the ‘nested 
clustering affordances’, where a sequence of actions has a clustering 
effect. For example, an increase in interpersonal distances often leads a 
group to become a ‘loose cluster’ and then reach a state of ‘declustering’. 
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Finally, sixth are the ‘pioneers’, who seem instrumental in making 
hidden crowd affordances visible to larger groups, as when a woman 
used a windowsill as a seat while waiting in front of Lund Central 
Station, an action that was immediately followed by several others. This 
echoes Le Bon’s and Freud’s views on how individuals in a crowd feel 
more unconscious about their own wills as the individual emotions are 
influenced by the emotions of the group; they have a tendency to follow 
mass behaviour, and that was what encouraged these people to follow 
the behaviour of the pioneers (Freud, 1955/1921: 14). 

 

Table 4. Summary of concepts and modes of clustering found through 
observation in the first study. 

Concepts guiding the observations Clustering aspects observed 

Crowdability 

Crowds & sharing 

Sociofugal and sociopetal space 

Everyday rhythms 

Materiality and human action 
conjoined 

Attention to urban space 

Modes of affordance 

Utility of urban space 

Tight and loose clusters 

Active and passive clustering 

Distance makers 

Direction changers 

Pace changers 

Rhythms producers 

Nested crowd affordance in public 
space 

 

It is evident that ‘pace changers’ are often connected to ‘distance 
makers’, and that eventually these clustering influences may lead to loose 
clustering or even declustering. Urban elements thus often afford 
sequences of action that can ultimately end in either clustering or 
declustering. In other words, perhaps some objects amount to nested 
clustering affordances, so clustering or declustering proceeds as a 
sequence of steps. I will return to nestedness and other types of 
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combinations of affordances later. The notions and concepts found in the 
initial field study, and which will be expanded on in the analysis of 
subsequent field studies, are summarised in Table 4, framing the research 
factors and pointing to new ones. In the next field study, I use a slightly 
different recording technique, where I follow pedestrian rhythms with a 
certain camera stability, but not as fixed and scheduled. 

The concept of time–space can be interpreted using the flow of different 
rhythm producers. Compare it with the concept of distance makers and 
how pedestrians isolate spaces by creating distance, and it is clear that 
rhythm producers enable people to isolate time or certain occasions by 
creating intervals. Apply the concept of sharing to rhythm producers, and 
it could mean that different groups of people can share the same specific 
space but at different times, since there are intervals that separate them. 
These intervals create rhythms. Once again, this reminds us of the 
overlap between concepts such as crowdability, sharing, sociofugal and 
sociopetal forces, public and private, and interaction opportunities. 

To understand this, consider the example of cigarette butts and why 
people always choose particular spots in the street to smoke. On closer 
examination, it will be seen that this activity is associated with traces of 
gathering where others have used that space to smoke. Later, another 
group or individuals who have never met the previous ones see the 
cigarette butts (activity traces) and choose to do the same thing in the 
same place. This generates a rhythm of smoking activity in that space: 
the smokers share the same space, but they are separated in time. The 
question remains whether the activity traces led people to continue using 
these spaces for smoking, or if it is some spatial aspect or the location 
itself that encourages people return to this spot time after time. Probably 
it is all these factors in combination. However, it seems fair to conclude 
that urban space is full of rhythmical activities, and these activities 
sometimes leaves traces behind them. Even if the actors are long gone, 
their traces will still obtain in that particular space, and will lead other 
people to take part in sustaining the activity, giving it a certain rhythm. 
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Another example concerns food and animals. As I was passing my 
observed spaces at different times, I often saw urban birds gathering 
around specific benches, whereas other were left alone. When I observed 
such a place on another occasion, I saw people coming with take-away 
food, sitting down to eat, and dropping bits of food. Afterwards the birds 
took over and picked up the scraps: urban birds usually come to eat what 
is left by people who eat outdoors. Here we can also see the production 
of a specific rhythm where people repeatedly use a certain spot for eating 
take-away food. One can understand how the spatial aspects of that space 
make people prefer that particular spot. Usually, seeing traces of food 
would not be inviting if there were other, cleaner suitable places, but after 
it is cleaned or the leftovers removed by the birds, people often make the 
same decision and select that space. Birds eat people’s leavings, and it is 
the removal of these traces (rather than the addition of traces, as in the 
case of the smokers) that is an important element in producing the rhythm 
of people eating outdoors. Here, the traces do not invite people to do the 
same thing in the same place, but they are useful in understanding the 
rhythmical sequence. 

These examples all show sociofugal and sociopetal forces at work, where 
people share the same space but not the same time, and where their 
interaction depends on how they respond to certain traces. Those traces 
might lead them to use the space for the same activity again, but traces 
can also just be indicators of a rhythm that happens there for other 
reasons, such as the spatial quality of the space. 
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4.2 Crowds in a pedestrian street 

The location of the study of crowds in a pedestrian street was Lilla 
Fiskaregatan, in front of two neighbouring shops—7-Eleven, a corner 
shop, and Ahlgrens Konfektyr, a chocolate shop (Fig. 19). Smaller in 
scale than the first, this second field study was limited to one day and 
lasted about three hours from 16.45 to 18.30. 

Figure 19. Lilla Fiskaregatan, Lund, with the corner shop (7-Eleven) and 
the chocolate shop (Ahlgrens Konfektyr) marked. Source: Google Maps, 
2017. 
 

Lilla Fiskaregatan is the main pedestrian street in Lund. It connects two 
important open spaces, the public square (and park) Bantorget and the 
city’s central square, Stortorget. It also connects two important 
generators of pedestrian movement in the city centre: Lund Central 
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Station and Botulfsplatsen bus station. The street is pedestrianized (and 
paved accordingly), and because it is an important thoroughfare it 
witnesses a high frequency of pedestrian flow every day, partly since it 
has a concentration of small shops, restaurants, and cafés. The 
commonest mode of transport here is by foot or bicycle. 
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4.2.1 People walking along a pedestrian street 

My intention with this study was to capture crowding while maintaining 
a fairly stable camera position, and to do that I found it best to film from 
a place where I could sit unnoticed by the people passing by. 

It is not cold and rainy, unlike the forecast predicted yesterday. It is 
finally clearer, partially cloudy, with a little bit of sun peeking through 
every once in a while. The temperature is now 17° C and I can take off 
my light jacket without feeling too cold. I sit down opposite 7-Eleven in 
Lilla Fiskaregatan. … while I am preparing to observe the area, I am not 
sure if I can sit on the chairs that belong to the two shops or not, so I 
decide to go into 7-Eleven and buy a fruit smoothie, and then return to 
the seats, positioning myself there. I start recording the people moving 
by with my phone camera and taking notes, also noticing the rhythms of 
the pedestrian flows while they are passing by. (Field note, 14 June 2017) 

It was clear that weather conditions and the time of the day both played 
a role in the pace and intensity of clustering. At the time of the 
observation it was windy and generally cloudy. The following field note 
describes my experience of two times and weather conditions on the 
same day: 

The brief moments when the sun comes out from behind the clouds give 
some warmth when it touches my face. It somehow has a rhythmic 
pattern. An elderly woman sitting on the other side looks up at me and 
smiles, because we share that moment of the sun coming out. … Now it 
is almost 17.00. It is getting chillier. I put my jacket back on, and the 
woman who smiled at me earlier does the same thing and leaves. There 
are lots of people walking around me on the pedestrian street. This is the 
first time I notice how many pedestrians and bikers use the street, and 
they come in a steady flow. I take photos and videos to capture what is 
happening. It is hard to focus on a certain group of walking people 
because they walk at a fast pace and there are so many of them, and a lot 
of bicyclists who block my view as they go past. (Field note, 14 June 
2017) 

The sound of the passers-by also told me of the fluctuating intensity of 
pedestrian numbers, especially as some were talking as they went past.  

From the field notes and the other visual material recorded in Lilla 
Fiskaregatan, I could discern three main categories of crowding rhythms: 
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slow-pace clustering (tied to microscale rhythms arising directly at site); 
quick-pace clustering (connected to macroscale rhythms of movement 
generated somewhere else); and interruptive clustering (connected to 
temporary, randomly occurring rhythms). 

Slow-pace clustering 
The following is a description of the sitting (or sittable) situation. There 
are three kinds of seating areas in front of the two shops (Fig. 20). The 
first is outside 7-Eleven and belongs to the shop. Here, two round dark 
wooden tables with aluminium frames are placed, each with a metal 
flowerpot with plants, one with flowers, the other only leaves. There are 
also six industrial-style aluminium chairs arranged in a line facing 7-
Eleven, one of which seemed to have been repositioned by one of the 
users, who apparently decided to sit in a group around a table on the other 
side. The people entering this zone mostly had food from 7-Eleven, and 
apart from two young teenagers with fizzy drinks, I only saw individuals 
using the seats. 

On the other side of the pedestrian street is the second seating area, 
belonging to Ahlgrens Konfektyr, a popular chocolate shop. This seating 
area is smarter and more decorative, and is somewhat larger. It consists 
of three pale wooden tables, also circular. Each table has four chairs with 
cushions in a nice-looking black fabric. People entering this second zone 
have bought things from the chocolate shop, such as ice cream or hot 
drinks. Most are parents with young children coming for ice cream. I also 
saw several elderly couples having hot drinks together and doing their 
best to enjoy the occasional glimpses of sun. When they have finished, 
they collect their rubbish and leftovers (paper napkins, disposable cups, 
plates and cutlery, etc.) and go back into the chocolate shop to dispose 
of them; this becomes a rhythmic activity in itself. 

The third seating area is a public bench that can accommodate three or 
four people. It is made of wood with metal supports, and right beside it 
is a large green litter bin. Most people who sit down on the bench have 
food or ice cream bought from one of the other shops or they just want 
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to rest and sit in the sun. They too are part of a slow-pace clustering tied 
to recreation and enjoying the sun.  

Figure 20. The three zones in Lilla Fiskaregatan, Lund. Photos by the 
author. 
 

The scale that decides this clustering, apart from the weather, is the 
relatively comfortable public street furniture with tables, chairs, and a 
bench. One could, therefore, say it was the immediate conditions—the 
small-scale pedestrian universe—that had a hand in setting the 
clustering, combined with the weather. Sitting in the sun in the two café-
like seating areas could be considered slow-pace clustering, where the 
sunlight is the intangible object that made people cluster, relaxing and 
waiting, having tried to find a location more exposed to the sun and less 
shaded by the surrounding buildings. 

Quick-pace clustering 
In Lilla Fiskaregatan people move in crowds, many of them riding 
bicycles since it is the only car-free street connecting the railway station 
with the east of Lund. The pedestrian flood seems very rhythmic, perhaps 
following the train and bus timetables, as they come suddenly and in such 
numbers. After a while, these crowds are reduced to a trickle, only to 
build up again later. These movements, passing the recording spot rather 
quickly, are thus of shorter duration, but seem to depend on a larger scale 
of movement (tied to commuting, extending even to the regional scale). 
In that sense, this clustering is macroscale in pace (Fig. 21). 
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Figure 21. Time lapse of pedestrian flow rhythms in Lilla Fiskaregatan, 
Lund. Photos by the author. 

 

Interruptive clustering 
At one point during the observation a truck drove post with school-
leavers in the back, celebrating the last day of school by being driven 
around as a group playing loud music and waving to passers-by (Fig. 22). 
They circulate round the city centre and the central station in a loop, 
coming back several times and creating a rhythm that causes a lot of 
noise and a lot of attention. Most people stop whatever they are doing to 
watch the young people, or simply to wonder where the loud music is 
coming from. Often, they smile when they see the school-leavers and 
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wave back. It is a familiar tradition that happens every year, so people 
are used to it. 

Figure 22. Pedestrians gather to watch school-leavers celebrate on a 
moving truck in central Lund (from left to right, top to bottom), 14 June 
2017. Photos by the author. 
 

 As pedestrians stop to watch the event, they become an audience of 
sorts, sharing the same interest: some, even complete strangers, talk to 
one another and people look around and smile in amusement. A woman 
who saw me trying to figure out what was happening smiled at me, 
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suggesting that it is a nice thing to share watching the event with 
someone else, even if you do not know them. 
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4.2.3 Findings from a pedestrian street 

The findings from this small study speak to the frequency and pace of 
clustering. Three figures of clustering appeared: pacemakers (clouds, 
bikes, watching students’ celebrations—events with an impact on the 
ongoing clustering situations); rhythm producers (arriving and departing 
trains and buses create lasting, moving clusters of people in nearby parts 
of the city); and the duration of clustering (slow) and declustering (faster) 
at the places where it was possible to sit down or when the commuting 
pace had an impact. I also observed more interruptive kinds of clustering 
when nearby events attracted enough attention for people to decluster 
and re-cluster in relation to the object of interest. 

On the whole, one could say that crowds with different temporal and 
spatial boundaries produced clusters with variety of forms of temporary 
territorialisation—with different temporal scales as it were (Kärrholm 
2017: 697–8)—in a pedestrian street with outdoor restaurants. One 
important aspect of clustering and declustering is the boundaries created 
as soon as clustering occurs. Along a shopping-oriented pedestrian street, 
the boundaries appear and disappear according to the dynamic 
macroscale factors such as sunlight, weather, or overall urban pace, and 
to microscale (local) activities such as having a rest or a cup of coffee. 
Boundaries so created show a certain flexibility, as when the extension 
of the clustering can to varying degrees be maintained by a moving group 
as it walks along, even if there is no particular social bond between the 
individuals. 

This field study thus shows how everyday crowding rhythms—apart 
from the examples of clustering and declustering covered in Chapter 
4.1—were influenced by larger overall rhythms. In the next chapter I will 
turn to the seasonal effects, and especially how urban space with its 
objects relates to, and forms, the regularly occurring crowding events 
associated with the seasons.  
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Södra Vallgatan, Malmö, 2017. 
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5 
  

O c c a s i o n a l  c r o w d i n g  
f o l l o w i n g  s e a s o n a l  

a n d  c u l t u r a l  r h y t h m s  

This chapter presents observations of crowding following seasonally, 
monthly, or weekly rhythms which link to the cultural habits of selling 
and buying food. In contrast to the spontaneous gatherings seen in 
Chapter 4, these field studies include events that presuppose certain 
forms of gathering—or where people are supposed to gather—even if 
there are variations in the dynamics of clustering and declustering. The 
events in question are food festivals in Malmö and Lund, which are 
normally held every year in April or May. The same international food 
stalls are set up in each city in a central pedestrian area. I have already 
discussed how the same public space can afford several microscale 
activities and events; here I have chosen a larger happening in each city 
to see the form taken by such regular crowding events in public spaces 
of different urban design and layout. I also present a short, season-
specific study of one of the first sunny weekends of the year in Lund, 
which normally occurs in April. Together, these case studies focus on the 
interaction between pedestrians and the physical environment of public 
space, looking at the type of actions these spaces afford.    
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5.1 The annual international food festival in 
Malmö 

The international food festival is an annual commercial event centred on 
displaying the cultural richness of different cuisines, and has been going 
for over a decade, visiting a large number of Swedish cities through the 
year. During these visits, city streets and squares are turned into party 
venues where you can indulge in a rich cultural palette of art, music, 
street performances, handicrafts, literature, and film, and the main 
attraction: the cuisines of a large number of European, Australasian, 
American, African, and Asian countries.  

Figure 23. The City of Malmö, Sweden, showing the principal location of 
the Malmö Festival in the city centre. The public squares where the field 
studies were conducted are in green colour. Source: author. 
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It attracts visitors from near and far who come to enjoy the food, the city, 
and the street life. Usually lasting four or five days, for the duration of 
the event the foreign vendors and participants spend their days on-site, 
cooking and serving their national cuisine from their stalls. 

 

Figure 24. The location of the Malmö International Food Festival, 21 
May 2017. Source: Google Maps, 2017 
 

The food festival in Malmö is held in the centre of the city, extending 
along Södergatan, the pedestrian street which joins two main public 
squares, Gustav Adolfs Torg and Stortorget (Fig. 23 & 24). My site visit 
took place on the Sunday afternoon of the event, 21 May 2017, between 
13.00 and 17.00. The weather was sunny with temperature around 18° C. 
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The study techniques used included photography and field observation 
notes and walkthrough videos. This included silent videos lasting one 
minute apiece and free walkthrough videos where I voice-overed what I 
saw as I filmed it. In this field study I took around 140 photos and 20 
videos in total 
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5.1.1 Crowds at the Malmö food festival 

All the field notes were taken on 21 May 2017 between 13.00 and 17.00. 
The properties of the physical environment have their role in affording 
pedestrian clustering and declustering. The concept of rhythm, according 
to Lefebvre (2004), can be described as the frequent repetition of a 
measured and measuring activity, and the clustering and declustering of 
groups can be studied as a specific rhythmic action. The points or 
situations where clustering or declustering occurred were sometimes 
particular spaces (settings) related to fixed objects characterised by 
certain physical features and/or related to specific temporary activities 
that attracted different audiences. As with the field studies described 
earlier, these points can be divided into two categories: fixed clustering–
declustering points, including benches, informal seating, fountains, 
tables and chairs, and bar tables; and moveable clustering–declustering 
points, including buskers, cameras and phones, pets, luggage, shopping 
bags and personal bags, prams or pushchairs, and bikes. 

The following field note describes arriving at the food festival, 
approaching it from a distance: 

I arrive in Malmö city centre, walking with my camera along the canal 
Rörsjökanalen. From the place where I stand on the opposite side of the 
canal from Raoul Wallenbergs Park, I can already see the crowds of 
people gathering in different places. Some are walking together towards 
the same destination, Gustav Adolfs Torg, and others are sitting on the 
steps along the canal, enjoying the sun. Many have got food to eat, and 
it seems they got it from the food festival in the pedestrian precinct just 
behind the buildings. (Field note, 21 May 2017) 
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Figure 25. Instagram posts from the Malmö International Food Festival, 
21 May 2017. Source: phone screen-shot photos by the author from 
Instagram application, 2017. 
 

The crowds in this study revolved to a large degree around sensory 
interactions between the pedestrians and the ongoing events and 
sensations of the food festival, including smells, sights and vistas, the 
sound of music, and the taste of food. The event itself, the food festival 
as a happening, directly affected the senses of the pedestrians, and 
different senses played a part in making people gather or crowd when 
something was to their liking, or to pass by or decluster when it was not. 
During this event, I also used my phone to browse the social media 
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platforms and to see the information people shared about the event in the 
form of photos, videos, etc., as it was underway. One of the main social 
media platforms I used was Instagram; checking posts about the food 
festival I soon found out that the most popular hashtag was 
#internationellamatmarknaden, the Swedish version of the #ifoodfestival 
hashtag. I also used Instagram’s feature for searching posts by location 
(which shows all the posts that share the same location, sorted 
chronologically with the most recent first) to identify the most recent, 
publicly shared photos and videos of the event. This helped me navigate 
the activities then underway and to find the places where people were 
most crowded, as well as the attractions, sports, activities, and cuisines 
that made people crowd (Fig. 25 & 26). 

Figure 26. An Instagram post from the Malmö International Food 
Festival, 21 May 2017. Source: phone screen-shot photo by the author 
from Instagram application, 2017 
 

The following field note describes approaching the festival area and 
taking a group photo: 
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I arrive from the Davidshallsbron bridge. I am walking in the proximity 
of others, and I become part of the crowd. A group of young girls sees 
me with my camera; one of them approaches me and asks me, ‘Hi! Can 
you take a picture of us together?’ I answer, ‘Yes, of course’. She hands 
me her phone, and then they get closer together and pose for the camera 
for a group picture, and then they come over to me to check the photo. I 
say jokingly, ‘Now you can post it on Instagram’. They laugh and say: 
‘Yes, we probably will!’ (Field note, 21 May 2017) 

During the observations, various kinds of specific behaviours seemed to 
be associated with the phenomena of clustering and declustering, such as 
the group of girls who wanted their photo taken together: because they 
joined the event in public space and they wanted to be part of the 
occasion, the interpersonal space between them changed from a loose 
cluster to a tight cluster with an intimate distance between them. It also 
affected the way they stood together, because they wanted to rearrange 
themselves in a line facing the camera, positioning themselves within the 
space so the crowds participating in the food festival event were included 
as the background of the photo. Here the food festival event along with 
the phone affords the action of taking the photo, and this leads in turn to 
the action of tight clustering while simultaneously changing the 
configuration of the group from an organic circle to a line. I term this 
effect where the group’s layout changes from one form to another a 
‘configuration modifier’. My camera was a configuration modifier; this 
is also what happened when a more dispersed group formed a queue for 
a stall or ticket booth. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the action of 
taking the group photo, and how it led to the action of tight clustering, 
can be described as a sort of nested affordance, in the sense that an 
opportunity arose to take a photo—or to post to Instagram—and the 
opportunity comprised steps of affordance: a person was seen to be 
present and free to take a photo, a camera was available to be handed to 
someone else, an Instagram account was ready and waiting, etc. This 
sequence of affordances generated the clustering. 

The following field note describes my approach to the food festival from 
the main street, Drottninggatan, coming across a scene just outside the 
festival itself that indicated it was nearby: 
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Later on, as I walk along the channel towards the place of the food 
festival, I am already seeing a lot of people walking out from there. There 
is apparently a broad spectrum of nationalities represented at this event. 
Apart from Swedish-speaking people, I could recognise people speaking 
Arabic with different accents: Syrian, Iraqi, Egyptian, Palestinian, and 
Moroccan. Some people I encounter while walking around are speaking 
Spanish, French, Italian, Persian, Indian, and other languages that sound 
more Eastern European. It is interesting that there is a diversity of ages 
and formation of groups as well. I can see groups of teenagers coming 
together, couples young and old, families with parents and children, 
groups of elderly people walking around with a tour guide, other groups 
of different ages and genders together, and individuals walking by 
themselves. I can see lots of birds flying around, over where the food 
festival is; these birds are much more numerous than on normal days. 
They are of course attracted by the sight and smell of the food, which 
also explains why such large numbers of birds have gathered: they are 
scouting for leftovers. (Field note, 21 May 2017) 

Urban birds such as crows, rooks, pigeons, and seagulls have a part in 
these events. As in many other cities, birds are commonplace and their 
numbers do not seem to decrease. By observing their normal everyday 
activities, we can see how they concentrate on looking for food or 
leftovers. These activities are related to the everyday life of urban space, 
and are stable and regular daily occurrences. But when there are special, 
large-scale events, there is a remarkable increase in the birds’ presence 
and activity. I would argue that birds hunting for food are a common 
indicator of where and when people gather to eat. And when the number 
of people and the quantity of food increases for a specific occasion, the 
numbers of birds also increases, because they are attracted by the sight 
and smell of the food. Food festivals usually have outdoor food stalls, 
which intensifies the smell and attracts yet more birds.  

It is reasonable to assume from the mere sight and sound of birds that the 
food festival not only attracts a larger number of birds to crowd in that 
area, but that it keeps pace with the number of people. Although it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, it is must be noted that animals often co-
crowd and share partitions of space with humans in cities, for example, 
in relation to places where people eat (see Prieto de la Fuente, 2018; 
Holmberg, 2017). 
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Figure 27. The Malmö International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. 
Pedestrians spread around. Photos by the author. 
 

The following field note shows how the view and weather conditions 
affect the peoples’ clustering and declustering: 
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While I am standing there, the weather feels warmer and the temperature 
is 18° C. It is a sunny day, and I am enjoying the sounds of the water in 
the canal and the soft breeze. I can hear people moving around the streets 
in groups: families, friends, couples, young children, and so on. And I 
can see so many people walking toward the food festival. I am walking 
through the place (the Davidshallsbron bridge) and observing what is 
happening around me. (Field note, 21 May 2017) 

This is another example of how the weather plays an important role in 
encouraging people to use public spaces and join the crowds for events 
taking place there. It is part of Swedish culture to make much of the 
milder weather after the long, cold months of winter. Public squares and 
pedestrian areas, such as the Davidshallsbron bridge and Gustav Adolfs 
Torg, are examples of places that provide urban design features and 
elements that encourage people to come and gather. During regularly 
occurring happenings and cultural events that attract people to visit, 
people can also use the facilities to sit, relax, and enjoy the view of the 
canal, Rörsjökanalen, near the festival stands yet at a slight distance from 
the larger crowds (Fig. 27). The steps by the canal are on the north side 
facing south, which means they catch the sun. People and groups thus sit 
there to enjoy both the sun and the view, and people visiting the food 
festival came here to sit down together and enjoy their food. The warm 
weather, and more particularly the sunshine, constitute mobile 
(moveable) clustering points. It affords the pedestrians the opportunity 
to gather in public spaces and to move in relation to the sun. At the end 
of this chapter I will return to this phenomenon in a small field study of 
the first sunny spring weekend in Lund city centre. 

The following field note describes my presence as a researcher when I 
entered the crowded festival area, and how I took photos and observed 
the place and the people there. It begins with walking into the food 
festival: 

I enter the food festival area, and I can hear the music from the beginning 
of the street. It is loud, and it draws me into the area; I am curious to 
know where it is coming from. I walk, taking pictures with my camera 
as I go. I am trying to be friendly so people will not feel uneasy. At the 
same time, I do not try to hide that I am filming: I wear a Lund University 
badge to show I am a student, and I am carrying a bag with the university 
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logo on it. After a few minutes, I see a long queue of people at an ice 
cream shop. They are waiting for their turn to buy ice cream and enjoying 
the sunny weather. People there look at me while I am filming, so I try 
to change my position and distance myself a little from them, and I stand 
close to the wall of a building so I do not impose myself too much on the 
pedestrians. The situation becomes more comfortable, and I continue my 
work, filming and observing. (Field note, 21 May 2017) 

 

Figure 28. The Malmö International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. Photos 
by the author. 
 

Here I was trying to explain my position as a researcher while I was 
recording my observations. It was important while conducting this 
research to act in a neutral fashion and not to hide myself from people. 
At the same time, I also tried not to impose myself on them, interrupt 
their natural activities, or make them feel uncomfortable. If they had 
sensed their behaviour was being observed, they might have tried to act 
out of the ordinary. By having my university badge and the Lund 
University logo on my bag visible, people close by had the chance to see 
that I was doing a study related to an official research institution. Still, I 
could not rely pedestrians understanding or even noticing this; I had to 
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be mentally prepared to appear in two guises, perceived and accepted by 
my surroundings as a researcher or student, or merely one visitor among 
many. 

Since I have no training as ethnographer, a discipline where researchers 
are used to keeping more than one identity going—both insider and 
outsider (Sandin, 2003)—my presence among the food festival crowds 
could initially have been frustrating, since a part of me could easily have 
been dragged into the conviviality of the festival itself. It certainly 
brought to mind Le Bon’s and Freud’s early observations that individuals 
in crowds may lose part of their personal consciousness, letting the 
unconscious side of the psyche have a greater say, which could lead to a 
tendency to join in with mass behaviours. However, I did not ‘surrender’ 
to the crowd on this occasion, but stayed detached enough to work as an 
individual researcher, being as objective as possible. As the afternoon 
progressed, this particular type of participant observation became easier 
to handle. 

Later, when I was conducting my empirical work, I noticed other people 
walking about with professional cameras. One of them was the food 
festival’s own photographer, documenting the event for their website. 
Many other people were also taking photos. Some may have been 
amateur photographers; others were taking photos with their phones, 
recording videos, taking group photos, and taking photos of the different 
foods and products on display. Hence I felt it was an accepted activity to 
photograph and document the event; my activities were not deemed 
strange, let alone worth comment. 
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Figure 29. Street performers blowing giant soap bubbles while children 
and their caretakers crowd around them (from left to right, top to 
bottom). The Malmö International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. Photos 
by the author. 
 

The following field note shows how street performances influence 
pedestrians to cluster: 

A man and a woman in colourful, funny costumes have a bucket of water 
and soap, and they start to blow gigantic soap bubbles and let them fly in 
the air. Many children gather round and play with the bubbles while their 
parents watch, with people all around. Other people passing by come 
over to where the bubble show is and they take out their phones to film 
the man with the bubbles while the children are playing. It is a pleasant 
scene to watch. I decide to stay there a while longer, and I see more 
people coming and sitting down to watch the spectacle. (Field note, 21 
May 2017) 

 

As I discussed above (in Chapter 4.1), street artists such as buskers who 
perform in public attract people to form crowds. Here at the food festival 
there was another kind of street performance: a person blowing giant 
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soap bubbles, who served as an attraction point for strangers to gather in 
a passive way to watch. There is a potential to develop these passive 
clusters temporarily into active clusters as people interact or to socialise 
in other ways (Fig. 29). At the end of the performance, people 
declustered as individuals or into smaller groups. The intention of these 
performances is to attract people, encouraging them to gather round and 
watch; in other words, it affords the opportunity to attract an audience, 
which in turn affords the creation of crowds and clustering. I term this 
audience attractors or ‘cluster magnets’. 

Figure 30. Freehand sketch. Groups are eating around stand up tables. 
The Malmö International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. 
 

The following field note presents the affordance of tables and different 
kinds of seating for people looking for somewhere to put their food and 
cluster: 
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I move on into the market. There are many people chilling and enjoying 
their time here. Many are sitting at tables with their families. They seem 
to come from different cultures and nationalities. I can hear them 
speaking English, Arabic, Spanish, French, and some other languages 
besides Swedish. Everyone there buys their food from the festival shops 
and stalls, and then they sit together at one of the tables specially 
provided for the food festival; some of the people seated at the tables are 
strangers and still share a table. There are also bar tables to stand at, and 
different groups share these tables to put their food and drink on while 
standing and eating. There is a litter bin in the middle of the area with the 
tables; nobody is sitting there. I try to be as friendly as I can while I am 
filming; still, a woman in her fifties comes up to me. She speaks Arabic 
to me and asks if I am taking pictures. She seems happy rather than 
annoyed; she then smiles at me and continues walking with her family. I 
see a lot of people walking around with the same kind of sweet churro 
pastry: it seems very popular. I want to try it myself, so I look around in 
the middle of the observation to find which shop is selling it. (Field note, 
21 May 2017) 

Eating is a key activity at such events, and it usually leads to people 
clustering and gathering, especially when arriving in groups and sitting 
down together at the same table as active clusters, or when they are 
strangers and need to share seats at the same table, which leads to passive 
clustering (Fig. 30). Here there is also a chance for social interaction 
between strangers who share the same table and are sitting side by side 
or facing one another, and which can turn into temporary active 
clustering. We see how urban design elements like the table can afford a 
sequence of temporary clustering behaviours, from passive clustering 
into active; then the active clustering will often end up as the main 
activity, which is eating, unless the people continue socialising and 
continue sharing that space, thus maintaining the cluster for a longer 
time. 
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Figure 31. The Malmö International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. Photo 
by the author. 
 

The food festival event provided bar tables which people can use for their 
food and drink while standing. These tables were used in the narrow 
spaces where there was not enough space for seating—a good solution 
when the whole place was packed with people and there were not enough 
tables and seating to go round. Visitors were very selective about which 
tables to sit at and which ones they avoided until everything else was 
taken. For example, people tried to avoid tables where there were a lot 
of people passing by or those near litter bins. 
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Figure 32. The plaza behind the Malmö International Food Festival in 
Gustav Adolfs Torg, 21 May 2017. Photo by the author. 
 

Another way in which sitting and eating formed groups and clusters was 
in evidence behind the food stalls on one side of the food festival, where 
the market ran along the west side of Gustav Adolfs Torg. This part of 
the square has many landscape and urban design elements used by 
visitors as informal seating. Some groups were sitting on the grass, for 
example, whereas others were lucky enough to find empty benches in the 
paved part of the square. People also used the edges or parapets enclosing 
the flowerbeds, bushes, and trees. This part of the square has a pleasant 
view for those who want to sit and eat or just wanted a break from the 
festival’s busy food market. 
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Figure 33. Visitors avoiding the dense crowding at the Malmö 
International Food Festival, 21 May 2017. Photo by the author. 
 

One declustering behaviour I noticed was that there were plenty of empty 
tables and seating areas. I observed a couple in their fifties who found a 
space about 1.5 metres wide between two food stalls. At the back of the 
stalls was a parapet, and they decided to decluster from the walking 
crowd, away from the crowded tables, to claim this quieter, more private 
spot to sit and eat. 

The next field note I have selected from my observations describes 
people bringing their pets into crowds: 

I continue north along Södergatan street, observing what is happening 
around me. Some people are coming here with their dogs, which seems 
strange in such a crowded area. Since it is difficult to walk with their 
animals and control their behaviour, most pet owners walk at a different 
pace to other surrounding pedestrians, with more space between them. 
(Field note, 21 May 2017) 
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I previously talked about ‘walking pets’ (Chapter 4.1.2) and how this can 
cause loose clustering or declustering from other pedestrians, since it is 
hard to control the pet. That example was in an open area on the main 
street in front of Lund Central Station. By comparison, walking pets in 
the food festival area seems an unlikely choice, and inconvenient if the 
animal is not used to such large crowds; most of the time the pet owner 
will end up declustering and disconnecting from the group. 

The following field note shows the effect of phones on clustering and 
declustering: 

I walked further along and saw a fountain inside the food festival area. 
There was a group of teenagers sitting together on the edge of the 
fountain and eating ice cream, and they were talking and laughing. I 
could smell the food from the food stall next to them. They were 
preparing and cooking meals, traditional dishes from their country, and 
it smelt appetising. There was Latino music coming from one of the stalls 
selling Mexican food, encouraging people to come. (Field note, 21 May 
2017) 

Informal seating, like the edge of a fountain, is more likely to be used 
during crowded events. When people cannot find normal benches, they 
will look for objects or places as alternatives. In this observation, the 
behaviour of one group encouraged other people to use these objects as 
seating in another example of a ‘pioneer’ situation, influencing the crowd 
to increase passive clustering at a specific location. 

The following field note shows the influence of the human senses, such 
as the pleasant smell of food, in clustering and declustering: 

Later I reached the pastry shop selling the churro pastry I saw someone 
eating earlier. I smelled a nice scent of baked pastry, and I saw a long 
queue of people. The smell was very appetising, so I decided to buy some 
and try it. I walked over there and stood in the queue. When it was finally 
my turn, I gave the man behind the counter my order. He seemed very 
friendly and looked curiously at my camera. He asked me in a French 
accent, ‘What are you doing here? Are you a photographer?’ I smiled and 
answered him, ‘No, I am just taking photos for my research’. He 
continued, ‘Oh, what kind of research are you doing here?’ I told him, ‘I 
am doing research about how people crowd in public spaces and studying 
the effect of urban design and architecture’. He replied, ‘Oh, that seems 
very interesting. Then you have come to just the right place! Everybody 
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is coming here for the food and to enjoy the sun’. I smiled and agreed. I 
took my churro pastry and then wandered around, trying to find a nice 
spot to sit and eat. I didn’t want to be isolated; I like to be surrounded by 
other people while I am eating my food and enjoying the place. (Field 
note, 21 May 2017) 

The rich, unique experience that this festival provides is a source of 
attraction for visitors to crowd and gather, especially since these 
experiences include an interaction with the senses of sight, smell, taste, 
hearing, and touch. People are interested in participating in an experience 
different from their normal daily lives, including all its new dimensions 
and sensory attractions. Walking into the food festival and noticing all 
the people passing by holding the same kind of pastry is encouraging, 
and it might make you want to have the same experience by trying that 
food. This behaviour is akin to Le Bon’s and Freud’s suggestion about 
how individuals feel the same emotions as the crowd: to feel the need to 
belong to it and to follow what the crowd does. Here we may not always 
see a clear pioneer for this behaviour—a person or group who started 
it—but we can rather see a ‘contagious effect’ passing though the crowd, 
spreading from one person to another. 

I was also touched by this contagious effect as I walked around the 
festival, even though I was there in my capacity as a researcher and not 
as a festival-goer. I found myself becoming one of the crowd, and finally 
reached the food stall that sold the churro pastries. As the smell of the 
pastry attracted increasing numbers of people, visitors gathered and 
reassembled from walking groups and clusters to form a long straight 
queue, waiting for their turn to buy the popular pastry. Here we can note 
how multiple elements afford this action of clustering as a long straight 
queue. The elements that worked together to afford this action include 
the sight of other people holding the pastry, the smell of the pastry, which 
started before one can locate the place, and the sight of the long queue of 
people waiting to buy pastries. All these things together contribute to this 
clustering, acting as a ‘configuration modifier’ that converts the cluster 
or the crowd into a new shape. 

The following field note is another example of the influence of phones 
in clustering and declustering rhythms: 
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While I was sitting, I saw a group of girls buying the same kind of pastry. 
They came closer to one another and took a group selfie holding their 
churro pastries, and then they walked on, except the girl with the picture 
on her phone. She stayed behind the group, and seemed to be trying to 
post the group picture on social media. After she had finished with her 
phone, she ran to catch up with her friends, shouting ‘Wait for me!’ (Field 
note, 21 May 2017) 

Here the phone, along with the action of visiting the food festival and 
buying a popular pastry from one of the stalls, afforded a group of young 
girls the chance to get closer to one another, forming a tight cluster to 
take a group photo at the event. This is another example of how a phone 
can act as a clustering point. Once they had finished taking photos the 
other girls left the spot, and the phone thus afforded both the action of 
clustering and declustering, helping convert a clustering point into a 
declustering point. 

Churros were not the only type of food at this event that caused people 
to cluster, of course. The following field note shows the variety of 
cuisines available at the festival: 

There were many food shops from many countries: Spanish, French, 
Italian, Thai, Greek, and others. Each one cooking their food in front of 
the crowds passing by, and many people were pausing and watching. The 
Spanish food shop had many people gathering around it, and everybody 
seemed very interested in eating traditional Spanish food; the smell of 
the warm food was very appetising. I started feeling hungry too and 
hoped to try this food later. (Field note, 21 May 2017) 

The food festival provided another rich experience: it offered various 
options for people to pick from, and it was up to them to choose the most 
appealing one. The churros may well have acted on the human senses as 
‘audience attractors’ or ‘cluster magnets’, but the long queue to buy them 
was perhaps also an attraction point that encouraged people to join this 
linear cluster. 

In addition to the attraction points discussed above, the following field 
note addresses how street performances create a unique atmosphere in 
public spaces and how they influence pedestrians to cluster: 
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I keep going along Södergatan towards the north end of the city centre. 
As I come closer to Stortorget the sun shines behind me on the reddish 
buildings, with the bright, pleasant colours of buildings in the 
background with the clear blue sky. Meanwhile, beautiful music is 
coming from the street further ahead. It sounds like ancient ethnic tunes, 
and crowds of people are walking around just enjoying the atmosphere. 
The music grows louder, and I try to find where it is coming from and 
what culture the music belongs to. I finally reach the source of the music, 
and the musician is standing behind the walking crowds. Some people 
stop to listen in temporary clusters and then continue walking. The 
busker is from a traditional American Indian culture, and he is playing a 
traditional musical instrument called a rondador (panpipes that produce 
two tones simultaneously). The instrument is connected to big speakers 
so he can get a louder sound with a reverberation to make the atmosphere 
more dramatic. He is also selling various kinds of handmade ethnic 
accessories; he is using the music to attract people to create an audience, 
so they will look at his goods. A woman and her little daughter stand 
beside him, and they dance together and enjoying the music. More people 
are encouraged to join the crowd and stand here with us and watch. (Field 
note, 21 May 2017) 

Buskers can be an important acoustic  component of urban space. As 
shown in this observation, the music performance was integrated with 
other elements of the public space, such as the sunlight that gave warmth 
and brightened the colours of the buildings in the background. All these 
elements came together to create a pleasant atmosphere that made the 
experience for the pedestrians richer and more attractive. These factors 
include both physical and nonphysical environmental elements, 
combined to afford a crowd because they enhanced the space’s sensory 
experience. For that reason I term them ‘atmosphere enhancers’. 

The action of playing this traditional music afforded the action of 
attracting more people who felt curiosity, and that led to an audience 
clustering around the artist. This audience attractor, or cluster magnet, 
interacted with the human senses of hearing, sight, and touch. The 
performer was creating an audience to promote the products he sells. 
This is thus another example of how promotional activities are associated 
with creating crowds, and how this can be done by creating a certain 
atmosphere (see also Gandy, 2017). 
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5.1.2 Findings from the Malmö food festival 

The findings from the study of the Malmö food festival can be 
summarised as nine points. First, mobile phones and social media 
platforms are essential parts of our lives these days. Besides the 
smartphone’s essential role in communicating with other people, as a 
physical object it has become part of us and is something that we take 
everywhere. In addition, it helps us navigate to our destinations, 
understand the layout of a city, share our experiences of urban spaces, 
and look for other people’s experiences in the same space. Social media 
also plays an important role in the promotion of cities. When it comes to 
urban life, people take photos and videos and share their experience of 
urban spaces they visit using social media. Landmarks often connect to 
the places or spots where people frequently go to share part of their 
everyday urban life, and so do different kinds of special urban events 
such as open-air concerts, food festivals, carnivals, and promotions for 
special events. Most social media apps have a check-in feature, which 
lets the user add the location to the post they are sharing. This in turn 
helps other social media users to know about these events or everyday 
activities, and might attract them to join a specific event. The role of 
social media for clustering and declustering in public spaces should thus 
not be underestimated, and is a topic that deserves a study of its own. 

Second, ‘configuration modifiers’ are what makes a group of people who 
are already clustered re-cluster and gives the shape of the group another 
layout. In my study, this shift took place when, for example, people lined 
up for photo opportunities or formed queues for a certain food stall. 

Third, urban birds such as crows, rooks, pigeons, seagulls, and ducks are 
a common part of urban public space. We cannot ignore their co-
presence in public squares and plazas, and during festivals such as the 
one studied in Malmö the number of birds increases. From my 
observations I would argue they act as indicators of human crowding 
associated with the serving of food and public eating. The birds leave 
their normal places on trees, roofs, or other elevated places to crowd in 
particular spots, for example, near food stalls and litter bins. A certain 
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co-crowding of animals and humans was thus an element of the habitual 
crowding studied here. 

Fourth, the notion of ‘atmosphere enhancers’ points to both physical and 
nonphysical environmental elements that enhance or somehow eradicate 
the sensory experience of a certain place, and thus affords people the 
chance to cluster or decluster. Examples of these elements are the 
weather and phenomena related to the weather (such as a sunny spot) that 
integrate with certain spatial features, such as when the sun comes out 
and reflects off building facades or warms (formal or informal) south-
facing seating. These phenomena, which are partly seasonal, enhance the 
atmosphere and encourage people to cluster. On the other hand, there are 
features that might jeopardise this atmosphere, affording the 
enhancement of less welcome conditions: for example, as the sun went 
down and the shadows cast by the buildings on the opposite side of the 
street prompted pedestrians decluster and leave. Another example is 
when it rains and people sitting in an exposed place leave, turning from 
a fixed cluster into a moving one. As will be seen, the weather also plays 
an important role in these situations. 

Fifth, the audience attractor or cluster magnet, like the example of the 
busker, can play an important part in distributing clusters in public space. 
Acoustic phenomena such as noise or music (street performers and their 
audience, traffic noise, etc.) can play a part in this, as can smell. 
Sometimes, crowds attract crowds, so people queuing to buy a certain 
food might attract new customers. For the purposes of this chapter—
focusing on the habitual crowding that generally includes a measure of 
conscious choice on the part of its members—this automatic growth, the 
self-inductive attractor aspect of clustering that also allows subgroups to 
cluster onto clusters, seems specially apparent. There is, one could argue, 
a certain stickiness to some clusters. 

Sixth, eating and tables range from formal seating to informal perches. 
There are also formal tables and informal tables. With large crowds such 
as the one studied here, the use of informal furniture seems to increase. 
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Seventh, I observed clusters produced by the wish to de-crowd or to get 
away from the ‘buzz’, something that I term ‘de-crowding clusters’. It 
was evident that people tried to find calmer spots to eat just outside the 
festival area, or that people walking their pets tried to avoid the most 
crowded areas. 

Eighth, the human senses are important factors that influence pedestrians 
in their responses to a certain place, whether they are attracted to it or 
not, which leads to different sequences of clustering and declustering. 
Senses affect experiences. Attractive or repellent scents, sounds, and 
tastes all play into the experience of walking around the food festival. 
All the human senses—and how any changes are manipulated or 
different sensory perceptions are contrasted with one another—play an 
important part in clustering, as this field study shows. People seem 
especially interested in sensory experiences that are different from their 
normal daily lives, or just different in relation to the situation they are 
engaged in. 

Finally, ninth, I would add the contagious effect to the related pioneer 
effect discussed in the first study. Both are behaviours that lead to 
clustering, but while the pioneer effect denotes clustering started by a 
certain person or group, the contagious effect has no identifiable author, 
but passes through the crowd from one person to another. When a certain 
action spreads through in a crowd, as when a group of people sees others 
queuing for food and decides to follow their lead, or when they see 
numerous people using informal seating or tables and they feel safe to do 
the same, one can talk of a contagious effect. Rather than a person or a 
group, in this case the emotions and the actions belong to the crowd. This 
is how a new behaviour can be adopted and become popular in a crowd 
without anyone taking a clear lead. 
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5.2 The annual international food festival in Lund 

The annual food festival area in Lund is in Mårtenstorget, one of the main 
public squares (Fig. 34 & 35), surrounded by old buildings with shops, 
cafés, restaurants, bars, Konsthallen (the public art gallery), a 
supermarket (Coop), and other facilities. In the north-west part of the 
square is Krognoshuset, a three-storey brick building believed to be the 
oldest in Lund and a city landmark. On normal days, Mårtenstorget 
affords two main rhythms: the first one is the morning rhythm when the 
square is an open-air market with stalls selling fresh fruit and vegetables, 
fish, flowers, etc. and occasionally a flea market too. The market ends at 
14.00 when all the vendors have to leave. The second rhythm is the late 
afternoon and evening rhythm, which starts at 15.00 and runs through to 
the next morning, when a large part of the square becomes a car park. 

 

 
Figure 34. The Lund International Food Festival. 9 April 2016. Photos by 
the author. 
 

The layout of the food festival is not linear as in Malmö; it is organised 
as several rows of food stalls with around 2.5 metres in between, filling 
almost the whole square. It is the same kind of event as the international 
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food festival in Malmö, with the same food stalls. The case study was 
conducted on 9 April 2016. The weather was cloudy with sunny intervals 
and the temperature was 11° C. 

Figure 35. Mårtenstorget, the location of the annual Lund International 

Food Festival. Source: Google Maps, 2016. 
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Figure 36. Freehand sketch for east part of Mårtenstorget, during the 
everyday crowding, 2016. 

Figure 37. Freehand sketch for north part of Mårtenstorget, during the 
everyday crowding, 2016. 
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5.2.1 Crowds at the Lund food festival 

I recorded my empirical observations of the food festival in Lund using 
a series of photographs. In the first picture (Fig. 38), we see a concrete 
base or parapet with a railing being used as informal seating. The picture 
shows the entrance to the RoseGarden restaurant on the north side of 
Mårtenstorget and the food festival. The ramp to the entrance faces south 
and gets full sun. It served as informal seating for the event visitors and 
thus afforded some crowdability. The pictures do not show who was the 
first person or pioneer to sit on the wall, but by comparing the first and 
second pictures we can clearly see that the continued effect of the 
pioneer’s action was passed on to other people nearby, inviting more 
people to use the wall as informal seating and to crowd around that 
specific area. Although at some point there might have been a pioneer 
who in some way encouraged others to see the wall as an opportunity to 
sit down, it can make more sense to view this process of increased 
crowding as a contagious effect. 

Figure 38. The Lund International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photo by 
the author. 
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The scene in the next picture (Fig. 39) caught my attention at the time. It 
shows a space on the north side of Mårtenstorget which catches the sun, 
and has more developed urban design features than the rest of the square. 
Note the group of people sitting together on the bike stands to eat and 
socialise, and the dog and his owner who are also part of the group. I 
assume it was hard for the dog owner to move easily through the centre 
of the event with her dog, especially as it was very crowded, so the she 
chose to move with her dog outside the festival and joined the same 
cluster. 

 

Figure 39. The Lund International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photo by 
the author. 
 

In the next picture (Fig. 40) I was still on the north side of Mårtenstorget. 
The red cabinet, the temporary power supply, was lashed to the tree trunk 
by the event organisers. It was installed to supply electricity to the food 
stalls, but they had put a wooden board over it for protection, which 
created an informal table that invited the first group on the left to come 
and stand by it and use it for their food and drink. This group was the 
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pioneer group, and the second group on the right came soon after, thus 
creating a larger cluster around the tree. 

 

Figure 40. The Lund International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photo by 
the author. 
 

Normally the square is an open-air market in the mornings and otherwise 
a car park, so a market is part of is everyday rhythm. Now, because of 
the food festival—a seasonal event—and with the authorisation of Lund 
City Council, the event organisers had temporarily changed the 
infrastructure of the square, a change accomplished by preventing any 
conflict between the existing basic functionalities and the food festival 
event. An example of this can be seen in the next picture (Fig. 41), where 
the permanent signage system was disabled by the event’s organisers 
covering it over with bin liners. In this way the signs cannot interrupt the 
activities of the new event, while alerting people to the fact that signs are 
not valid for the duration of the event. I term an action that disables a 
specific function of an urban element a ‘function blocker’, blocking a 
certain affordance. It signals that the situation is out of the ordinary. 
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Figure 41. The existing street signage, covered over for the Lund 
International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photo by the author. 

 
Next, there are small-scale crowds or clusters (Fig. 42). Plainly, one 
urban design element, the straight white line on the ground marking the 
parking bays of the original space, now looks like a salient border. This 
border, although not sanctioned by any rule, seems to be perceived and 
used by the visitors as they regulate their positions in the square. I 
observed several situations when people seemed to cluster just next to it. 
Thus, the white line affords the pedestrians the action of managing the 
form of the crowd, because they perceive and use it as defining the 
crowd’s edge. This kind of element thus works as an ‘informal cluster 
border’. 
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Figure 42. Crowd edges affected by urban design elements at the Lund 
International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photos by the author. 

 

The next set of pictures (Fig. 43) offers information about the close 
relationship between certain urban design elements and small-scale 
clusters. Here we can see how the cable ramps, being slightly raised, 
create a clear visual division between groups of visitors, and on a micro 
level contribute to how people cluster and decluster. They are also pace 
changers, affecting the pace of the people crossing them, which triggers 
groups to temporarily decluster. One more thing can be added: some 
people who lost their groups in the crowd used the cable ramps by 
standing on them to get a bit of height, in the hope to finding their lost 
group members. Again, I would argue the cable ramps afforded some 
moving pedestrians the opportunity to decluster (as they crossed them) 
and others (looking for lost friends or just getting a better view) to 
(passively) cluster. Like the parking lines, they also acted as informal 
cluster borders, establishing clear boundaries that determined the edge of 
certain clusters. 
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Figure 43. Crowds walking or pausing, affected by urban design 
elements (cable ramps) at the Lund International Food Festival, 9 April 
2016. Photos by the author. 
 

The next photo (Fig. 44) shows part of a row of Lund city rental bicycles. 
Normally, they are on the north side of the square, where they are 
attached to their stands, but for the duration of this event most were 
removed so the food stalls could be installed. Some bicycles, however, 
were left in their original places,  in their stands, creating a clear physical 
border between the inside and the outside of the festival—and a barrier 
that stopped people from passing through. The bikes, however, did form 
a clear informal clustering border too. 
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Figure 44. Bicycle racks affecting the crowd’s border at the Lund 
International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photo by the author. 
 

The next pictures (Fig. 45) show a sculpture in the square. Originally, it 
was installed as an artwork, and in the summer to provide a water play 
area for children. During the event, visitors used it as an informal seating 
area and a place to take a break to eat their food while enjoying the 
sunshine, thus actively drafting the sculpture into public life. Rather than 
being just an ornamental element it allowed visitors to cluster, providing 
a spontaneous, informal seating area. 
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Figure 45. Urban design elements afford informal seating where people 
can gather and crowd, here at the Lund International Food Festival, 9 
April 2016. Photos by the author.  

 

Figure 46.  Freehand sketch for north part of Mårtenstorget, during the 
occasional crowding, at the Lund International Food Festival 2016. 
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5.2.2 Findings from the Lund food festival 

My findings from the study of the Lund International Food Festival are 
more focused on urban design elements than the Malmö study was, and 
can be summarised through their connection to affordance. The 
affordance situations and connected types of affordances were especially 
clear, although that is to some extent true of many of the other field 
studies. 

Crowding and new elements produce new affordances that can be related 
to clustering. The space on the north side of Mårtenstorget seemed to 
afford more clustering than other parts of the square. This was because 
the spot is more exposed to the sun and has more urban design features 
intended for pedestrians, which also makes it more inviting for people to 
gather and sit there. The fact that it is a sunny location on the edge of the 
square is probably why it was chosen by city planners for more urban 
landscape and pedestrian features. I would argue these design amenities 
are atmosphere enhancers, integrating certain qualities of the specific site 
location, enhancing its affordance as a pleasant place to sit, and 
increasing its clusterability. 

In Mårtenstorget were artefacts which served as cluster borders or helped 
people control the crowd’s edge in some way. These can be both formal 
and informal. When large crowds are gathered, metal barriers or fences 
are often installed around the space to define it and to protect it from 
intruders or to direct people to certain points of entry (formal crowding 
or cluster borders). In the case of the food festival in Mårtenstorget, 
informal elements—such as painted lines or cable ramps not intended to 
regulate clusters or crowds—were used by people to set the limits of 
clustering, thus creating informal cluster borders. 

In my empirical work, I could recognise both several kinds of 
affordances and phenomena that somehow related to affordances. The 
first is a specific kind of function blocker that blocked visual access to 
certain signs. However, function blockers could also be elements added 
to an urban space to either block or protect clustering—for example, in 
relation to anti-terror measures where large gatherings are seen as a 
threat, or when vehicles are prevented from entering pedestrian-only 
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zones. Distancing elements can also be installed to prevent contagion. 
Function blockers are in effect temporary affordances, which start at a 
specific moment and stop at a certain conditional moment. In the 
examples, the sun breaking through the cloud only to vanish again was 
just such a temporary, conditional affordance, for as long as the sun 
shines it affords the action of crowding and sitting in open areas. 

One can also talk of conditional affordances, which are affordances that 
appear only under specific conditions. A conditional affordance can be 
very similar to a temporary affordance, as in the example of the weather, 
but time is not the only factor. For example, consider people sitting in 
the sunshine just outside a restaurant. By normal standards it would not 
be acceptable for them to sit on the steps and eat food there, but it was 
acceptable on that particular occasion because of the food festival. It 
offered other examples of how urban materialities usually used for other 
purposes, such as bike stands and sculptures, became informal seating 
under the influence of the crowd for the duration of the event. On an 
ordinary day such behaviour would be rare, since those using the 
informal seating would be blocking the entrance of a restaurant or might 
feel exposed were they to sit on a statue in the middle of a public square. 
What might have been unacceptable in an everyday rhythm suddenly 
became possible, which shows us how public space is constantly created 
and integrated with varying comprehensions of the situation at any given 
moment. 

There were also examples of what I would term ‘integrated affordances’. 
An integrated affordance results from the cooperation of multiple 
elements and features to afford a specific type of action, while each 
element keeps its own affordance aspect. In the observations of the food 
festival in Lund, this was evident in the positive ‘atmosphere enhancers’. 
The more people found likeable conditions and elements, the more they 
integrated to afford people the opportunity to crowd because of the 
enhancing sensory experience in that space. Therefore, the existence of 
these elements might not in itself be conditional on a crowding 
affordance, but it has an impact by increasing or decreasing the 
possibility of that action. 
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Finally, I would also argue there were ‘combined affordances’, when two 
or more elements combine to create new aspects that would not exist 
without this combination, leading to the affordance of new actions. An 
example of this was the red electricity cabinet, since it had combined 
features and elements: first, it was attached to the trunk of a tree; second, 
a wooden board had been put above it for protection; and third, the board 
was installed horizontally. The combination of these three elements 
together created a new affordance that would not have existed if each 
were installed in different way. This new combined affordance was open 
to objects being placed on the board as if it were a table, which prompted 
a group of people to come and cluster at that point. 
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5.3 The first sunny spring weekend in Lund city 
centre 

Another example of seasonal crowding determined by an annual rhythm 
was studied by observing pedestrians’ fondness for a particular public 
square, Stortorget in Lund, on the first sunny spring weekend day every 
year between 2016 and 2019 (usually in April). After a long cold winter, 
people commonly enjoy the sun and crowd in Stortorget to enjoy the 
sunshine and warmth. Again, the possibility of sitting down plays a 
significant part in the clustering, and Stortorget is furnished with several 
rows of benches where people can sit and simply feel part of an unofficial 
crowd silently heralding the spring (Fig. 47). 

Figure 47. One of the first sunny days of spring in Stortorget, Lund, April 
2019. Photo by the author. 
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5.3.1 Crowds on the first sunny day 

 

On each of the weekend days, there are large numbers of people walking 
around, and there seem to be fewer cars than usual as many people arrive 
on foot or use their bicycles. Many groups sit down on the ground in the 
square, because the seats are already taken. People socialise in active and 
passive ways. Some are seated, watching other people’s activities, 
whereas others pass by, continuing on to the pedestrian street nearby.  

Figure 48. The Lund International Food Festival, 9 April 2016. Photos by 
the author. 
 
There is a long queue of people outside a popular ice cream shop on the 
south-west side where the street crosses the square. Some tens of metres 
further to the south is another long queue of people, waiting for their food 
from the hole-in-the-wall falafel shop. 
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Figure 49. Freehand sketch of Stortorget, Lund, April 2019. 
 

Stortorget in Lund is a popular gathering place when the sun is shining. 
It is the city’s central square, with shops, restaurants and cafés, the city 
hall, and Stadshallen, the concert hall for public events, concerts, and 
exhibitions. The square is open and does not have many trees, so it is in 
full sun for a significant part of the day. When the sun comes out, people 
who want to relax and to soak up every bit of sun they can get gather on 
Stortorget.  
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Figure 50. Freehand sketch of Stortorget, Lund, April 2019. 
 

Mårtenstorget, the other large central square nearby, is both a market and 
a car park area, and has little room for people to just sit and enjoy the 
sun. In Stortorget, extra benches have recently been added to the existing 
ones, so there are even better seating opportunities. Even so, many 
people sit on the ground or climb the large black granite statue by the 
modernist sculptor Eduardo Chillida in the middle of the square. Close 
to the sculpture is an old tree with a circular bench, which represents a 
traditional way of making a free spot available as urban seating—a 
practice common in many European cities. Here in Lund, on these sunny 
occasions, the bench is occupied by people just sitting and others 
enjoying ice cream—the popular ice cream shop on one side of the 
square has no seating, so it is common to get an ice cream and then find 
a seat in Stortorget to enjoy it. 
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Figure 51. Freehand sketch of Stortorget, Lund, April 2019. 
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5.3.2 Findings from the first sunny day 

Spring crowding cannot be predicted by looking at the calendar. Neither 
is it announced as an event. Nevertheless, it has its inevitable place, 
linked to the first warm days of the year. And it continues to a greater or 
lesser degree throughout the summer, largely depending on the weather. 
Crowding here is spontaneous and of a significant size, but apart from 
special events sometimes held here, such as demonstrations, it is never 
overcrowded, and the same goes for the first sunny spring weekends. 
Those who do not find a place to sit instead seem to cross the square and 
continue to other places. 

Having studied the rhythms of regular seasonal gatherings (food markets 
and spring sun), there are a number of conclusions to be drawn. 
Crowding here is driven by sensory experiences which affect crowd 
activities, shared in public spaces. Warm sunshine, shade, or the chill of 
evening to a significant extent decides the scale and intensity of the 
crowding and the avoidance of shaded areas. Other culturally 
conditioned sensory attractions—such as food, but also distaste or a lack 
of sensory goods—also influence crowding behaviour. To achieve a 
sensation or a sensory experience, people will endure long queues and 
crowding, more or less of necessity, such as in front of an ice cream shop 
or at the food festivals addressed in this study. 
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Kyrkogatan, Lund, 2016. 
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6  
  

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  
c r o w d i n g  a t  o n e - o f f  

e v e n t s  

The study of extraordinary events has a long tradition in social research 
and goes back to, for example, the famous Mass-Observation study, 
which came to prominence at the time of the coronation of King George 
VI and Queen Elizabeth in London in May 1937 (Jennings & Madge, 
1937). In this chapter, I will look at the dynamics of very large urban 
crowds—crowds that draw people from other cities and even from other 
countries for an extraordinary event—which pose a challenge to the 
crowd affordances of urban city centres. 
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6.1 Crowds during the Pope’s visit to Lund 

The visit of Pope Francis to Lund on 31 October 2016 was a historic 
event. The visit was designed to mark the bridging of the gap between 
the Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches. In the course of his visit, the 
Pope and his delegation met the King and Queen of Sweden, after which 
a joint ecumenical service was held in Lund Cathedral, which included 
the Pope and representatives from the Catholic Church and the president 
of the Lutheran World Federation. With so many public figures attending 
and above all the Pope, who has international, religious, and political 
significance for many people around the world, security was tight. This 
required special preparations in anticipation of large numbers of visitors, 
so for example Lund City Council erected crowd control barriers. The 
cathedral was packed for the service, but it was for invited guests only 
and a great many visitors were expected from Sweden, Denmark, and 
other countries to watch.  

Figure 52. Pope Francis’s visit to Lund, screened live in Stortorget, 31 
October 2016. Photo by the author. 

 
For that reason, a large outdoor screen was set up in Stortorget, a short 
distance from the cathedral, so all visitors could participate in the historic 
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event and watch the service. On the day the weather was overcast and 
the temperature was a mild 11° C. The event started at 14.00 and ended 
at 17.00. The methods I used included photographic observations, field 
observations, and walkthrough videos. 
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6.1.1 Crowds watching the Pope’s visit 

One of the unique things about this event, besides its profound historical 
value, was its scale. The Pope’s visit was a very large event with a large 
number of people attending it. This meant it occupied far more space 
than the special events otherwise seen in Lund. In fact, it occupied almost 
the whole city centre, which should not come as a surprise. 

Lund City Council spent a considerable time planning the event. Since it 
was expected to draw large crowds, the organisers had to find temporary, 
effective solutions to host a large number of people, while maximising 
the ability of the city’s public spaces to accommodate as many visitors 
as possible. At the same time they wanted to prevent overcrowding, 
because as an event it required a high degree of security and safety for 
all concerned. To that end, the City Council installed various elements 
and features in the city’s public spaces—the big screen in Stortorget, 
crowd control barriers, portable toilets, and the like—the function of 
which was to facilitate the crowding in the city and to control people’s 
movements. Whereas the role of these elements was to afford more 
crowding in the city, there were other elements and procedures intended 
to stop attacks and to prevent people from interrupting the main event 
and its crowds. For example, bus routes through the city centre were 
changed and traffic barricades were used to stop vehicles from entering 
the city centre. Much of the city centre was converted into a pedestrian 
zone in order to counteract possible overcrowding. 
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Figure 53. The crowd in Stortorget watching the live screening of Pope 
Francis’s visit to Lund, 31 October 2016. Photo by the author. 

 

On the morning of 31 October, I made my way towards the event. When 
I arrived at the bus station in Botulfsplatsen, public transport though the 
city centre had already stopped and there were no buses around all day. 
People walked or travelled by bike. There were numerous police cars 
throughout the area. The ground was wet because it had rained in the 
morning. As I walked from the bus station towards Stortorget, the central 
square, I soon heard loud singing and chanting. A great many people 
were heading in the same direction. Some people seemed to know what 
was happening and walked in a steady pace, whereas others were 
wandering around with a surprised look on their faces, wondering what 
was going on, following the sound of the chanting, talking to one another, 
and pointing in the direction where the sound was coming from. 
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As I reach Stortorget there are crowds of people standing there. A big 
screen has been set up specially for the day by the council. People are 
crowding into the square to watch the Pope’s celebration mass, which 
will soon be shown on the screen. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

Figure 54. The crowd in Stortorget watching the live screening of Pope 
Francis’s visit to Lund, 31 October 2016. Photo by the author. 
 

The big screen represented a very clear example of an attraction point 
that invites clustering—a cluster magnet. Its role in this case was to 
afford people the opportunity of watching the Pope’s service inside the 
cathedral, since the cathedral could only accommodate a limited 
congregation. So the display screen became an outdoor alternative: a 
solution that extended the event and allowed more people to join in. The 
screen also contributed by drawing large crowds during this 
extraordinary event in the square. In this case, I would suggest the screen 
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was an audience ‘inviter’, and increased the number of people could 
physically attend the event. 

At the edges of the crowd people are spread in a more scattered way. 
People are passing by, wheeling their bicycles; they pause at the edge of 
the crowd, get off their bikes, and start to push them instead. Most 
people’s gaze drifts towards the big screen. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

Large numbers of people gathered to watch the commemoration mass on 
the big screen in Stortorget. The crowd was more dense around the screen 
and scattered at the edges; some people were leaving and others arriving. 
This was an example of a crowd’s edge on a large scale and enabled me 
to study what happens at the borders of crowds (see Canetti, 1987). 
Crowd edges can be defined physically by their border zones, which can 
be intentional or unintentional (see Chapter 2.2.1). In this case, the 
crowds were not defined by any specific border; the edge of the crowd 
was instead naturally extending as the crowd grew. This was thus an 
example of what Canetti calls an open crowd or natural crowd (Canetti, 
1987), which I would argue relates to his metaphor of the crowd as a 
monster. Crowds at big events are complex and include many clusters, 
each comprising different behaviours and different levels of distances 
between individuals or even smaller inner groups. This kind of organic 
crowd is created gradually in a open space, especially if there is a lot of 
empty space and no specific organising principle or structure in place. 

There are a variety of people in the crowd, many from outside Lund. I 
hear some people saying they come from Malmö, but there are also 
people from other places in Sweden. A group of four people have just 
arrived from Denmark, and then they join their friends to watch the 
celebration Mass. … There are many people of different nationalities 
crowding, and many of them do not strike me as the usual visitors to 
Lund on a Monday afternoon. For example, there are many people from 
South America, which I think is related to the Pope being from 
Argentina. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

The people coming to join in then merge with the crowd, demonstrating 
group behaviour. This merging behaviour was obvious during the event, 
because people from different places shared the same goal to see the 
Pope and attend the historic service. The visitors’ various backgrounds 
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and interests affected their decision to join the crowds or not: some had 
planned to attend the event, while others found out about it by 
coincidence when they were passing by. 

Many of the Lund locals are here because they are curious to see what is 
happening; they are perhaps not that interested in the event, but they are 
still curious to see what is going on. Other people are just shopping or 
passing by and stayed to watch the service. On the same day there is the 
celebration of Halloween, so there are a lot of young people in groups 
wearing costumes. Some are dressed as the Pope, which almost seems to 
be an ironic statement. There are also a lot of people wearing papal hats. 
Probably they planned this, either on their own and then they came 
together through this connection, or as groups where wearing the hat is a 
joint thing. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

There seemed to be a great many people from Lund. Some came on time 
to watch the event, while others were merely passing by, going about 
their everyday business before stopping and joining the event, or just 
watching it from a distance. The increasingly large crowd thus invited 
more people to join in, and although some of them had not planned to 
attend the event and just noticed it by chance, they felt encouraged to 
join the crowd and stay for the occasion. I would argue that the presence 
of the crowd itself afforded the action of inviting more people to join and 
merge with it. Additional or random visitors of this type might spend a 
short time exploring and analysing things around them to understand 
what is happening. If their interest is piqued, they will stay longer and 
contribute to the growing size of the crowd; if not, they will decluster 
and leave the event. Either way, they contributed to the continuous 
fluidity of the crowding process. 

The screen has been set up on the north side of the square and faces the 
south side. Some people climb on the sculpture in the middle of the 
square with their friends, take pictures, and film the event. The weather 
is a bit wet, but it is not very cold. Some people are holding umbrellas 
while they watch. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

Large crowds are complex entities formed by many smaller clusters. 
People’s use of the statue is an example of an inner cluster within a 
crowd, defined by specific behaviour. A group of people were by chance 
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standing close to the sculpture, and one of them climbed it to get a better 
view of the big screen. What followed was the pioneer effect in action, 
as the rest of his friends soon followed his lead and joined him on top of 
the sculpture.  

 

Figure 55. Pope Francis’s visit to Lund, Stortorget, 31 October 2016. 
Photos by the author. 
 

Another example of such minor behaviour was gathering under 
umbrellas. The wet weather caused small clusters to form under the 
shelter of umbrellas, but it also led people to leave the larger crowd and 
decluster: an ‘atmosphere enhancer’, the rain afforded people either the 
action of leaving the crowd (declustering) or of clustering under 
umbrellas. Moreover, the rain was neutral, neither likeable nor 
unlikeable, negative nor positive, since both clustering and declustering 
occurred. In other words, people responded differently, because some 
enjoyed the rain and clustered around their umbrellas, and others did not 
like it and simply declustered. I would also argue that the rain was both 
a pace and a direction changer, because it changed the pace of many of 
the people in the square watching the big screen: those who were 
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standing still started moving, walking in different directions, whether to 
find shelter or to leave. 

The following field note refers to the moment when the mass ended: 

After the Mass finishes, I head up towards the cathedral along 
Kyrkogatan. The street is heavily crowded because people are hoping to 
see the Pope as he comes out of the cathedral. There are a lot of security 
barriers and benches, and lots of security guards are ordering and 
organising the crowds. … Lund Cathedral is surrounded by security 
barriers so nobody can access the church without going through security 
checkpoints, and anyone who wants to go inside the barriers has to be 
checked by the security guards and then go to the next zone next to the 
cathedral. However, they can’t get inside if they are not invited guests. 
(Field note, 31 October 2016) 

The way this extended event was organised in the area closest to the 
cathedral differed from arrangements for the rest of the city centre. There 
were two zones: the outer zone with checkpoints to get inside the zone 
closer to the cathedral; and the cathedral plaza (Domkyrkoplatsen) or 
inner zone, which had benches to stop people getting too close to the 
cathedral. The overall focus was on the security measures designed to 
stop the public from mixing with the guests who had invitations for the 
cathedral. To achieve that, Lund City Council had erected crowd control 
barriers around the cathedral, with security guards spaced out along the 
barriers to stop people coming in, to maintain security, and to spot any 
would-be intruders, vandals, or suspect behaviour. 

There are many people who want to get a closer view when the Pope 
comes out, and they queue up to be checked and be allowed inside the 
barriers to get closer to the cathedral. Love Coffee Roasters, a famous 
coffee shop in the city near the corner of Kyrkogatan and Klostergatan 
has a very good view of the entrance to the cathedral, and they have put 
an interesting sandwich board outside their door: ‘Get your Pope-
watching coffees right here!’ This is attracting many people who go 
inside the café to have an ever-popular Swedish bun and a coffee while 
watching the event. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 
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Figure 56. Love Coffee Roasters, a café, during Pope Francis’s visit to 
Lund. Photo by the author. 

 

The Pope’s visit created opportunities for nearby businesses to profit 
from the crowds. Love Coffee Roasters took this opportunity to promote 
their café by engaging in the event; indeed, here the papal visit afforded 
the action of crowding, and the large number of people led businesses to 
promote themselves and engage with the event. This included inviting 
people into the café for a special view of the cathedral from somewhere 
with a pleasant atmosphere. Here the café acted as an atmosphere 
enhancer, and the sandwich board was the audience attractor or cluster 
magnet that affected the cluster formations in the larger crowd. 

I decide to go through the checkpoint and move forwards into the next 
zone to have a closer look at the crowds and see the Pope as he comes 
out. I wait in the queue and it takes around 10 to 15 minutes to reach the 
checkpoint. When I get inside this zone, I join the large crowds of people 
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waiting for the Pope to come out. Most of them are trying to get the best 
position in the zone so they can get a good view and take pictures. (Field 
note, 31 October 2016) 

 

 
Figure 57. Crowding in Stortorget during Pope Francis’s visit to Lund, 31 
October 2016. Photos by the author. 

Here the checkpoint served as a configuration modifier, because it 
redistributed the crowd’s random group formations into a more linear 
layout, which, after the checkpoint, then reformed into random group 
clusters again. The checkpoints should also be considered pace changers 
or even pace aligners, as the people in the queue all walked slowly 
forwards for 10 to 15 minutes, and then after the checkpoint declustered 
and re-clustered and thus also took on a variety of paces, some standing 
still and others moving about in different ways. 

Some people have climbed onto the windowsills of the buildings in front 
of the cathedral to get a better view. Some use the bike stands and the 
hedges to get above the crowd and get a better view. Some groups from 
South America start to sing a hymn in Spanish to salute the Pope as he 
comes out. There are also cameras from Swedish Television to film the 
Pope as he comes out of the cathedral with the Swedish King and Queen. 
(Field note, 31 October 2016) 
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In the previous example, the windowsills afforded people a better view 
of the Pope, and enough space to encourage several people to do this 
together. In this case they were also considered informal seating. 

During all this and while I am waiting outside the cathedral for the Pope 
to come out along with the others from inside the cathedral, I want to stay 
updated with events. I open the Instagram app, and I look for recent 
public posts that use hashtags for the event such as #Pope, #lund, 
#PopeLund, and #Popesweden. Looking through these updated hashtags, 
I can follow the very recent images and videos posted by people at the 
event and communicate with them. I can also find out what is happening 
inside the cathedral from recent posts by people who are there. This helps 
me navigate my way and synchronise with the moment when the Pope 
exits the cathedral. As soon as the Pope comes out, I join the other people 
waiting for him and try to spot him from a distance. (Field note, 31 
October 2016) 

Plainly, mobile social media provided greater possibilities for people to 
keep up by allowing them to share events as they happen, even if they 
are in different locations and not able to watch the event on the big 
outdoor screen in Stortorget. In a way, this also allowed more people to 
feel part of the crowd. 

When the Pope comes out of the cathedral with the King and Queen of 
Sweden, lots of people start clapping, cheering, shouting, and singing. 
He raises his hand, saluting them, and then gets into his car. Slowly the 
car moves along the street. Some people walk alongside it, but most 
people stay in place, cheering. Immediately afterwards, the large crowd 
of people starts to disperse, and many of them head to the station in 
smaller groups to go home. Other people head to their bicycles parked 
somewhere along the streets and others walk home, but a fair number 
also stay in the city centre. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

Here we can see the focal point of the crowds’ attention was the Pope 
and the King and Queen of Sweden, and thus the effect they had on the 
crowd’s behaviour: their appearance outside the cathedral and then the 
movement of their car inspired a major shift in behaviour in the crowd. 
First people cheered and shouted, and then another group declustered 
from the crowd and walked alongside the Pope’s car. After the car left 
the area, a dramatic change occurred as the large crowd started disperse 
and decluster. People walked away at a quick pace, and soon the area 
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was gradually yet dramatically changed from an extraordinary, crowded 
place with thousands of people to the normal everyday rhythm of 
clustering and declustering. I would argue that the Pope’s departure was 
a rhythm changer. The crowd control barriers were unlocked the moment 
the Pope’s car had left, so people could move around more freely—in 
other words, people dispersed and declustered and changed from being 
stationary pedestrians to walking pedestrians. I returned to Stortorget 
where the big screen was, just as the event organisers began to pack it 
away. The security guards were clustered for a brief discussion before 
they disbanded and went on with other things. 

At this very moment it starts to rain, and a lot of people have their 
umbrellas ready and are not in a rush. Others go to look for shelter from 
the rain, so they start moving. It does not take long for the square where 
the big screen had been to be almost empty. The crowds disappear as 
people all move in different directions. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

 

 
Figure 58. Pedestrians in central Lund during Pope Francis’s visit, 31 
October 2016. Photos by the author. 
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The weather contributed to increasing the pace of the declustering, 
inviting people to leave the crowded plaza and to find another place 
where they can protect themselves from the rain. Some may also have 
been trying to walk home or to run to catch a train that would take them 
home. It is evident that the rain acts as a pacemaker. 

The pedestrian streets become particularly busy. There is a group of men 
in Pope costumes. I want to ask them why they are wearing the 
costumes—whether they are trying to make some kind of statement, 
whether they are Lutherans, or Catholics expressing their loyalty to the 
Pope, or if they are just wearing them as Halloween costumes—but I 
don’t get the chance. There are some active Christian groups. They have 
brochures about Christianity and Jesus, and they looking for the 
opportunity to spread their religious views and beliefs. They are speaking 
English with passers-by as they try to stop them and hand them free 
brochures, so I am not sure if they are Swedish or come from somewhere 
else. (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

As I discussed before, nearby businesses took the opportunity to promote 
their places, but there were also minor events or occasions taking place 
alongside this event, where people or small groups found a way to use 
the presence of the crowds to promote things somehow related to the 
large event of the Pope’s visit. An example of this was the group of men 
wearing Pope costumes, using the coincidence of Halloween happening 
the same day to express themselves, whether it was a statement of some 
sort or just for the fun of it. A second example of this was the missionary 
groups who found this event to be a good opportunity to promote their 
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beliefs and religious faith and to target the people crowding for related 
reasons. 

Figure 59. Crowding in Stortorget during Pope Francis’s visit to Lund, 31 
October 2016. Photos by the author. 
 

Here we can look at the big crowds as opportunity creators that afford 
other agencies and occasions to promote their ideas. Mainly these 
agencies are also trying to attract crowds, and they act as audience 
attractors or cluster magnets; at the same time, they are, however, often 
depending on the crowd to have this affect. 

 

 

There is a street performer who has a rather unique performance; he is 
singing spiritual music into a microphone, and he is using electrical 
technology to modulate his voice. He is sitting in a corner on 
Kyrkogatan. The music he is playing brings a spiritual atmosphere to the 
street, but you cannot tell from where it is coming since he has placed 
himself in a hidden corner. At first, I thought it was coming from the 
Cathedral, but then as I move up Kyrkogatan, I finally see him in the 
corner just outside the entrance to Domkyrkoforum. I am surprised that 
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it is a busker since it sounded more like a Church Coral singing a hymn 
from inside the Cathedral. 

I stop and observe the guy and film him with my camera while he is doing 
his spiritual music performance. Many people are passing by, and now 
they see me filming. I make them curious and a lot of them want to see 
what I am filming. They seem equally surprised that the music that 
sounds all over the street, comes from the artist hiding in the corner. They 
pause there to watch him, filming him, and just as I, they seem fascinated 
by the unique and curious music. 

After some time, the artist finishes his performance and packs his 
equipment in his bag. Lots of people are standing watching him, and now 
they split up and decluster again, continuing elsewhere. (Field note, 31 
October 2016) 

 

Figure 60. A busker performing during Pope Francis’s visit to Lund, 31 
October 2016. Photo by the author. 
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As in the cases above, we can see the big crowds as opportunity creators 
that afford the busker to promote his performance and attract a large 
audience. Buskers are often good at finding opportunities to attract 
crowds, selecting the right time and place with some precision, 
sometimes forecasting that a crowd will cluster. In this sense, their 
presence can often be an indicator of how crowdability works at a certain 
place or during a certain occasion (Fig. 60). 

After the Pope had left, I decided to walk to the Central Station to see 
how people are crowding there. While I am walking, I see many people 
walking around the streets alone or in small groups as a result of the 
former big crowds. When I reach the street connected to the Central 
Station, there are long rows of public toilets. They are installed by the 
Municipality to serve the big crowds they were expecting, but it does not 
look as if they are much used. Perhaps they had prepared for even more 
visitors? (Field note, 31 October 2016) 

This represents the moment when the crowds start to disperse in a natural 
way: we can call it the withdrawal of crowds. The streets opened for 
buses and cars again. Many people crowded around the bus stop nearby 
the Central Station, waiting for the first bus to come, and I walked into 
the railway station to see if there was large amount of people travelling 
by train. Many people had already left, so things quickly returned to 
normal. What we can see is there were efficient means of transport to 
accommodate for the leaving crowds. No specific encountering points or 
declustering points seemed formed for this occasion, but the crowds 
could follow the regular rhythms of clustering and declustering as they 
left the city centre. As we saw the crowd naturally forming in the 
morning, we could now see it naturally dispersing through declustering 
of the small groups inside it, leaving the crowd, and loosening its border. 
As the smaller clusters, or individuals, take off into different directions, 
the larger moving crowd finally vanish, and the atmosphere of an almost 
demanding collective excitement is gone. 
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6.1.2 Findings from the Pope’s visit 

During the Pope’s visit to Lund, I observed several new aspects of 
crowds and crowd formations. The event involved very large crowds and 
various kinds of clustering and declustering, especially at the crowd 
edges. Large-scale events of this type are good for looking at how 
clusters join even larger clusters (crowds) and how large crowds 
decluster. 

Certain general remarks can be made in relation to this field study. First, 
when it comes to crowd boundaries or edges, there were examples of 
both formal borders imposed on the crowds, such as fences and guards, 
and more natural, open edges that allowed crowds to grow more on their 
own terms, organically, cluster by cluster. Second, regarding 
pacemakers, there was an evident difference between how planned 
activities (such as queuing for security checks) and unplanned activities 
(such as the rain) affected the pace of clusters. Third, external rhythm 
producers—such as the large outdoor screen or train times—were found 
to cause sudden deviations, affecting the size of crowds. Fourth, the 
duration of clustering generally showed a slow increase while the 
declustering was a faster process, partly because declustering starts with 
a group of people who are already gathered together. The ease with 
which a crowd disperses seems to have a greater impact on crowd density 
than the excitement that binds people together. Fifth, a place can combine 
several affordances, such as when crowdability in one place is altered by 
the presence of sculpture or windows (at first ‘hidden’, since it is not 
usually appropriate to use them, and then perceived as necessary for a 
decent view of the event). This visibility had been triggered and 
accentuated by the crowd control barriers, which made the place less 
freely crowdable and divided the crowd between different zones. Lastly, 
sixth, an audience attractor can act as a magnet, partly at a distance 
through its social media impact, but also physically, proxemically close 
when following others, as when people were drawn to and clustered 
around the big screen. 

Moreover, I have identified at least three ways in which the spread or 
transformation of group behaviour leads to clustering. There is (i) the 
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pioneer effect, when one person or pioneer starts behaving in a particular 
way and other people see and follow suit. It has a dynamic yet 
homogenising effect on a crowd. For no apparent reason, there can be 
(ii) contagious effects, as behaviour spreads through the crowd. It can be 
felt as a linear or sequential effect that passes from an individual or group 
to other individuals or groups. This kind of movement can sometimes 
lead to only slight re-formations that require little significant clustering 
or declustering, but still confirm the dynamic aspect of crowding. Finally 
(iii) people merge with the main group, especially when a large group or 
crowd has united or normalised its actions, and additional people join in 
and continue doing the same thing. In the case of the Pope’s visit, people 
joined the main crowd in front of the big screen to watch events live, and 
in doing so not only joined in the action of watching, but also the actions 
of standing and moving. 
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6.2 Postscript: Lund during the COVID-19 
pandemic 

The standards of everyday physical relations and crowding changed 
abruptly in 2020. The COVID-19 respiratory virus has spread to all but 
a handful of countries. The ensuing global pandemic and fear of the 
disease has forced most people to behave differently towards one 
another, often going against their habits and nature. Governments have 
issued multiple warnings and regulations to slow its spread, including 
mandating or encouraging social distancing, forcing people to stay at 
home, closing schools and workplaces, and banning travel. Being 
sociable by nature, people like grouping and crowding, but because of 
the pandemic festivals have been cancelled and restaurants closed. 
Several regular landmarks of life stopped. People buy their groceries and 
other goods online and have them delivered. Social media have become 
a platform where people gather and hold meetings. People for whom it 
is an alternative are working from home. Even religious services and 
parties are held online. 

This devastating event may well have a long-term effect on the way 
people think. Even after the pandemic ends, it will take a significant time 
for people to return to normal life. Customers in supermarkets might 
continue with physical distancing, or people might continue wearing face 
masks on a daily basis. At time of writing, people are more focused on 
buying what they need and leaving the shop as fast as they can to avoid 
any crowding and risk catching the virus.  

Several sciences—medicine, of course, but also organisation theory and 
design theory—have channelled huge interest and energy into 
understanding our new condition and finding solutions to our problems. 
When it comes to the question of crowding, the pandemic has made 
people notice the factors that are usually overlooked, discussed only in 
the theories of sociology and proxemics. Here I will offer some 
reflections on the effect of the pandemic specifically in relation to 
clustering and declustering. 
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6.2.1 Crowding as sharing space 

To combat the spread of COVID-19, epidemiologists, and other 
scientists argued for physical distancing, also known as social distancing. 
It was immediately understood that the proxemic advice or rule to keep 
two metres away from one another would affect urban movement 
patterns. But what of future pandemics and their demands of architecture 
and urban design? Should the design of public space adapt to such 
possible future scenarios? 

If we look at crowding as a concept of sharing space, it does not 
necessarily have to appear simultaneously in one time–space moment, 
but it is framed through an interest in one and the same object. The 
perception and sharing of this object, especially when including touch, 
hearing, seeing, and smelling something that we have in common, may 
require us to follow in one another’s footsteps and experiences to a 
certain extent—suddenly there are moments that used to be shared 
directly but which now include successive moments or sequences. 

Sharing (and crowding as a way of sharing) does not mean we have to 
be close to one another or face one another. For us to experience, or need 
access to, the same object as other people, there are mediators or 
mediational channels that afford us this. The pandemic thus poses 
questions about how trans-spatial or transtemporal crowds are formed, 
and how these types of crowding differ or are similar to more traditional 
ways of crowding. 
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Figure 61. Examples of empty public spaces during the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020. Photos by the author. 
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6.2.2 Crowds in Lund during the pandemic 

In March and April 2020 I was living in the city of Lund, and necessarily 
had the opportunity to observe some specific types of altered social 
behaviour. What follows are a few examples of how people acted in 
urban spaces because of the COVID-19 pandemic in the spring of 2020. 

First, people avoided gathering in public spaces and stopped socialising 
in the city, draining urban life. There was a tendency for people’s spatial 
distribution in public spaces to become more segregated and not as 
spontaneous as it used to be. 

Figure 62. Prescribed physical distancing in Lund—and deviations from 
the rule—during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Photos by the 
author. 
 

 People avoided personal encounters, and queues were more spaced out. 
What clustering still existed between people could be described as 
‘prescribed distancing in groups’ or ‘loose clustering’, depending on the 
presence (or lack thereof) of direct visual advice. Less frequent clustering 
was observed in general. The need to crowd seemed to be the exception 
rather than the rule, and seldom happened spontaneously. 
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Second, people signalled distance, control, and fear in public spaces by 
wearing masks and disposable gloves. This protection behaviour affected 
other people by reminding them to keep a safe distance, especially from 
vulnerable groups (in particular the elderly). New types of consequential 
action, such as using hand sanitiser having touched surfaces in a public 
space, became commonplace. People depended more on disposable 
objects, and sometimes disposable gloves were dropped on the ground 
(such as in the front of grocery stores), creating spots of declustering. 

Third, in the railway station, shops, and on trains and buses there were 
frequent announcements to remind people to keep their distance from 
one another and to avoid crowding. The additional impact of sounds or 
speech over loudspeakers in a public space is usually an extraordinary 
crowd-regulating factor, only used for security reasons at large, 
temporary events or to improve queues at airports. There was also 
distancing between people and objects used by others, such as when 
using the escalators in the railway station where people avoided putting 
their hands on the handrails: the usual pattern of standing on the right of 
the escalator to let others past on the left was exchanged for standing in 
the middle to avoid both touching the handrails and proximity to other 
people. The number of steps between each person using the escalator also 
increased, resulting in new forms of queuing and more patient travel 
behaviour. In that sense, more stressful forms of crowding diminished.  

Fourth, since supermarkets are one of the essential places no one can 
avoid for long, there was a considerable chance even sick or infectious 
people would try to go there. Shops therefore become places where 
people acted cautiously, avoiding clustering as much as possible. This 
led to new declustering patterns, where people steps back or wait for 
others to pass before reaching for the items they want to buy. Many 
clothing shops closed their fitting rooms in an attempt to prevent people 
from touching the same surfaces. In return, they extended their return 
policy from the usual 14 or 30 days to 60 days so customers could try 
clothes on at home instead. 
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Figure 63. A closed sign in the changing rooms in a Lund clothes shop 
during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Photo by the author. 
 
 
Finally, fifth, restaurants, cafés, and bars were allowed to open only if 
they let in a reduced number of customers (the maximum was 50) and if 
they put in place extra safety precautions to ensure physical distance 
between people, such as not allowing a group at one table to take chairs 
from another. Other regulations on proximity were put in place, for 
example recommending contactless payment systems to reduce close 
contacts between service staff and customers. 
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Figure 64. Prescribed physical distancing in a Lund clothes shop during 
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Photo by the author. 
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6.2.3 The pandemic’s impact on clustering and 
declustering 

One decisive factor in distancing during the pandemic is people’s choice 
of words in statements such as ‘Supermarkets are the worst; sick people 
will go there too’. New patterns of behaviour when using public transport 
such as buses and trains have also been seen. People are known to get off 
trains or buses if they are too crowded or if a ‘suspicious’ contaminator 
gets on. Acts such as touching buttons or using handles have been 
changed or phased out to increase protection—such designed details in 
public spaces are for normal conditions. Bus drivers are under orders to 
keep the front door shut and the row of seats directly behind the driver’s 
seat empty, thus rearranging the interior space of public transport. As a 
consequence, people are avoiding public transport and have turned to 
cars or bicycles.  

Figure 65. Passengers were not permitted to board public buses by the 
front door and the seats closest to the driver were cordoned off during 
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Photo by the author. 
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Indeed, the verbal agency of expressed fear may reinforce these changed 
patterns, as when I overheard the remark, ‘I would avoid public transport 
even if it were free, as you easily catch the virus there’. 

The use of personal mobile devices increased as an alternative to using 
devices that require touching or handling. For example, people buy 
digital tickets instead of using ticket machines, use their phones instead 
of bus cards, and even avoid directly touching their phone to ticket 
scanners: even object-to-object affordances have been altered. Online 
phone payments—using payment apps instead of bank cards or cash—
are evident at petrol stations, where people pay at the pump with mobile 
devices instead of going inside to pay at the till. This is an example of 
slightly increased clustering (albeit at a distance) around the pumps 
outside, while indoors the petrol station is experiencing declustering. 
Similarly, there has been an increase in the use of sensors instead of 
buttons or other surfaces that have to be touched: for example, to avoid 
touching buttons or turning a handle, doors are opened using light 
sensors. Sometimes where they have a choice people will go for 
automatic, sensor-controlled doors that do not need pushing or pulling. 
This behaviour may even increase the very crowding it was supposed to 
prevent. It is certainly an example in an urban environment of where 
restrictions in human-to-human contact may interfere with human-to-
object contact. 

Since the air quality of our physical environment can provide protection 
from infection, governments and others have tried to update the 
ventilation and surface treatments (cleaning and disinfection) designed 
to afford protection. Such sanitary and protection systems can be seen in 
the management of hospitals and airports, which raises the question of 
how this can be put into operation to a suitable degree in future urban 
design. Thus there are solutions using public spaces outdoors as an 
alternative to spaces indoors when larger groups of people need to gather. 
Some businesses such as cinemas have found a temporary solution in 
using outdoor big screens to show films with customers sitting in their 
own cars to watch. Such drive-in events can be arranged in public squares 
or parks, an example of a revived form of public communication that 
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might expand into different activities in future. There is a new awareness 
that cities will continue to need outdoor public spaces to provide a safer 
environment than cinemas, theatres, and other facilities in the event of 
another pandemic. In the open air there is space for interpersonal 
distancing, the possibility of drive-in spaces, and far better ventilation, 
none of which the closed building environment can offer. 

Figure 66. A meeting held outdoors in a semi-public space with physical 
distancing because of the COVID-19 pandemic, June 2020. Photo by 
the author. 
 

When considering the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on how people 
share space and behave in cities, two ongoing sharing solutions should 
be noted. The first concerns groups that need to share one main object 
and where the members of a group target the same main object, such as 
an escalator or a supermarket checkout. In this case, isolation was 
enforced by physical distancing (distance makers), directions (direction 
changers), and physical borders—stimulating partial isolation with 
differentiation as a result of temporal rhythms or intervals. The second 
solution concerns groups where members have a connection, such as 
school classes. Here, they need to be in contact with one another, whether 
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physically, visually, auditorily, or through other kinds of contact. To 
achieve that without physical touch, the solution has been to use a 
medium to connect them instead of the usual direct physical contact. The 
role of such a medium is to afford common activity between people by 
differentiating between certain senses that are allowed, such as seeing 
and hearing, while preventing physical touch. Through the use of shields, 
screens, and online meetings using phones or computers, such a 
combination of differentiation and connection is made possible, 
influencing in turn the proxemic aspects of clustering and declustering. 
We may, for example, stand slightly further back if there is a glass pane 
between us and the cashier when paying for our groceries, or we may use 
phones at even very short distances instead of trying to get in touch 
physically. 

This short reflection on the COVID-19 pandemic’s effect on clustering 
indicates that a whole range of spatial movements are governed by new 
‘rules of distance’, some of which are legal requirements, such as 
lockdowns or quarantine, while others are more spontaneously acted out 
as precautionary measures. Surfaces are not only the perceptual medium 
of affordances in general (as in affordance theory), but they constantly 
afford contamination in this situation. This ‘negative’ affordance can 
interfere with the ‘positive’ affordance that normally offers sitting, 
lifting, touching, etc., and has a diminishing influence on the normal 
spots of spontaneous clustering in a city, in the sense that they are more 
likely to be avoided. The nested affordance of existing groups, or of 
groups increasing in size, is affected by fear of infection, so this group 
belonging affords only a less tight crowding. Groups that nevertheless 
spontaneously form in, say, supermarkets demonstrate almost an 
assimilated behaviour by immediately regulating their size by 
declustering. 

The classic rules of proxemics regarding social distance and personal 
distance—defining the sufficient distances for various culturally 
conditioned interactions between people—have lost their meaning. What 
used to be the typical distance between strangers is now the proper 
distance for close friends. 
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In front of the Central Station, Lund, 2016. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  a n d  
c o n c l u s i o n s  

In the introduction to this thesis, I set out my aims with the study as four 
research questions. These questions have guided me in the 
methodological design of the research, and my intention in this last 
chapter is to discuss my findings to answer the research problems. As I 
have used the questions as guidance more than as an explicit list of 
questions waiting for explicit answers, I will refrain from responding to 
them systematically, one by one. Nevertheless, I will reflect on my study 
as a whole by revisiting the questions as framed, where the first question 
relates to crowding as a general topic, the second to matter, space, and 
design, the third to temporal and rhythmic factors, and the fourth to 
methodology:
 

1. How are clustering and declustering in public spaces best 
conceptualised, discussed, and categorised? There are also subsidiary 
questions such as what parameters characterise clustering and its 
categorisation. 

2. What is the role of the built environment in determining pedestrian 
clustering and declustering in public spaces? Subsidiary questions 
include the interplay of the spatial and material layout and people’s 
actions, what happens at the edges of crowds, and how the built 
environment influences crowd formation.
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3. How does the built environment relate to the rhythms of group 
formation? Subsidiary questions include how urban design 
accommodates different crowding rhythms and how it impacts on the 
speed of clustering and declustering, and how differences in speed affect 
the distance between people in a crowd. 

4. How can clustering best be observed, described, and analysed in order 
to inform both research and design practice? 

Starting with methodology in the extended sense of reaching into design 
practice, I have found that in terms of concepts and methodological 
development there is not necessarily much difference between research 
practice and design practice. Given my ambition to assist with further 
research and design-related concerns about crowds and clusters in urban 
public spaces, my focus both methodologically and theoretically has 
been the dynamic forces involved in how crowds appear and disperse.  

My observations were therefore set up to chart existing sequences of 
clustering and declustering, and, rather than dwell on the overall limits 
of crowds, observe how they move both as whole entities but also as 
groups of pedestrians. For the same reason it was not necessary to define 
or separate in advance the specific points where clustering and 
declustering start or end. The sociomaterial analyses of the field studies 
(Chapters 4, 5 & 6) show that clustering and declustering are rhythmic, 
sequential, and, crucially, interdependent; hence, they cannot be defined 
as separate phenomena from the viewpoint of origin. However, even if it 
is difficult to state which of the two comes first, one can determine from 
the data collected a criteria for when a cluster counts as a cluster and 
when declustering starts and finishes. I have made such observations, 
hence my interest in the places in the physical environment where 
clustering and declustering may be stimulated. 
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7.1 Clustering and declustering 

In answer to the question of how clustering and declustering are best 
conceptualised, a range of concepts have emerged in the field studies. 
Two principle types of grouping behaviour can be discerned: active 
grouping behaviour, when pedestrians—who are deliberately or by 
cultural connection familiar to one another—meet up in public spaces by 
arrangement or gather intentionally in response to mutual experiences; 
and passive grouping behaviour, when pedestrians who are strangers 
encounter one another and group spontaneously or by situational 
necessity in public spaces.  

Various circumstances produce these two basic crowding behaviours, the 
three most decisive being that (i) people are familiar with the space they 
encounter and attend it regularly, (ii) people are attracted to certain 
aspects of that public space, and (iii) people need or have to use certain 
facilities in that space. These three reasons to group—familiarity, 
attraction, and need—can operate in both active and passive types of 
grouping. They also appear on all three scales (coinciding with the three 
empirical chapters of the thesis) that constitute the temporal scope of this 
investigation: everyday, annual, and extraordinary. One might conclude 
that ‘attraction’ is the most obvious reason for attending a seasonal event 
such as a food festival (Chapter 5) or for the unique opportunity to see 
the Pope (Chapter 6). Nevertheless, these events also comprised 
gatherings and sub-gatherings based on familiarity (recognising friends, 
gadgets, seating facilities) or needs (getting somewhere on time, hunger, 
or looking for temporary shelter from the rain). 

Active and passive clusters bring with them the basic notions of tight and 
loose clusters. Clusters—which are Hall’s proxemic distances viewed 
through a photographic lens—are not easy to read at the best of times, 
and it is sometimes hard to judge if a cluster is active or passive, so what 
is needed is a way of measuring whether a group of people is a cluster in 
the first place. In tight clustering (which equates to Hall’s intimate and 
personal distance), groups of pedestrians tend to be stable and the 
distance between the group members is not over 1.25 metres, so it is still 
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possible to touch one another or exchange objects. With loose clustering 
(Hall’s social distance) it might be difficult to determine if a group is 
stable or if it will break down into smaller groups after a very short time. 
The interpersonal distance between members can in this case extend up 
to four metres or so. At four metres, a group of people might be able to 
talk to one another and communicate, but when distances exceed four 
metres it is usually unfeasible to regard it as a cluster. 

With active and passive clustering and tight and loose clusters, I have 
established some basic notions to help analyse the physical aspects that 
affect how and where the clustering–declustering process happens. The 
two key concepts with direct bearing on dynamic density-alteration in 
crowds are the clustering point and the declustering point. The first 
concept, the clustering point, is a meeting place that produces either the 
necessary clustering of groups of people or the attractors which 
encourage people to join one another there (or re-cluster) at what 
amounts to a point of encounter.  

The investigation covered several clustering or encounter points of a 
general kind, such as public benches; pedestrian passages on streets; 
waiting at pedestrian crossings to cross the street; sunny spots on cold 
days; shady spots on warm days; spaces adjacent to statues and 
sculptures; spaces around trees; in front of the entrances to busy 
restaurants and shops; and waiting places or temporary pauses in train or 
bus stations. The field studies also showed more specific or peculiar 
places for gathering, such as when the presence of one or two ‘pioneers’ 
attracts others; when sequences of circumstances, such as temporary 
pauses when walking, make other people come to a halt; or when several 
individuals suddenly reach for the same physical object, such as door 
handles, waste paper baskets, etc.  

The second density-altering concept, the declustering point, represents 
the obstacles or triggers that make clustered groups either completely 
disperse or decluster into smaller groups. In the investigation, I found a 
number of elements in the urban environment where people decluster, 
such as bollards; the far side of pedestrian crossings having crossed the 
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street; in front of or slightly to one side of entrances to buildings; and the 
areas where train or bus passengers alight. 

It is notable that several of the encounter points can function both as 
clustering and declustering points, depending on the direction of 
individual pedestrians or the pedestrian flow. For example, when a 
pedestrian waits at a pedestrian crossing to cross to the station, the traffic 
light and the station function together as encounter points.  

They constitute a combined affordance, or crowdability, with two urban 
design elements enforcing one another’s support of crowding. If the 
pedestrian uses the station and pedestrian crossing as exit points, the 
points or the spaces immediately following them function as declustering 
dispersions. These differences are to some extent tied to the habit (or rule 
in some societies) of keeping to the right when you meet a person in the 
street. There could also be situational reasons for letting such opposite 
streams of movement flow at their natural pace and direction. For a 
planner or architect, however, the points are open to being manipulated 
to extend the distance between clustering and declustering tendencies. In 
future, it might be possible to engineer spaces that have room for groups 
to develop in different directions and at different paces with regard to 
clustering. 
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7.2 Crowdability and the built environment 

In this thesis, I have suggested crowdability is a way to discuss the role 
of the built environment in clustering and crowding. But is it possible to 
measure or predict crowdability based on architectural prerequisites 
alone? The answer is no, because crowdability is produced as much by 
material aspects as by social and behavioural ones, and thus it is 
impossible to evaluate or judge crowdability without crowds. This 
situational aspect of crowding became clear as I studied places such as 
Lund city centre under a variety of circumstances. A place or spot which 
was open to clustering in one situation seemed unfeasible in another, to 
the point of being impossible to enter. 

If we go back to my introduction chapter, one of the first questions was 
why there are so many public spaces designed with all the standard 
qualities and yet they are so little used, and the opposite, why do poorly 
designed places sometimes attract so many people? Rather than start 
from the social or the physical side alone, we need to start from the 
middle of things and from crowding itself. In this study I have 
investigated the various themes and layers to this phenomenon, including 
the dimension of time and the ongoing movement of clustering and 
declustering as a sequential rhythm, the relationship between materiality 
and people, the behavioural and social aspects which a certain space or 
spatial situation trigger, and how the atmosphere of a certain space might 
afford crowdability or not.  

Background triggers, atmosphere, the ways people think: these are 
impossible to detect in an observational study of this kind, but 
nevertheless I have been able to see what actually happens in the streets, 
public squares, parks, etc., and I have sought the most probable reasons 
for these sometimes complex, dynamic acts of crowding. 

If public space is understood as a complex entity in constant flux, one 
way to investigate its anatomy is by looking at how different clusters and 
crowds distribute and redistribute themselves, and thus play their part in 
constituting the fluidity of public space. To understand crowdability is to 
understand the mechanisms of the constant redistribution of crowds and 
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clusters. In my empirical studies, I have developed concepts that can help 
with this, and together constitute a toolbox with which to study 
crowdability as a dynamic, qualitative phenomenon. Crowding is after 
all not just a change in quantity, but also a change in quality, and it is 
precisely these different qualities of crowdability that we are after—the 
how and why of reconfiguration. To ask about the crowdability of a place 
is not to ask whether it affords crowds or not, but how it can afford 
crowds, and what kind of crowds. 

My way of dealing with the relationship between the material, built 
environment and crowds has been to look at clusters—technically 
speaking, the sociomaterial element of which crowds are made—and to 
investigate their distributive qualities. This, I would argue, gives clues as 
to how crowds work, and how different spatial situations accommodate 
different kinds of crowds. I have divided up the main operative 
crowdability factors in my findings, nine concepts in all, according to 
what sort of distribution they primarily address (see Fig. 67). I hold these 
nine factors to be spatial actors with an impact on crowding, thus 
allowing each ‘actor’ to be human or non-human (Latour 2005).  

The first two factors—rhythm producers and pace changers—affect how 
clusters are distributed temporally. Then there are the four factors—
distance makers, direction changers, configuration modifiers, and cluster 
magnets—which affect how clusters are distributed spatially. Finally, 
there are the three factors—pioneers, contagious effects, and the 
atmosphere enhancers—which all affect what we could call the socio-
environmental distribution of clusters. Having said that, it is important 
to note these three groupings or domains are not exclusive, as the nine 
factors have an effect on all three groups, but only that each actor type 
can be seen as showing a primary belonging in these three domains of 
crowdability. 
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Figure 67. Actor types affecting different forms of crowd distribution. 
 

Starting with temporal distribution, I have observed two ways in which 
this can be affected. First, pace changers or actors affecting pace. This 
included departing trains, which make people pick up pace and can even 
cause larger groups or clusters to run. Smoking a cigarette or answering 
a mobile phone can demand a drop in pace. Other types of pace changers 
affecting individuals and clusters alike are music and food. Pace 
changers might result in certain clusters slowing down or speeding up, 
and as we have seen they are also often important actors in the process 
of distance-making.  

Second, we have rhythm producers or rhythm generators that involve 
clustering elements, which generate clustering and declustering 
following a certain rhythm. Train and bus timetables, for example, are 
associated with arriving and departing clusters of people on station 
platforms. In their different ways and on different temporal scales, 
opening hours and revolving doors might produce a certain rhythm of 
flow through shop doorways. 

We can interpret the time–space concept using the flow of different 
rhythm producers. Using distance makers we can isolate space by 
creating distance, and using rhythm producers we can isolate time or 
certain moments by creating intervals. If we apply the concept of 
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‘sharing’ in relation to rhythm producers, I would argue there are groups 
of people sharing the same specific space, but these groups are separated 
by a certain time interval. These intervals relate to certain rhythms. This 
reminds us again that there is a certain overlap between the concepts of 
crowdability, sharing, sociofugal and sociopetal forces, public and 
private, and opportunities for interaction—overlaps which might be 
worth investigating further. 

The rhythms of activities can leave traces or indicators in specific 
‘shared’ spaces, and they can also draw in other people to be part of the 
same rhythm. The space becomes part of the sociofugal and sociopetal 
forces, where people share the same space but not the same time, and 
where their interaction with one another is to an extent mediated through 
traces. The traces might thus lead them to use that space for the same 
activity again, but traces might also just be indicators of a rhythm that 
happens for other reasons, such as the qualities or affordances of that 
particular space. 

I would argue there are three kinds of actors that affect spatial 
distribution. First, distance makers, which appeared as a force on the 
microscale level in my first study at Lund Central Station. Here things 
that act unpredictably in public life such as phone conversations, pets, 
and cigarette smoke often steered people to distance themselves from 
existing clusters: for example, unwinding a tight cluster into a loose one, 
when taking a phone call, or sometimes declustering from one group to 
join another (leaving a group of non-smokers to join smokers by a public 
ashtray). A somewhat similar distancing effect could be seen at the food 
festival in Malmö, where single people or small groups distanced 
themselves from the crowd, trying to find a quieter place to eat.  

Here, one could argue, the reason was the opposite: distancing was not 
related to the unpredictability of eating, but rather to the relative 
unpredictability and intense atmosphere of the crowd, and distance-
making can have several causes. In this field study, however, it could be 
said that distance-making most often depended on handling 
unpredictable actors and/or the need to change a certain scenery or 
territorial formation (Kärrholm, 2017). As Weilenmann et al. (2011) 
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have shown, involuntary distance-making (through a revolving door, a 
familiar distance maker) and the subsequent territorial shift (from the 
inside of a building to outside it) can also trigger declustering.  

Secondly, there are direction changers. For example, when a group of 
people were walking together, I observed how one of them, wheeling his 
luggage, had to split off from his group and make for the pedestrian ramp 
in order to cross the street. I would suggest that the luggage and the ramp 
afforded the man the action of changing direction. Therefore, the 
combination of luggage and ramp in this particular situation should be 
thought a ‘direction changer’.  

Thirdly, there are configuration modifiers: moments when certain 
configurations of individuals suddenly change form, such as queuing for 
a ticket or to take a photograph. Finally, there are cluster magnets, which 
affect the spatial density of a place, as when a busker draws a crowd to a 
certain street corner. Together these concepts help in describing the 
ongoing spatial formation and topography of crowds and clusters. 

In the category of socio-environmental distribution, actors affect how 
clusters are distributed in a more social space, meaning an affected, 
ambient space, a space of a certain social topography and atmosphere 
(Duff 2012). Through social influence these concepts produce a certain 
outcome, such as the pioneer. A pioneer is a person or group who inspire 
others to some behaviour; the pioneer is there to plant the seed of 
inspiration or trigger mimetic behaviour. This might include a change of 
association that suddenly makes an action possible that earlier seemed 
unthinkable.  

The pioneer for a certain popular behaviour might not be immediately 
evident, but still there seems to be a trend that encourages a cluster to 
behave in a similar fashion: a contagious effect, an influence, or an idea 
passing though the crowd and spreading from one person to another, but 
with no clear instigator.  

Finally, there is the atmosphere enhancer, strengthening a certain 
atmosphere or creating a ‘pull’ that encourages a cluster or crowd to 
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behave in a certain way—and as such, it might play a part in both 
clustering and declustering. 

My categorisation of the nine crowdability concepts denoting the kind of 
actors that influence clustering and declustering should not be seen as an 
absolute division, as an actor can have meaning in all three categories. 
The cluster magnet might change the spatial density of a place by 
attracting clusters to a certain point, but also the social topography of the 
same place, and we might thus speak of a change in social density, 
meaning that it influences the socio-environmental distribution of a 
crowd too.  

These overlaps are true of all the concepts—all actors affect the spatial, 
temporal, and socio-environmental distribution to some extent—yet they 
often affect one dimension more than others. However, although a cluster 
magnet might be the effect of a person with a social agenda (and thus 
have an important social impact), the effect it has on the spatial 
distribution is in most mundane cases stronger, as it makes people cluster 
around it in different patterns and configurations. 

As for the cases from which these concepts (actors) were derived, they 
appeared to a varying extent in the three qualitatively defined temporal 
scales I took as my empirical starting point, capturing somewhat different 
crowding habits. The scales were (i) everyday crowding, with a focus on 
spontaneously motivated clustering and declustering; (ii) annual or 
seasonal crowding, tied to recurring cultural events or habits; and (iii) 
extraordinary or unique crowding, tied to singular, large-scale planned 
events. It might be thought that most of the actor types feature in all of 
the rhythms, indicating that the concepts (types of crowdability actors) 
found in this investigation hold true for a variety of circumstances. 

However, there are also evident differences as regards the overall scales 
of rhythms, in that distance makers and pace changers appeared more 
clearly in the observations of the everyday and extraordinary categories, 
whereas cluster magnets appeared most distinctly in the annual category. 
This might indicate that the pace was slower, more relaxed, and more 
scattered in the study of annual events, whereas the studies of the 
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everyday and the extraordinary were more concerned with pedestrian 
directedness towards more specific targets. The notion of direction 
changers is primarily true of clusters or individuals on the move, found 
to be most frequent in the everyday category (people approaching or 
leaving the railway station), but also appeared in the annual category 
(food festivals) and in the extraordinary category (the control of crowd 
movement for security reasons). This may be so because stress and speed 
are factors in everyday commuter situations, making the change of 
direction stand out more. 

Methodologically speaking, these three temporal scales were chosen 
because they cover a variety of culturally, or habitually defined rhythms, 
and can of course be further subcategorised if so wished. Or a completely 
different scheme could be applied. If the annual category were to be 
divided into regular, culturally decided events (food festivals) and more 
climatologically determined seasonal events (spring sun) the three 
rhythms could instead have been four (everyday patterns, regular rituals, 
seasonal behaviour, and extraordinary events).  

As a final reflection on the categorisation of rhythms, the present field 
studies demonstrate this can work well, capturing the necessary variety 
of crowding and helping in the detection of crowdability concepts. That 
is not to say that in future studies they should not be divided differently—
into, say, four or more types of rhythms—to generate a slightly different 
focus and set of results. Which brings me to the future possibilities for 
crowding studies. 
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7.3 Conclusions and future studies 

My ambition is that this study will provide useful information and 
conceptual tools so that urban designers and planners better understand 
the needs of pedestrians and the factors that lead them to cluster and 
decluster. The findings point to designs that support the kind of grouping 
behaviour behind greater flexibility, and perhaps greater resilience, in 
active public life. I would hope they will allow for more differentiated 
and careful sociomaterial descriptions and analyses of public life on the 
move—that is, its constant sociomaterial distribution.  

The concepts I have proposed in this thesis can thus be used to investigate 
how groups cluster and decluster to form crowds and the significance of 
the situation and sociomaterial conditions in that. Recognising the 
possibilities for clusters and crowds to fluctuate, allowing for a certain 
complexity as regards the composition of public life, might also help 
produce more usable architectural elements and spaces in the city. 

How spatial designs and actual objects might influence crowding and 
crowdability are questions for future quantitative studies, or for studies 
with an art- and practice-based approach. It would be especially 
interesting to identify the design solutions that could put the present 
study’s crowdability-related findings into practice. This could perhaps 
ensure the existence of more multifunctional spaces that allow for 
crowding, and in that sense provide a liveability hitherto not considered 
possible, if only because of the traditional tendency to focus on limited 
functional solutions, specific urban furnishings, or absolute prohibitions. 

The potential focus of future studies could be to identify more points of 
interest, such as other crowdability factors to add to the conceptual 
toolbox, or it could be the detail of the relation between specific actor 
types, or the nature of the social aspects of crowding. One factor the 
present study has not been able to show, or discuss more closely, is 
encounter (Valentine 2008; Amin 2012; Jones et al. 2015) and the 
friction that can occur between individuals or groups in certain situations 
in public spaces. Some people might want to avoid certain groups or 
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behaviours, or even clusters per se, and these kinds of socio-ethical 
aspects surely play into how clusters are formed or not in public space.  

The issue is touched on only briefly here, for example in certain 
sociofugal situations and in conjunction with people temporarily trying 
to avoid or isolate themselves from others. Acute friction, matters of 
identity, and choice of social belonging still await their analyst. Another 
aspect to investigate further would be the relationship between everyday 
crowding and the more pressed situation of crowding during political 
protests or riots, which would probably centre of rather different 
concepts and actors of crowd redistribution than the ones described here. 

Regarding the practice of architecture and planning, I would argue that 
factors relating to crowding should be more systematically taken into 
account when designing urban spaces. The designer contributes to the 
ways a crowd organises itself, linked to different goals regarding flow, 
size, and enjoyment of the spaces so created. To provide for social, 
liveable spaces and to draw people in to use them, the outer and inner 
dynamic mechanisms of crowding can be further considered.  

Depending on where you are in the world, decreasing the size of a crowd 
can be a matter of politics or even policing, and governmental 
programmes for decreasing flows of people can thus drastically diminish 
people’s sense of freedom. Similarly, measures taken to diminish 
crowding can help facilitate the movement and safety of all pedestrians, 
or all visitors to a place.  

Crowd reduction has to be designed with care, and must cover a great 
many factors, including all the things identified here as affording 
liveability and social encounters. Architectural design and urban 
planning often has to consider different goals in one and the same 
formation of space, reducing certain types of clusters of people, 
providing opportunities to decluster, breaking down groups into 
individuals, decreasing the overall density of crowds, or, on the other 
hand, creating spaces that ensure a desired increase in the overall density 
or size of crowds. My findings point to ways of fulfilling what are 
sometimes tricky and paradoxical architectural tasks. 
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The fact that clustering and declustering behaviour takes different forms 
and operates at different paces and densities might help designers 
engineer more preferable clustering or to avoid clustering altogether, 
depending on what the design demands. What the purpose of a design 
might be in terms of crowdability will vary, but to give a picture of the 
range of possibilities I will suggest five. The first is to encourage 
different sharing situations (sharing the same public bench, eating at the 
same table at a food festival, etc.).  

The second is to help control the pace of people’s movement, regardless 
of their personal desires or capabilities. Such control and designerly 
innovation might include slowing pedestrians down in particular areas 
and supporting (or forcing) an increase in pace in others. It could also 
include facilities to support minorities, or a smaller number of members 
or individuals, but it could also mean supporting differences in the pace 
at which they move.  

The third possibility is to collaborate in shaping the physical outline of 
possible crowds, whether linear (queues), circular (meeting places), or 
random.  

The fourth is to assist in influencing distances between members of a 
cluster by creating spatial facilities that support loose and tight clusters, 
thus affecting the dynamics of density, which also have a role in the 
gathering process.  

The fifth consideration is arranging or supporting the rhythms of 
movement needed where crowds continually adapt by going through 
different sequences of clustering and declustering. This is particularly 
important to consider at or near entry points to transport and commercial 
areas. 
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P o p u l a r  S u m m a r y  

Due to the increasing density of people in urban areas, crowding has 
become an important issue for social sustainability in many cities. This 
affects urban design, and in particular how public spaces are designed to 
stimulate different kinds of crowding and clustering. 

This thesis concerns clustering rhythms in a range of situations in public 
spaces. The aim is to create and develop concepts that enable a discussion 
of how urban design relates to the activities of clustering and 
declustering, and specifically how the same built environment can afford 
clusters of different rhythms, and how the materiality of this environment 
influences the clustering processes. 

Of course, several factors affect pedestrian clustering and declustering in 
public spaces, factors that determine how and why people act as 
individuals or in groups, some of which concern the built environment, 
its materiality, and the atmosphere experienced in people’s relation to 
architectural elements. 

The present study addresses the rhythmic aspects of the spontaneous 
formation and dispersal of groups of people in socially conditioned 
events and situations. I investigate the processes of clustering and 
declustering, specially focusing on the role of physical space and 
materiality in these processes. Four research questions are used to 
describe the aims of the research. The first asks whether on a conceptual 
level the ability to crowd, or ‘crowdability’, enables us to explain this 
phenomenon when analysing urban design. The second question is how 
urban form influences clusters. The third asks what changes occur over 
time and how the same urban space can provide clustering for different 
rhythms. The fourth and final question is what methodological 
development is possible.  
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The study uses observation and qualitative sociomaterial analysis in 
examining the relationship between clustering and urban design. The 
observation studies of selected places in the city centres of Malmö and 
Lund, two cities in the south of Sweden, have involved video recordings, 
photography, hand sketches, and field notes of pedestrian activities and 
interactions. The investigation addresses the character and materiality of 
public space and its ability to influence the habits of spontaneous 
clustering and declustering, and thus the various roles crowds can have 
as part of everyday public life. The field studies are categorised by 
crowding rhythm, each with a different temporal scale: first, the 
everyday crowding related to walking and commuting; second, the 
weekly, monthly, or seasonal crowding related to regular cultural events 
such as markets or local festivals; and third, the extraordinary or 
exceptional crowding related to large-scale public events. 

This study demonstrates the relevance of sociomateriality to ordinary 
acts of clustering and declustering in public places. In so doing it seeks 
to establish a connection between theory and practice; how can we study 
clustering and develop different clustering concepts and forms, and how 
can we use analytical concepts as practical tools to further our knowledge 
of urban pedestrian activities. The ambition is that this will fuel the 
discussions and analyses that can improve urban design. 
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